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I. I

SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

PURPOSE

This Manual provides the technical information necessary to In,:>tall, operate dno maintair
the SUPER SIX singleboard computer by Advanced Digital Corporation.

1.2 EQUIPMENT OVER VIEW

SUPER SIX, produced by Advanced Digital Corporation, is the first single boara computer
for the S-IOO bus running at 6MHz. Without the S-100 bus the SUPER SIX can also run as
a standalone computer executing a single user CP/M 2.2 or 3.0, or a multlUser MP/M~

OASIS, or TurboDOS operating system. SUPER SIX runs substantially faster than any
other S-100 single board computer avialable in the market.

The SUPER SIX contains the following set of capabilities:

I. Z80B CPU operating at 6MHZ

2. 128K of dynamic bank select RAM arranged in 16k banks

3. Floppy Disk Controller which supports the 8-inch and 5.25-inch disk
drives simuitaniously

4. 2/4 K of shadow EPROM (Monitor)

5. 2 serial I/O (RS-232) ports offering software or hardware selectable
baud rate, Z80B DAR T

6. 2 parallel ports (Z80B PIO)

7. Real time clock (Z80B CTC)

8. DMA controller (Z80 DMA)

9. Extended addressing: A 16-A23

10. Single 5 volt supply on board

Ii. One-year warranty

12. Free copy of CP/M 2.2 BIOS supplie_d.

* NOTE: Items 5 and 6 reqUire external adaptation for
RS-232 and Centronics. The adapter boards contain a
DB-25 connector on a 2-inch by 2-inch board attached to
the back panel of the S-IOO system (MODEM and RS 422
Paddle cards are also available).
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1.3 .

This document is organized inh' ) St',:t i,'"~ ~lIld 14 J.ppendices.

Section I serves as an introduction to the entire document, stating the purpose of the
document and providing an introduction to the SlJPER SIX single board computer. This
section also provides a list of acronyms used in the document and provides a statement on
the responsibilities of document maintenance.

Section II provides a description of the operations of aU components associated with the
SUPER SIX single board computer.

Section III lists aD SUPER SIX input/output ports and defines the assignments and
functions of each port.

Section IV lists and defines all SUPER SIX jumper connections•. This section includes the
jumper assignments for factory (OEM) installed jumpers.

Section V describes the external connector pins for SUPER SIX connectors J I through J5.

The appendices provide supplemental material to the body of the text and' are referenced
in the text at the associated points.

1.4 LIST OF ACRONYMS

.\

Table 1-1 provides a listing and description of the acronyms used within this text.

ACRONYM DESCRIPTIOt\l

CPU Central Processor Unit

CTC Controllertrimer Circui t

DART Dual Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter

DMA Direct Memory Access

EPROM ElectricaHy Erasable Programmable Read-Only Memory

FOe Floppy Disk ControHer

IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers

MP/M Multiuser Program For Microcomputers

OEM Original Equipment Manufacturer

PIO ParaDel Input/Output

PROM Programmable Read-Only Memory

Table 1-1. List of Acronyms
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Tilble I-I. List of Acronyms (Continued)

ACRONYM DE~U-<[PTIOi\

RAM Random Access Mernory

SIO Serial Input/Output

TTL Transistor-transistor Logic

TurboDOS A Multiuser Networking Operating System used as software with the
SUPER SIX

1.5 DOCUMENT MAINTENANCE

This document is the property of Advanced Digital Corporation, who is responsible for its
content. Any modifications made to this manual must be made with the exptess written
approval of Advanced Digital Corporation.

1.6 THEORY OF OPERATION - START-UP PROCEDURE

The SUPER SIX Single board computer is shipped configured for 19.
installation procedure is as follows:

baud rate. The

I. Plug the PSNETII to connector 35. Use caution; pin I is marked.

2. Connect the CRT. Pins 2, 3, 5, 7, and 20 must be used; no parity
must be specified,

3. Apply power to the system. The monitor message shown in
subsection 2.9.2 appears. Check the CRT baud rate; if 9600 baud is
required, unplug jumper area 37, pin 7-8.

,4. Install the floppy disk cable, load the CP1M diskette, and bootstrap
the system.

Note: CP/M is shipped configured for 64K bytes of
memory. The parallel port is configured as the default
printer. 1024 bytes per sector read/writes are also'
supported (or DMA). The plus 8V and the plus/minus 16V
on the S-IOO bus must be verified prior to installing the
SU PER SIX board.

-3-





SECTION II
OPERATION

This section describes the operation of all SUPER SIX components.

2.1 FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER

The floppy disk controller can access up to four 8:'inch or four 5.25-inch disk drives or any
combination of the two. The controller can read and write IBl\\ 3740 single density format
and double density 1024 sector-SIze formats. Data transfer is performed via Direct
Memory Access (DMA). Due to the simultanious operation capability of the SUPER SIX
the format compatibility problems with 5.25-inch disks have Deen eliminated. The floppy
disk controller used is the WD27~3. The WD2793 has on-chip PLL data separators and
on-chip write pre-compensation logic. Adjustments for PLL are factory set dno write
pre-compensation has been provided with the SUPER SIX. 50 Pin and 34 pin connectors
are available for 8-inch and 5.25-inch disk drives respectively.

NOTE: Customer adjustment of trim pots
may result in cancellation of warranty.

2.2 THE l28K DYNAMIC RAM

The 128K RAM array can be switched ON and OFF in 16K increments, (O-loK, 16K-32K,
32K-48K, 48K-64K for both banks) under software control. This feature allows the CPU
to access bank switchable external memory on the 5-100 bus. The memury tlas an access
time of 150ns. A Refresh operation is performed during 280 M I cycles and during WAlI
and RESET states. The memory can be accessed by floppy dISk via DI\iIA, serial and
paralielljO, or another DMA device un the S-IOO bus.

*NOTE: Any external DMA deVIce that is
using continous mode DMA cycles must
transfer data at an average rate of 15ms per
byte or faster when holding the DMA request
line for more than 1.5ms. The RAM row
address is the low order address; therefore
the entire RAM array is refreshed by DMA
device every i 28 contiguous memory cycles.

Under CPM 2.2 or CPM 3.0 the additional 64K can be used as a diSk buffer. The SUPER
SIX is ideal when operating in the bank mode under CPjM 3.0, as 128K l{AM is required.
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2.3 SYSTEM MONITOR EPkOlv\

The system monitor t.P~OM is switched UN during reset. It Cdll tJ(: dl<,<.lt)J(:O dr,G enabled
under software control. When enabled, the system JllOl,llor r<:,>lrj(:') dt locations
F800-FFFF (hex) (refer to subsection 2.'::1.1.2) when uSIng L716 LI'I<U,\\ or i:1t locations
FOOO-FFFF (hex) when using the 2732 EPR.l)M. lhc systelrr fflonitor tPl:--Cltv! contains the
cold-start loader for CP/M, MP/M and TurboDCIS. In .:.IdUltiol' It Ci:1n be used to perform
LOAD, I/O READ and 1/0 ~l{nE operations. ~hen the LPHU,vi IS disableo no system
address space is used.

2.4 SERIAL puR TS

A 6MHz Z80tl DAR T is used for the two serial I/U ports; a Z80B SIO or Z80A DAR T can
be used in it's place Of a 4MHz Z80A DAR 1 is used the CPU and all other devices must
also be 4MHz). This allows asynchronous serial data communication plus a variety of
interrupt modes. Modem control signals are available at each serial connector. There are
software selectable baud rates as weB as hardware selectable baud rates (mini-jumpers
J7).

*NOTE: The serial ports are TTL and must
be connected to PS N ET/ 1 (serial adapter
interface) for RS-232 communications. The
J4 connector is for the CRT; the J5
connector is for the serial printer or CR 1.

2.5 PARALLEL POR TS

A 6MHz Z80B PIO is used as the parallel port. The "A" channel of this chip is used to
connect the paraHel port connector (J2) to PIO. This port has an 8-bit bi-directional data
line and two hand-shake lines. 1 he "B" port can be split between the parallel port
connector and the S-100 bus vectored interrupts lines by jumper options. This allows the
port to be used as an additional parallel port, an interrupt controller, or both of the
above. In the output mode the parallel ports can drive one TTL load.

2.6 RtAL TIME INTERRUPT LLOCK

A 6MHz Z80/:) CTC is used for providing a real time system clock for lVIP /M or TurboD05
operating systems. Three channels of the CTC are available to the user for jumpering to
synchronous baud rates or long clock times.

2.7 S-100 BUS IN1ERFACE

The 5-100 bus interface provides the signals necessary for an 8-bit bus master as
described by the lEEE-696 bus specification. Vectored interrupt lines VIO-VI7 are
supported via jumper options (refer to section IV) and A16-A23 are also supported via an
I/O port. The Phantom line is also implemented for the dynamic H.AM array.

The SUPER SIX interface with the 5-100 bus is depicted in Figure 2-1.

Turbol)O~ is the registered trademark of Software 2000, Inc.
CP/M and MP/M are the registered trademarks of Digital Research, Inc.
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2.8 BAUD RATE JUMPER

Upon SUPER SIX initialization, the baud rate for the two serial channels can be
hardware-selected independently by means of the baud rate jumper (J7). This 7-pole
jumper is located between U70 and U68 and is divided into two sets of jumpers containing
four and three pins for SIO channels A and B, respectively. Pins 7, 6, 5, and 4 set the baud
rate for SIO channel A and are designated as A, B, C, and D, respectively; pins 3, 2, and I
set the baud rate for SIO channel B and are designated as A, B, and C, respectively.
Because this jumper comprises of only seven pin sets, SIO channel B has a hardware
limitation of 1200 baud; by means of port 18 the software may be set to allow up to 19.2K
baud for channel B. The baud rate settings, as determined by this jumper, are shown in
Table 2-1, below. Once the SUPER SIX is initialized, I/O port 18 is used to modify the
baud rate. Port 18 is described in subsection 3.2.2 L

BIT BIT BIT BIT BAUD
D C B A RATE

0 0 0 0 50
0 0 0 I 75
0 0 I 0 110
0 0 I I 134.5
0 I 0 0 150
0 I 0 I 300
0 I I 0 600
0 I I I 1200
I 0 0 0 1800
I 0 0 I 2000
I 0 I 0 2400
I 0 I I 3600
I I 0 0 4800
I I 0 I 7200
I I I 0 9600
I I I I 19,200

Table 2-1. SUPER SIX Baud Rate Jumper Settings

2.9 EPROM AND MONITOR OPERATION

The on-board EPROM occupies addresses FOOO-FFFF (hex). This EPROM is switched ON
automatically during RESET or POWER-ON. It contains the serial input/output (SIO) and
floppy disk controller (FDC) initialization code along with a simple debugger and floppy
disk cold-start loader. After the operating system is loaded the EPROM can be turned
OFF to allow access to the RAM at address FOOOH-FFFFH. The EPROM can be enabled
or disabled at any time to permit the calling of hardware dependant I/O routines.

2.9.1 EPROM Enable/Disable

A listing of-the program required to enable and disable the EPROM is provided below
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BAUD RATE JUMPERS

ADVANCED DIGITAL CORPORATION SUPER SIX SUPPLEMENT

Update for Page 7

With the Super Six component side facing you and the S-100 connector down there
are 7 jumpters between U68 and U70 aligned vertically. There are assigned as
follows:

console -SIO CH. A=

-SIO CH. B=

<'III

bit A
IIII bit B JUMPER INSTALLED 1
IIlI bit C
IIlI bit D JUMPER OFF = 0

~""
bit A

IIlI bit B
IIII bit C

in 15
ani 7f (for 50 to 1200 baud. for 1800 to

19.2k type ori 80)
out 18
jmp 0
(CR)

0104
0106
0109
-gO

Bit D for SIO CH. B is not available as a jumper and must be set in software.
Bit 7 of this input, port (port 15) is instead used to sense double sided drives.
Some software reads this bit and sends it to the SIO CH. B baud rate anyway. If
you have double sided drives, this will make the bit a 0 thru creating baud rates
from 50 to 1200. If you have single sided drives, this will make the bit a 1
and create baud rates from 1800 to 19.2K. If you experience a problem with this
you can make a file under cpm to correctly assign the baud rate to SIO CH. B
(used for serial printer and/or modem) as follows:

A>ddt
-a100
0100
0102

A)save 1 setbaud.com
A)setbaud

COMMON BAUD RATE SETTINGS

Console 19.2k Console 19.2k Console 9600
SIO CR. B = 300 SIO CR. B =1200

(ON ) (ON) (off)
(ON ) (ON .) (ON )
(ON ) (ON ) (ON )
(ON ) (ON ) (ON)
(ON ) (ON)
(off) (ON )
(ON) (ON)

Console 12

(ON )
(ON )
(ON )
(off)
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2.9.1.1 Enabling the EPROM:

F033 JE4F

F035D316

MVI A,OIOOIIIIB

OUT 16H

;RESET POWER ON JUMP AND
ENABLE MEMORY, EPROM ON
;WRITE TO CONTROL PORT

2.9.1.2 Disabling the EPROM: .

FOJ33E4F

F035 0316

MVI A,OIIOIIIIB

OUT 16H
!

;KESET POWER ON JUMP AND
ENABLE MEMORY, EPROM OFF
;WRITE TO CONTROL PORT

Jumper R25 configures the board to accept a 2716 or 2732 EPROM (as described in
section IV).

NOTE: The EPROM is always addressed at
location F800 (hex) and can not be moved.
Since the 2716 EPROM is 2K long it appears
twice, at location F800-FCOO (hex) and at
location FBFF-FFFF (hex).

2.9.2 Monitor Sign-on

The monitor signs-on with the following messages:

ADVANCED DIGITAL CORP.
Monitor Version 3.6
April - 1983
Press "HI! for help

2.9.3 Monitor Commands

The monitor commands are shown in table 1.-2.
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COMMAND

B

D ssss qqqq

F ssss qqqq bb

G AAAA

I pp

L aaaa

M ssss qqqq dddd

o pp dd

ESC

FUNCTION

Loads the disk-boot loader

Dumps memory in hex starting at user-specified address
ssss and ending at user-specified address qqqq

Fills memory from user-specified address ssss to
user-specified address qqqq with bb

Goes to address AAAA

Input to user-specified port pp

Loads memory starting at user-specified address aaaa

Moves the contents of user-specified starting address
ssss through user-specified ending address qqqq tp the
user-specifiea starting address of dddd

Output user-specified data dd to port pp

Terminates any command

Table 2-2. Monitor Commands For the SUPER SIX

The cold-start loader will select and home drive O. 1 rack 0 sector 1 will be read into
memory at location o. Single density is assumed for track O. if an error occures an error
code will be printed. The error code must be translated using the table in appendex G.
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2.9.4 Cold Start Program

The cold start program is listed beJow.

;READ 1 RACK °SECTiON J JNTO
ME-MORY

BOOT 5:
MVI A,OJ8H
OWT WAIT ;set doubJe for .5 inch

BOOT:
F4B53EOD MVI A,ODH ;RESET FOC
F4-B7D30C OUT FDC ;ISSUE COMMAND
F4B900 NOP

FOCW J:
F4BA DBOC IN FlJC ;CHECK BUSY
F4BC OF RRC
F4BD DABAF4 JC FDCWJ
F4CO 00 NOP ;KILL TiME
F4Cl 00 NOP
F4C200 NOP
F4C300 NOP
F4C43E03 MVI A,3 ;GET A RESTORE
F4C6D30C OUT FOC ;ISSUSCOMMAND
F4C800 NOP
F4C9DB14 IN WAIT ;WAIT~FOR

F4CB 00 NOP ;INTRQ

TKO:
F4CC OBOC IN FOC
F4CE E604 ANI 4 ;CHECK TRACK 0
F4DO CACCF4 JZ TKO
F4D3 AF XRA A
F4046F MOV L,A ;P01N1 AT LOC 0
F4D567 MOV H,A
F4D63C INR A
F4D7 D30E OUT FOCSEC ;SET St:.""CTOR
F4D93E8C MVI A,08CH ;GET READ COMMAND
F4DB D30C OUT FOC ;ISSlLECOMMANO
F40000 NOP

fOCRD:
F4DE DB14 IN WAIT ;wAori FOR INTRQ
F4EO B7 oORA- A ;Oil-ORO
F4EJ F2EBF4 JP BOOTON ,;E->5]T IFINTRQ
F4E40BOF IN FOCOATA. ;GE:r DATA
F4E677 MOV M,A ;ST()Rt
F4E723 INX H ;PQJNT NEXT
F4E8 C30EF4 JMP FDC.I{O



F4EB OBOC
F4ED B7
F4EE CAOOOO
F4Fl F5
F4F2210Ff'6
F4F5 COE6FO
F4F8 Fl
F4F9 C021Fl

IN
ORA
JZ
PUSH
LXI
CALL
POP
CALL

BOOTON:
FOC jCHECK SlATUS
A ;0 = NO ERROR
o ;OK, GO
PSW ;SAVE ERROR
H,I:HERR jPRINT
MSG jOISK ERROR
PSW jCiET ERROR
THXB jPRINT IT

2.10 RAM ORGANIZATION

The SUPER SIX 128K RAM is configured as shown in Figure 2-~.

U55 U46 U47

U57 U48 U56

U58 U49 U50

U60 U51 U59

U61 U52 U53

U63 U54 U62

Figure 2-2. SUPER SIX RAM Configuration

The first 64K bank of RAM comprises of U46, U47, U48, U49, U51, U52, U54, U53, and
U50j U46 is the parity chip.

2.11 Z80A OMA FEATUR ES

The Z80A OMA performs transfers, searches and search/transfers on a full-byte basis in
burst or continuous modes. The cycle length and edge timing can be programmed to
match the speed of any port. A bit maskable byte search can be performed either
concurrently with transfers or as an operation itself.

2.12 PSNET/IOPERATION

This paddle card converts TTL to RS232 levels. Pin 6 of the 14 pin connector on the card
represents TXOj pin 7 is R TS*j pin 8 is OTR*j pin 5 is CTS*j 1 is DCO* (normally GND); 3
is RNG* optional; 2 is OSR*j 4 is RXO. Only pins 3, 5, 20, 2, and 1 are required for most
printers or CR 1's. Printers employing the BUS Y line must be tied to pin 20 of the OB-25
connector on PSNET/l. A PSNET/l schematic is provided in Appendix L.
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2• .1.3 PSNET/PAR

This paddle card connects the SUPER SIX parallel I/O to a Centronics printer or any other
device that requires buffered signals. Note that a OB-25 connector is used to simplify the
connection for the back panel of the 5-100 system. Thirteen wires are required between
the OB-25 and the printer. A PSN ET/PAR schematic is provided in Appendix M.

2.14 SYNCHRONOU~ OPERATIONS

If synchronous operation is required, the eTC channels (aU four) are unused; the jumper
option on Hand T can be used to bring external dock into the 510. The J4 pin connectors
(J4 and J5), pins J and 11, are not used and can be employed for RNG. SIO pins 13 and 14
are connected on the SUPER SIX board and must be cut for synchronous operation.

2.15 POWER CONSUMPTION

+8V
+/-J6V

2.8 Amp typical
250 rna

-J2-





3.1

SECTION III
IN PUT/OUTPUT PORTS

INPUT/OUTPUT PORT ASSIGNMENTS

Input/Output port assignments are shown in Table 3-1:

ADDRESS FUNCTION

00 Read/Write SIO channel A Data port
01 Read/Write SIO channel A status/control port
02 Read/Write SIO channe1 B Data port
03 Read/Write SIO channel B status/control port
04 Read/Write PIO chan.nel A Data port
05 Write PIO channel B Data port
06 Read/Write PIO channel A control port
07 Write PIO channel B control port
08 Read/Write eTC channel 0 control port
09 Read/Write eTC channel 1 control port
OA Read/Write eTC channel 2 control port
OB Read/Write eTC channel 3 control port
oe Read/Write FDC command/status port
OD Read/Write FDC Track register
OE Read/Write FDC sector register
OF Read/Write FDe data port
10 Read/Write DM A control port
II Read/Write Same as port 10
12 Read/Write Same as port 10
13 Read/Write Same as port 10
14 .Read/Write FDe synchronization/Drive/Density
15 Write S-IOO bus extended address A16-A23
15 Read On-board Baud Rate jumpers
16 Write On-board memory control port 110
17 Write On-board memory control port III
18 Write Set Baud Rate
19 Write Same as port 18
lA Write Same as port 18
IB Write Same as port 18

Table 3-1. I/O Port Assignments for the SUPER SIX Board

Note: All Address in table 3-1 are listed in Hex.
The unused input/output ports are internally
decoded and should not be used by external S-100
I/O boards.

The individual ports are described in detail in the following subsection.
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3.2 I/O POR T DESCRIPTIONS

This subsection discribes the function of all SUPER SIX I/0 ports.

3.2.1 Port 00

This read/write port acts as the serial input/output channal A data port and is described in
detail in Appendix A.

3.2.2 Port 01

This read/write port acts as the serial input/output channel A status/control port and is
discribed in Appendix A.

3.2.3 Port 02

This read/wri te port acts as the serial input/output channel B data port and is discribed in
detail in A~pendix A.

3.2.4 Port 03

This read/write port acts as the serial input/output channel B status/control port and is
described in detail in Appendix A.

3.2.5 Port 04

This read/write port acts as the parallel input/output channel A data port and is discribed
in detail in Appendix B.

3.2.6 Port 05

This write-only port acts as the parallel input/output channel:B data port and is
described in detail in Appendix B. This port can be jumpered to the S-lOO vectored
intercept lines onto connector J2 (refer to Section IV).

3.2.7 Port 06

This read/write port acts as the parallel input/output channel A control. is discribed
in detail in Appendix B.

3.2.8 Port 07

This write-only port acts as the parallel input/output channel B control port and is
described. in detail in Appendix B. This port can be jumpered to the S-lOO vectored
interrupt lines onto connector J2 (refer to Section IV).

3.2.9 Port 08

This read/write port acts as the counter/timer circuit channel zero control port and is
discribed in detail in Appendix C.
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3.2.10 Port 09

This read/write port acts as the counter/timer circuit channel 1 control port and IS

discribed in detail in Appendix C.

3.2.11 Port OA

This read/wri te port acts as the counter jtimer circuit channel 2 control port and is
discribed in detail in Appendix Co

3.2.12 Port OB

This read/write port acts as the counter jtimer circuit channel 3 control port and is
described in detail in Appendix Co

3.2.13 Port OC

This read/write port acts as the floppy disk control command and status port and is
described in detail in Appendix F.

3.2.14 Port 00

This read/write port acts as the floppy disk control track register port and is discribed in
detail in Appendix F.

3.2.15 Port OE

This read/write port acts as the floppy disk control sector register port and is discribed in
detail in Appendix F.

3.2.16 Port OF

This read/write port acts as the floppy disk control data port and is described in detail in
Appendix F.

3.2.17 Ports 10-13

These ports act as direct memory access (OMA) control ports. The Z80A OMA controller
requires only one control/status port; ports 11, 12, and 13 (hex) are therefore identical to
port 10 (hex). The floppy disk controller (FOC) data request line is tied to the 280 DMA
ready input and is active when the signal is high. The OMA controller can move data to
and from the FOC and memory, any I/O channel and memory, or memory and memory, on
or off the board.

*NOTE: All DMA other than FOC must be
started by ready = low (e.g., FOC ORQ =low)
and sycronized using the 5-100 wait line, pin
72. The DMA interrupt output is connected
to interrupt jumper J6. IN T from the DMA is
active when low.
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3.2.18 Port 14

This read/write port acts as the floppy rJj':>k (:or,troller synchronization, drive
identification, and density port.

3.2.18.1 Port 14, Write Operation

The two low-order bits (DO and DO specify the disk drive (see table below). Bit D2
selects the disk head. Bit 03 specifies the disk density, where zero (0) specifies single
density and 1 specifies double density. Bit 04 specifies the disk drive size, where zero (0)
specifies 8-inch disk and 1 specifies 5.25-inch disk.

The bit significance is shown below.

07 = MSB; DO = LSB

Disk drive select (see table below)
.....-----...... Disk drive select (see table below)

L-------...Head select (O=head 1; l=head 2)
'----------- Disk Density (O=single; 1=double)

'-----------....... Size select (0=8 inch; 1=5.25 inch)
'---------------- Not read

'---------------- Not read
L------------------ Not read

The two low-order bits (DO and 01) specify the selected disk drive, where:

01 DO RESULT

0 0 Disk Drive 0 selected
0 1 Disk Drive 1 selected
1 0 Disk Drive 2 selected
1 1 Disk Drive 3 selected

Two connectors are provided on the SUPER SIX for the floppy disk: Jl and J3. Jl drives
the 5.25-inch floppy disk; pin 1 is clearly marked to this effect. J3 drives the 8 inch disk.
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3.2.19 Port 15

3.2.19.1 Port 15, Read Operation

This port reads the on-board baud rate. The bit significance is shown below.

D7 =MSB; DO =LSB

Switch 1. 0 =closed; 1 =open
Switch 2. 0 = closed; 1 = open
Switch 3. 0 = closed; 1 = open
Switch 4. 0 = closed; 1 = open
Switch 5. 0 =closed; 1 = open
Switch 6. 0 = closed; 1 = open
Switch 7. 0 =closed; 1 = open
Double sided disk drive status.
o =double sidee diskette

I D7 ID6 ID5 I D4 I D31 D2{ D I IDO 1

L

Note: Jumper J7 specifies the hardware setting for the
baud rate. Port 15 reads jumper J7 to determine the
hardware specified rate.

3.2.19.2 Port 15, Write Operation

This port controls the S-100 extended address lines. The bit significance is shown below:

I D7 , D6 ID5 I04 I 03 I02 ID I IDol

L
~

07 = MSB; DO = LSB

A16
Al?
A18
A19
A20
A21
A22
A23

3.2.20 Ports 16 and 17

These write-only ports act as the on-board memory control ports zero (0) and 1
respectively. These ports control the on-board memory management circuit, PROM
enable and disable circuit, power-on jump reset circuit, and the parity check enable. Port
zero (0) controls the first 64K bytes of memory; port 1 controls the second 64K of memory.
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3.2.20.1 Port 16, Write Operation

. The four low-order bits (DO, D I, D2, and (3) switch the on-board memory Or-.. and OFF in
16K banks. Relative addresses of these banks are as shown below, (in hex).

BANK FROM TO

00 0000 3FFF
01 4000 7FFF
02 8000 BFFF
D3 COOO FFFF

Bit 5 of this port switches the on-board EPROM ON and OFF. This EPROM occupies
addresses FOOO through FFFF (Hex). After the operating system is loaded the EPROM can
be set to OFF to enable accessing of the RAM addresses FOOO through FFFF (hex); it is
switched to ON Automatically during reset or power-on. This EPROM contains the S10
and FOC initialization code, a simple debugger, and the floppy disk cold:....start loader.

Bit 06 resets the power-on jump circuit; it must be reset high before RAM can be
accessed upon completion of a reset or power-on operation.

Bit 07 enables and disables the on-board memory parity check latch. On power-up or
reset, this bit is set to low and disables the parity circuit. Prior to enabling the parity
circuit, all memory must be written; this initializes the parity bit for each location. If a
parity error occurs an on-board LED is turned ON. If interrupts are enabled and the board
is jumpered for parity error interrupts, the location in error can be located by clearing bit
07 (to clear the errod, resetting the bit, and then reading each location again; If no parity
error is encountered it is likely that the error encountered was a soft read error. Parity
error interrupts can be jumpered to create a non-maskable or counterftimer channel
interrupt.

The bit significance of this port is shown below.

07 =MSB; DO =LSBI 07 I06 , 05 ID4 ID3 , 02 I 0 I I00 I
L

~

1 = Bank ON; a = Bank OFF
Memory bank 0 =0000 - 3FFF (hex)
Memory bank 1 =4000 - 7FFF (hex)
Memory bank 2 =8000 -' BFFF (hex)
Memory bank 3 =COOO - FFFF (hex)
Not read
PROM enabled = 0; PROM disabled = 1
Power on jump reset = 1
.Parity check enable =1
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3.2.20.2 Port 17, Write Operation

l:3its DO, 01, 02, and 03 switch the second 64K set 01 on-board memory similarly to the
corresponding bits for port 16. l:3its D4, 05, and 06 control memory mapping of the
second set of memory. The first set of 64K bytes is not affected by these settings. Five
memory maps are available and are depicted below. Note that if any 16K segment from
the first bank is selected to overlay a 16K segment from the second bank, only the first
bank's 64K memory is selected.

The bit significance of map a is shown below. No overlays may be performed on this bank.

07 = MSB; DO = LSB

I = Bank ON; a = l:3ank OFF
tVlemory bank 4 = 0000 - 3FFF (hex)
Memory bank 5 = 4000 - 7FFF (hex)
Memory bank 6 = 8000 - BFFF (hex)
Memory bank 7 = COOO - FFFF (hex)
Set to zero for map zero
Set to zero for map zero
Set to zero for map zero
Not read

r 07 I06 05 I 04 \ 03 I02 ID I IDO I
L

The bit significance of map 1S shown below. Bank zero of the first memory set may
overlay bank 7.

D7 = MSB; DO = LSB

I = Bank ON; a = Bank OFF
Memory bank 4 = 0000 - 3FFF (hex)
Memory bank 5 = 4000 - 7FFF (hex)
Memory bank 6 =8000 - BFFF (hex)
Memory bank 7=0000-3FFF(hex)-bank 0
Set to I for map I
Set to zero for map
Set to zero for map
Not read

I 07 06 05 04 03 02 I0 I IDO I
L
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The bit significance of map 2 is shown below. Bank I of the first memory set may overlay
bank 6.

I D7 06 05 04 I03 I02 I0 I IDO I
L

07 = MSBj DO = LSI:)

I = Bank ON; 0 = Bank OFF
Memory bank 4 = 0000 - 3FFF (hex)
Memory bank:> = 4000 - 7FFF (hex)
Memory bank 6=4000-7FFF(hex)-bank I
Memory bank 7 = COOO - FFFF (hex)
Set to zero for map 2
Set to I for map 2
Set to zero for map 2
Not read

The bit significance of map 3 is shown below. Banks zero and 1 of the first memory set
overlay banks 6 and 7, respectively.

.1 07 . 06 05 04 I03 ID2l D I IDol
L

07 = MSB; DO =LSB

1 = Bank ON; 0 = Bank OFF
Memory bank 4 = 0000 - 3FFF (hex)
Memory bank 5 = 4000 - 7FFF (hex)
Memory bank 6=0000-3FFF(hex)-bank 0
Memory bank 7=4000-7FFF(hex)-bank I
Set to I for map 3
Set to I for map 3
Set to zero for map 3
Not read

The bit significance of map 4 is shown below. Bank 3 of the first memory set overlays
bank 4.

I 07 I06 I05 I 04 1 03 I02 I0 I IDO I
L

07 = MSB; DO = LSB

1 = Bank ON; 0 = Bank OFF
Memory bank 4=COOO-FFFF(hex)-bank 3
Memory bank 5 = 4000 - 7FFF (hex)
Memory bank 6 = 8000 - BFFF (hex)
Memory bank 7 = COOO - FfFF (hex)
Set to zero for map 4
Set to zero for map 4
Set to 1 for map 4
Not read
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EXAMPLES OF BANKING:

64K - Bank 0

3

2

1

o

64K - Bank 1

7

6

5

4

Bank 0 - Controlled by Port 16
There are five maps possible in Bank 1.
Bank 0 always overrides. Once a bit in Bank 0
is set, you will always get the corresponding
memory in that Bank only.

Bank 1 - Port 17.
Depending on the map used.

M~p 0 - You will get the corresponding memory in Map 0,
Bank 1 if you don't have the Bank a bit set.

Map 1 - If you set bit a , then you will get 0-16K,
if you set just bit 3 , then you get 0-16K
which corresponds with 48-64K in Map O.



MAP a

3/7

2/6

1/5

0/4

MAP 3

3

2

1/5/7

0/4/6

cooo

8000

4000

o

MAP 1

3

2/6

1/5

0/4/7

MAP 4

3/4/7

2/6

1/5

o

MAP 2

3/7

2

1/5/6

0/4



3.2.21 Port 18

This write-only port acts as the set-baud-rate port and allows the user to perform a
software reset of the baud rate for SIO channels A and B. The bit significance of this port
is shown below.

D7 =MSB; DO =LSB

510 channel A baud bit A
--~ SIO channel A baud bit B

'------ 510 channel A baud bit C
'---------.510 channel-A baud bit D

.....---------.. 510 channel B baud bit A
.....----------- 510 channel B baud bit B

.....------------- 510 channel B baud bit C
110------------------1 510 channel B baud bit D

The baud rates equated with bit settings A, B, C, and D are shown in Table 3-2. These are
identical for both channel A and channel B.

BIT BIT BIT BIT BAUD
D C B A RATE

0 0 0 0 50
0 0 0 1 75
0 0 I 0 110
0 0 I I 134.5
0 1 0 0 150
0 1 0 I 300
0 I 1 0 600
0 1 I 1 1200
1 0 0 0 1800
1 0 0 1 2000
1 0 1 0 2400
1 0 1 I 3600
I 1 0 0 4800
1 1 0 1 7200
1 1 1 0 9600
1 1 1 1 19,200

Table 3-2. SUPER SIX Port 18 Baud Rate Settings
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4.1

SECTION IV
JUMPER CONNECTIONS

JUMPER DEFINITIONS

Table 4-1 presents the available jumpers and abbreviates their assigned functions.
Detailed descriptions of individual jumper functions are presented following this table. To
facilitate jumper insertion, each three (or more) pin jumper is depicted in an iHustration
contained within the narrative for that jumper.

JUMPER FUNCTION

A Generates Wait States

B Selects between on-board Tri-state and S-100 bus buffering
(MWRITE)

c

D

E

F

G

H&T

J

J6

J7

K

M

Selects 6MHz or 4MHz operation

Selects 6MHz or 4MHz operation For DMA ONLY (2.,.. 3)

Selects between the S-lOO bus interrupt (INT) and the vectored
interrupt zero (VIO)

Used in conjunction with jumpers P, N, M, K, R, 5, and J, this
jumper area selects between vectored interrupts and the parallel I/O
second port

Used in adjusting the floppy disk controller phase line level (PLL)

This jumper area selects synchronous or asynchronous serial I/O

Used in conjunction with jumpers P, N, M, K, R, 5, and F, this
jumper area selects between vectored interrupts and the parallel I/O
second port

Used for interrupts of the CTC to 1.5 MHz, DMA or parity error,
NMI or INTRQ

Used to set the hardware baud rate

Used in conjunction with jumpers P, N, M, J, R, S, and F, this
jumper area selects between vectored interrupts and the parallel I/O
second port

Used in conjunction with jumpers P, N, J, K, R, S, and F, this
jumper area selects between vectored interrupts and the parallel I/O
second port

Table 4-1. SUPER SIX Jumpers and Abbreviated Functions
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4.2

4.2.1

JUMPER FUf\,Cllu{\<

N Used in conjunctiorl with jurr,per'> P, ,IYI, J, K, k, ~, and F, this
jumper drea '>E:leet'> between vectored interrupt,> and the paraUel 1/0
second port

P Used in conjunction with jumpers 0., M, J, K, R, 5, and r, this
jumper area selects between vectored interrupts and the parallel I/O
second port

R Used in conjunction with jumpers P, N, M, J, K, S, and F, this
jumper area selects between vectored interrupts and the paraUel 1/0
second port

R25 Used to select the 27J6or the 2732 EPROM

S Used in conjunction with jumpers P, N, M, J, K, R, and F, this
jumper area selects between vectored interrupts and the parallel I/O
second port

Table 4-1. SUPER SIX Jumpers and Abbreviated Functions (Continued)

JUMPER DESCRIPTIONS

Jumper A

This two-pin jumper must be installed when running OMA.

4.2.2. Jumper B

0:
When installed this two-pin jumper causes buffering of the MWRITE signal to be
performed through the on-board tri-state buffer. When not installed, buffering is
performed through the S-lOO bus. In most cases this jumper is installed.

4.2.3 Jumper C

1 2

When installed between 1 and 2, this jumper sets the board for 6MHz operation. When
installed between 2 and 3, 4MHz operation is specified. Also see jumper D, below.
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4.2.4 Jumper D

1

2

3

When installed between 1 and 2, this jumper sets the board for 6MHz operation. When
installed between 2 and 3, 4MHz operation is specified. Also see jumper C, above. For DMA
Operation pl~g between 2-3 always.
4.2.5 Jumper E

1

2

3

This jumper determines whether the 5-100 bus interrupt (IN T) or the vectored interrupt
zero (VIO) is to be used. When installed between pins 1 and 2, the VIO is tied to priority
interrupt DAISY CHAIN. When installed between pins 2 and 3, the priority interrupt
(5-100 pin 73) is tied to the interrupt DAISY CHAIN.

4.2.6 Jumper G

This jumper adjusts the floppy disk controller phase-locked loop (PLL) and is not installed
unless adjusting the PLL

4.2.7 Jumpers Hand T

This jumper area specifies that serial I/O is to be performed synchronously or
asynchronously. When installed between pins 1 and 2 of jumpers Hand T, synchronous
operation is selected; when installed between pins 2 and 3, asynchronous operation is
selected. Pins 1 and 11 of the 14 pin J 4 and J 5 connectors are not faCtory connected.
These may be used in synchronous operations to bring the external dock or ring indicator
into the 510.

4.2.8 Jumper J6

This jumper is for CTC external interrupts. Pin 14 is the 1.5MHz dock; Pin 12 is
IN TDMA; pin lOis PERR (parityerror); pin 9 is NMI; pin 8 is IN TRQ. Jumper J6 internal
interrupts are 7-6, 5-4, and 3-2.
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4-.2.9 Jumper R25

This jumper allo\\'s selection bet\\('cl1 thc ':710 dnd 2732 EPRL)Ms. When instaHea
between pins 1 and 2, the 2716 l:.PRi..'\\ i:; ,H1drc:;sed; when installed between pins 2 and 3,
the 2732 EPROM is addressed.

Jumper J74-.2.10

GNO

GNO

GNO

GNO

GNO

GNO

GNO

8 7

9 6

10 5
..-

11 4

12 3

13 2

14 1

BDo

B05

B04

B03

B02

BOl

BOO

This jumper sets the hardware baud rate. When the jumper is inserted an inverted ground
condition exists (1); when not inserted a zero (0) value is assumed. This setting must agree
with the Set Baud Rate Port (port 18 - refer to subsection 3.2.21) e.g., when 7, 6, 5, and 4
are installed, 19.2K baud is read.

4-.2.11

p

N

M

K

J

R

s
F

Jumpers P, N, M, K, J, R, 5, and F

3 L

These jumpers select between vectored interrupts or the Parallel 1/0 second port. When
installed between pins land 2, the vectored interrupts zero (0) to 7, as selected, are
enabled and connected to Parallel I/O port B. When jumpers are installed between pins 2
and 3, Parallel I/O port B is connected to the J2 connector.
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4.3

4.3.1

FACTOR Y AND OEM INSTALLED JUMPERS

8-lnch Floppy Disk Drive

Install jumpers as indicated below.

JUMPER BETW EEN PINS FUNCTION

B
e
o
E
H
T
J6

J7
P
N
M
K
J
R
S
F

1 - 2
2-3
1 - 2
2-3
2 - 3

1~14! 7~8

3- 2

5, 6, 7, 8
2-3
2-3
2-3
2-3
2-3
2-3
2 - 3
2-3

Enables the S-100 bus memory write signal
Set for 6MHz operation
Set. for 4MHZ DMA
Vectored Interrupt zero
Specifies asynchronous SIO
Specifies asynchronous SIO
Between 1~14 Clock/TRG3 to T02 of the eTC
Between 7~8 Clock/TRG2 to TOI of the CTe
Between 2 - 3: Clock TRGI to TOO of the CTC
19.2K baud rate
Selects parallel port B, Bit 00 on J2-25
Selects parallel port B, Bit 01 on J2-27
Selects parallel port B, Bit 02 on J2-29
Selects parallel port B, Bit D3 on J2-31
Selects parallel port B, Bit 04 on J2-33
Selects parallel port B, Bit D5 on J2-35
Selects parallel port B, Bit 06 on J2-37
Selects parallel port B, Bit 07 on J2-39

Shugart SA 800/801 l>isk Drive

Remove all factory installed jumpers and install as follows:

Jumper C
Jumper T2
Jumper DS1 (Drive Select 1)
Jumper DS
Jumper RR
Jumper 800
Jumper A
Jumper B
Jumper Tl
Jumper T3, T4, T5, T6, for end of cable
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4.3.3 Shugart 850 Disk Drive

Install the terminator at the cable end. kemove aU factory jr,stalJed Jumpers dna instaH
as foHows:

4.3.4

Jumper 2~

Jumper C
Jumper A
Jumper Jj

Jumper R
Jumper I
Jumper Y
Jumper 850
Jumper 52
Jumper IT
Jumper FS
Jumper RM
Jumper DS
Jumper S
Jumper M
Jumper FM, MFM
Jumper DSI (for drive 1)
Jumper DS2 (for drive 2)

MFE Model 700 Disk Drive

Install jumpers as indicated below:

Jumper J3
Jumper RHL
Jumper J4
Jumper L-l
Jumper J3
Jumper WP1
Jumper JI-4, JI-8
Jumper JI0
Jumper J7
Jumper SSI
Jumper SE2
Jumper J1 1, HSI

4.3.5 Tandon Slim Line Disk Drive

InstaU the terminator at the cable end. InstaU jumpers as indicated below:

Jumper OSl (for drive 1)
Jumper DS2 (for drive 2)
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4.3.6 NEC Model fDl 160 Disk Drive

InstalJ jumpers as indicated below:

Jumper C
Jumper N
Jumper HL~
Jumper M
Jumper PRJ
Jumper OLD
Jumper fU

4.3.7 QUME Data Track 8 Disk Drive

Install and cut jumpers as indicated below:

25,52
Jumper DS! Uor drive 1)
Jumper DS2 (for drive 2)
Jumper Y
Jumper C
Cut X
Cut Z
Cut L

4.3.8 Tandon 5.25-inch Disk Drive (48TPI)

!nstall jumpers on the DIP shunt as indicated below:

Jumper pin 7
Jumper pin 8
Jumper pin 2 (for drive l)
Jumper pin :3 (for drive 2)

4.3.9 Mitsubishi Model 2894 Disk Drive

InstalJ and cut jumpers as indicated below:

Jumper Y
Jumper E
Jumper off
Jumper R
Jumper D5 (drive select)
Jumper 52
Jumper D
Jumper H
Jumper I
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4.3.10 Mitsubishi Model 2896 Disl< Drive

Install jumpers as indicated below:

Jumper JFG
Jumper PS
Jumper Sl next to SE
Jumper S2
Jumper M1
Jumper c
Jumper I
Jumper R
Jumper It
Jumper DS (drive select)
Jumper RFa
Jumper A

Jumper B
Jumper RS
Jumper HUD
Jumper Z
Jumper WP
Jumper HY

4.3.11 Shugart SA 860 Disk Drive

InstaU jumpers as indicated below:

Jumper OS
Jumper 52
Jumper SR
Jumper TR

4.3.12 Siemens FDD-IOO-8 Disk Drive

Install jumpers as indicated below:

Jumper RR
Jumper U
Jumper H
Jumper D
Jumper L

Jumper SS
Jumper GND
Jumper SE

Jumper Cut jumper 32 and connect jumper 0
Jumper E

Jumper 2 for radial step
Jumper Cutiumper G & connect H
Jumper Rl

4.3.13

Note: Jumper H is normaUy shipped as G. -~mper 0 is
set for 8 or 16 sectors.

Qume Trak 59Z5.25.-in~:h Disk Drive

InstaH jumpers as indicated below:

Jumper HS
Jumper DSO

4.3.14 All Other Disk Drives

Refer to manufacturer-supplied technical manual for specific drive.

Note: The last drive at the end. ·of the cable must be
terminated.
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5.1

SECTION V
EXTERNAL CONNECTOR PINS

CONNECTOR S-100

This connector interfaces SUPER SIX to the 5-100 bus. Pin numbers and names are shown
in Table 5-1.

PIN NAME PIN NAME PIN NAME

1 +8V 25 PSTVAL* 58 5XTRQ*
2 +16V 26 PHLDA 59 A19
3 XRDY 27-28 RFU 60 SIXTN*
4 VIO* 29-34 A5,4,3, 61-64 A20-A23
5 VI1* 15,12,9 65-66 NDEF
6 VI2* 35 DOl/DATAl 67 PHANTOM*
7 VI3* 36 DOO/DATAO 68 MRWT
8 VI4* 37 AID 69 RFU
9 VI5* 38 D04 70 GND
10 VI6* 39 D05 71 RFU
11 VI7* 40-43 006,12 72 RDY
12 NMI* 13,17 73 INT*
13 PWRFAIL* 44 SMI 74 HOLD*
14 DMA3* 45 SOUT 75 RESET*
15 A18 46 SINP 76 PSYNCH
16 Al7 47 SMEMR 77 PWR*
17 A16 48 SHLTA 78 PDBIN
18 SDSB* 49 CLOCK 79-87 AD-All
19 CDSB* 50 GND 88-95 D02-DIO
20 GND 51 +8V 96 SINTA
21 NDEF 52 -16V 97 SWO*
22 ADSB* 53 GND 98 ERROR*
23 DODSB* 54 SLAVE CLR* 99 POC*
24 0 55-57 DMAO*-DMA2* 100 GND

Table 5-1. S-100 Connector Pins and Pin Functions
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5.2 CONNECTOR J2

This connector interfaces the SUPER SIX to the paral1el port. Pin numbers, names, and
functions are shown in Table 5-2.

PIN NAME FUNCTION

1 ARDY PIO Channel A Ready Signal
2 ARDY RET Ground
3 ASTRB* PIO Channel A Strobe
4 ASTRB RET Ground
5 PAD PIO Channel A Data Bit 0
6 PAO RET Ground
7 PAl PIO Channel A Data Bit 1
8 PAl RET Ground
9· PA2 PIO Channel A Data Bit 2
10 PA2 RET Ground
11 PA3 PIO Channel A Data Bit 3
12 PA3 RET Ground
13 PA4 PIO Channel A Data Bit 4
14 PA4 RET Ground
15 PA5 PIO Channel A Data Bit 5
16 PA5 RET Ground
17 PA6 PIO Channel A Data Bit 6
18 PA6 RET Ground
19 PA7 PIO Channel A Data Bit 7
20 PA7 RE1 Ground
21 BRDY PIO Channel B Ready Signal
22 BRDY RET Ground
23 BSTRB* PIO Channel B Strobe
24 BSTRB RET Ground
25* PBO PIO Channel B Data Bit 0
26 PBO RET Ground
27* PBl PIO Channel B Data Bit 1
28 PBI RET Ground
29* PB2 PIO Channel B Data Bit 2
30 PB2 RET Ground
31* PB3 PIO Channel B Data Bit 3
32 PB3 RET· Ground
33* PB4 PIO Channel B Data Bit 4
34 PB4 RET Ground
35* PB5 PIO Channel B Data Bit 5
36 PB5 RET Ground
37* PB6 PIO Channel B Data Bit 6
38 PB6 RET Ground
39* PB7 PIO Channel B Data Bit 7
40 +5 Volts

* - Can be jumpered to the S-100 Bus.

Table 5-2. SUPER SIX J2 Connector Pin Functions
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5.3 CON NECTOR J3

This connector interfaces the SUPER SIX to the floppy disk controller. Pin numbers and
functions are shown in Table 5-3.

Table 5-3. SUPER SIX J3 Connector Pm FunctIOns
-32-

8INCH DISK 5.25 INCH DISK FUNCTION
PIN PIN
1 Ground
2 Alternate Head 2*
3 Ground
4 N/C
5 Ground
6 N/C
7 Ground
8 N/C
9 Ground
10 N/C
11 Ground
12 N/C
13 Ground
14 Head 2*
15 Ground
16 N/C
17 1 Ground
18 Head Load*
19 3 Ground
20 " 8 Index*
21 5 Ground
22 Ready*
23 7 Ground
24 8 Above Track 43*
25 9 ground
26 10 Drive Select 0*
27 11 Ground
28 12 Drive Select 1*
29 13 Ground
30 14 Drive Select 2*
31 15 Ground
32 6 Drive Select 3*
33 "17 Ground
34 18 Direction
35 19 Ground
36 20 Step*
37 21 Ground
38 22 Write Data*
39 23 Ground
40 24 Write Gate*
41 25 Ground
42 26 Track 0*
43 27 Ground
44 28 Write Protect*
45 29 Ground
46 30 Read Data*
47 31 Ground,
48 16 Motor ON*
49 33 Ground
50 34 N/C-



5.4 CONNECTORJ4

This connector interfaces the SUPER SIX to the serial port, channel A. Pin numbers,
names, and functions are shown in Table 5-4.

PIN NAME FUNCTION

1 N/C
2 DCDA* Data Carrier Detect, Channel A*
3 SYNCA* Sync Detect
4 RxDA Receive data
5 CTSA* Clear To Send
6 TxDA Transmit Data
7 RTSA* Request To Send
8 DTRA* Data Terminal Ready
9 Tx/RxCA* Transmit/receive Clock
10 GND Ground
11 N/C
12 +16 Volts
13 -16 Volts
14 +5 Volts

Table 5-4. SUPER SIX J4 Connector Pin Functions

5.5 CON NECTOR J5

This connector interfaces the SUPER SIX with serial port channel B. Pin numbers, names,
and functions are shown in Table 5-5.

PIN NAME FUNCTION

1 N/C
2 DCDA* Data Carrier Detect, Channel A*
3 SYNCA* Sync Detect
4 RxDA Receive data
5 CTSA* Clear To Send
6 TxDA Transmit Data
7 RTSA* Request To Send
8 DTRA* Data Terminal Ready
9 Tx/RxCA* Transmit/receive Clock.
10 ·GND Ground
11 N/C
12 +16 Volts
13 -16 Volts
14 +5 Volts

Table 5-5. SUPER SIX J5 Connector Pin Functions

-33-



APPENDIX A -

Z80A/Z80B SERIAL IN PUT /OUTPUT (SIO) AN 0
DUAL ASYNCHRONOUS RECEIVER/TRANSMiTTER (DART)
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realm.. • Two independent full-duplex channels with
separate modem controls. Modem status can
be monitored.

• Receiver data registers are quadruply buf
fered; the transmitter is doubly buHered.

• Interrupt features include a programmable
interrupt vector, a "status aHects vector"
mode for fast interrupt processing, and the
standard 2-80 peripheral daisy-chain inter
rupt structure that provides automatic inter
rupt vectoring with no external logic.

• In xl clock mode, data rates are 0 to 500K
bits/second with a 2.5 MHz clock, or 0 to
800K bits/second with a 4.0 MHz clock.

• Programmable options include I, I Y2 or 2
stop bits; even, odd or no parity; and xl,
xl6, x32 and x64 clock modes.

• Break generation and detection as well as
parity-, overrun- and framing-error detec
tion are available.

Description The 2-80 DART (Dual-Channel Asynchro
nous Receiver/Transmitter) is a dual-channel
multi-function peripheral component that
satisfies a wide variety of asynchronous serial
data communications requirements in micro
computer systems. The 2-80 DART is used as a
serial-to-parallel, parallel-to-serial converter/
controller in asynchronous applications. In
addition, the device also provides modem con
trols for both channels. In applications where

modem controls are not needed, these lines
can be used for general-purpose I/O.

2ilog also oHers the 2-80 SIO, a more ver
satile device that provides synchronous
(Bisync, HDLC and SDLC) as well as asyn
chronous operation.

The 2-80 DART is fabricated with n-channel
silicon-gate depletion-load technology, and is
packaged in a 40-pin plastic or ceramic DIP.
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B/A. Channel A Or B Select (input, High
selects Channel B). This input defines which
channef is accessed during a data transfer be
tween the CPU and the 2-80 DART.

C/O. Control Or Data Select (input, High
selects Control). This input specifies the type
of information (control or data) transferred on
the data bus between the CPU and the Z-80
DART.

CE. Chip Enable (input, activ~ Low). A Low at
this input enables the 2-80 DART to accept
command or data input from the CPU during a
write cycle, or to transmit data to the CPU
during a read cycle.

CU. System Clock (input). The 2-80 DART
uses the standard 2-80 single-phase system
clock to synchronize internal Signals.

CTSA. CTSB. Clear To Send (inputs, active
Low). When progr9mmed as Auto Enables, a
Low on these inputs enables the respective
transmitter. If not programmed as Auto
Enables, these inputs may be programmed as
general-purpose inputs. Both inputs are
Schmitt-trigger buffered to accommodate slow
risetime signals.

0 0.0,. System Data Bus (bidirectional,
3-state) transfers data and commands between
the CPU and the 2-80 DART.

DeDA. DeDB. Data Carrier Detect (inputs,
active Low). These pins function as receiver
enables if the Z-80 DART is programmed for
Auto Enables; otherwise they may be used as
general-purpose input pins. Both pins are
SchmitHrigger buffered.

DTRA. DTHB. Data Terminal Ready (outputs,
active Low). These outputs follow the state pro
grammed into the DTR bit. They can also be
programmed as general-purpose outputs.

lEi. Interrupt Enable In (input, active High) is
used with lEO to form a priority daisy chain
when there is more than one interrupt-driven
device. A High on this line indicates that no
other device of higher priority is being ser
viced by a CPU interrupt service routine.

lEO. Interrupt Enable Out (output, active
High). lEO is High only if lEI is High and the
CPU is not servicing an interrupt from this
&80 DART. Thus, this signal blocks lower
priority devices from interrupting while a
~igher priority device is being serviced by its
CPU interrupt service routine.

INT. Interrupt Request (output, open drain,
active Low). When the 2-80 DART is re
questing an interrupt, it pulls INT Low.

MI. Machine Cycle One (input from 2-80
CPU, active Low). When Ml and RD are both
active, the Z-80 CPU is fetching an instruction
from memory; when MI is active while IORQ is
active, the 2-80 DART accepts Ml and IORQ.

as an interrupt acknowledge if the 2-80 DART
is the highest priority device that has iriter
rupted the Z-80 CPU.

10RQ. Inpuf/Ou(':JUt Request (input from CPU,
active Low). IORQ is used in conjunction with
B/A, C/D, CE and RD to transfer commands
and data between the CPU and the Z-80
DART. When CE, RD and IORQ are all
active, the channel selected by B/A transfers
data to the CPU (a read operation). When CE
and IORQ are active, but RD is inactive, the
channel selected by B/A is written to by the
CPU with either data or control information as
specified by C/D.

RxCA. RxCB. Receiver Clocks (inputs).
Receive data is sampled on the rising edge of
RxC. The Receive Clocks may be l. 16, 32 or
64 times the data rate.

RD. Read Cycle Status. (input trom CPU, ac
tive Low). If RD is active, a memory or I/O
read operation is in progress.

RxDA. RxDB. Receive Data (inputs, active
High).

RESET. Reset (input, active Low). Disables
both receivers and transmitters, forces TxDA
and TxDB marking, forces the modem controls
High and disables all interrupts.

RIA. RIB. Ring Indicator (inputs, Active
Low). These inputs are similar to CTS and
DCD. The 2-80 DART detects both logic level
transitions and interrupts the CPU. When not
used in switched-line applications, these inputs
can be used as general-purpose inputs.

RTSA. RTSB. Request to Send (outputs,
active Low). When the RTS bit is set, the RTS
output goes Low. When the RTS bit is reset,
the output goes High after the transmitter
empties.

TxCA. TxCB. Transmitter Clocks (inputs). TxD
changes on the falling edge of TxC. The
Transmitter Clocks may be I, 16,32 or 64
times the data rate; however, the clock
multiplier for the transmitter and the receiver
must be the same. The Transmit Clock inputs
are Schmitt-trigger.buffered. Both the Receiver
and Transmitter Clocks may be driven by the
2-80 CTC Counter Time Circuit for program
mable baud rate generation.

TxDA. TxDB. Transmit Data (outputs, active
High).

W/RDYA. W/ImYB. Wait/Ready (outputs,
open drain when programmed for Wait func
tion, driven High and Low when programmed
for Ready function). These dual-purpose out
puts may be programmed as Ready lines for a
DMA controller or as Wait lines that syn
chronize the CPU to the Z~80 DART data rate.
The reset state is open drain.



FunctioDCll
o..criptlon

The functional capabilities of the l·BO DART
can be described from two dllferent pomts of
view: as a data communications device, It
transmits and receives serial data, and meets
the requirements of asynchronous data com
munications protocols; as a Z-BO family
peripheral, It interacts with the Z-80 CPU and
other Z-80 peripheral circuits, and shares the
data, address and control buses, as well as
being a part 01 the Z-80 interrupt structure. As
a peripheral to other microprocessors, the l-80
DART oilers valuable features such as non
vectored interrupts, polling and simple hand-

shake capability.
The first part of the lollowing functional

description introduces Z-80 DART data com
munications capabilities; the second part
describes the Interaction between the CPU and
the l-80 DART.

A more detailed explanation 01 Z-80 DART
operation can be found In the Z-80 SIO Tech
nical Manual (Document Number 03-3033-01).
Because this manual was written lor the
Z-80 SIO, it contains inlormation about syn
chronous as well as asynchronous operation.

Communications Capabilities. The Z-80
DART provides two independent full-duplex
channels for use as an asynchronous
receiver/transmitter. The following is a short
description of receiver/transmitter capabilities.
For more details, refer to the Asynchronous
Mode section of the Z-80 SIO Technical
Manual. rhe Z-80 DART offers tranp.miosion
and reception of five to eight bits per
charactel, plus optional even or odd pArity.
The transmitter can supply one, one and a half
or two stop bits per character and can provide

.a break output at any time. The receiver break
detection logic interrupts the CPU both at the
start and end of a received break. Reception is
protected from spikes by a transient spike re
jection mechanism that checks the signal one
half a bit time after a Low level is detected on
the Receive Data. input. If the Low does not
persist-as in the case of a transient-the
character assembly process is not started.

Framing errors and overrun errors are
detected and buffered together with the
character on which they occurred. Vectored
ihterrupts allow fast servicing of interrupting
conditions using dedicated routines. Further
more, a built-in checking process avoids inter
preti: ,. ,framing error as a new start bit: a
Iram 'Dr results in the addition of one-half
a bit time to the point at which the search for
the next start bit is begun.

The l-80 DART does not require symmetric
Transmit and Receive Clock signals-a feature
that allows it to be used with a Z-80 CTC or
any other clock source. The transmitter and
receiver can handle data at a rate of I, 1/16,
1/32 or 1/64 of the clock rate supplied to the
Receive and Transmit Clock inputs. When
using Channel B, the bit rates for transmit and
receive operations must be the same because
RxC and TxC are bonded t~J'Jether (RxTxCB).

H
i

1/0 Interface CapablUties. The Z-80 DART
offers the choice of Polling, Interrupt (vectored
or non-vectored) and Black Transfer modes to
transfer data, status and control information to

and from the CPU. The Block Transfer mode
can be implemented under CPU or DMA'
control.
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Functional
Description
(Continued)

POLLING. There are no interrupts in the
Polled mode. Status registers RRO and RRI are
updated 'at appropriate times for each function
being performed. All the interrupt modes of
the 2-80 DART must be disabled to operate the
device in a polled environment.

While in its Polling sequence, the CPU
-examines the status contained in RRO for each
channel; the RRO status bits serve as an
acknowledge to the Poll inquiry. The two RRO

INTERRUPTS. The Z-80 DART offers an
elaborate interrupt scheme that provides fast
interrupt response in real-time applications. As
a member of the 2-80 family, the 2-80 DART
can be daisy-chained along with other 2-80
peripherals for peripheral interrupt-priority
resolution. In addition, the internal interrupts
of the 2-80 DART are nested to prioritize the
various interrupts generated by Channels A
and B. ChannelB registers WR2 and RR2 con
tain the interrupt vector that points to an inter
rupt service routine in the memory. To
eliminate the necessity of writing a status
analysis routine, the 2-80 DART can modify the
interrupt vector in RR2 so it points directly to
one of eight interrupt service routines. This is
done under program control by setting a pro
gram bit (WRI, O2) in Channel B called
"Status Affects Vector." When this bit is set,
the interrupt vector in RR2 is modified accord
ing to the assigned priority of the various
interrupting conditions.

Transmit interrupts, Receive interrupts and
External/Status interrupts are the main sources
of interrupts. Each interrupt source is enabled
under program control with Channel A having
a higher priority than Channel B, and with
Receiver, Transmit and External/Status inter
rupts prioritized in that order within each
channel. When the Transmit interrupt is
enabled, the CPU is interrupted by the
transmit buffer becoming empty, (This implies
that the transmitter must have had a data
character written into it so it can become

CPUlDMA BLOCK TRANSFER. The 2-80
DART provides a Block Transfer mode to
accommodate CPU block transfer functions
and DMA block trilnsfers (2-80 DMA or other
designs): The Block Transfer mode uses the
W/RDY output in conjunction with the
Wait/Ready bits of Write Register I. The
W/RDY output can be defined under software
control as il Wait line in the CPU Block

status bits Do and O2 indicate that a data
transfer is needed. The status also indicates
Error or other special status conditions (~
"Z-80 DART Programming"). The Special
Receive Condition status contained in RRI
does not have to be read in a Polling sequence
because the status bits in RRI are accom
panied by a Receive Character Available
status in RRO.

empty.) When enabled, the receiver can inter
rupt the CPU in one of three ways:

• Interrupt on the first received character

• Interrupt on all received characters

• Interrupt on a Special Receive condition

Interrupt On First Character is typically
used with the Block Transfer mode. Interrupt
On All Receive Characters can optionally
modify the interrupt vector in the event of
a parity error. The Special Receive Condition
interrupt can occur on a character basis. The
Special Receive condition can cause an inter
rupt only if the Interrupt On First Receive
Character or Interrupt On All Receive Char
acters mode is selected. In Interrupt On First
Receive Character, an interrupt can occur
from Special Receive conditions (except Parity
Error) after the first receive character interrupt
(example: Receive Overrun interrupt).

The main function of the External/Status
interrupt is to monitor the signal transitions of
the CTS, DCD ilnd HI pins; however, an
External/Status interrupt is also caused by the
detection of a Break sequence in the data
stream. The interrupt caused by the Break
sequence has a special feature that allows the
2-80 DART to interrupt when the Break
sequence is detected or terminilted. This
feilture facilitates the proper termination of the
current messilge, correct initializiltion of the
next message, and the accurate timing of the
Break condition.

Transfer mode or as a Ready line in the DMA
Block Transfer mode.

To a DMA controller, the 2-80 DART Ready
output indicates thilt the 2-80 DART is reildy to
transfer data to or from memory. To the CPU,
the Wait output indicates that the 2-80 DART is
not ready to transfer data, thereby requesting
the CPU to extend the VO cycle.



The device internal structure includes a 2-80
CPU interface, internal control and interrupt
logic, and two lull-duplex channels. Each
channel contains read and write registers, and
discrete control and status logic that provides
the interface to modems or other external
devices.

The read and write register group includes
five B-bit control registers and two status
registers. The interrupt vector is written into
an additional B-bit register (Write Register 2)
in Channel B that may be read through Read
Register 2 in Channel B. The registers lor both
channels are designated as lollows:

WRO-WR5 - Write Registers 0 through 5
RRO-RR2 - Read Registers 0 through 2

The bit assignment and lunctional grouping
01 each register is configured to simplify and

Data Path. The transmit and receive data path
illustrated lor Channel A in Figure 4 is iden
tical for both channels. The receiver has three
B-bit buffer registers in a FIFO arrangement in
addition to the B-bit receive shift register. This
scheme creates additional time for the CPU to

organize the programming process.
The logic lor both channels provides lor

mats, bit synchronization and validation for
data translerred to and from the channel inter
lace. The modem control inputs Clear to Send
(CTS). Data Carrier Detect (DCD) and Ring
Indicator (RI) are monitored by the control
logic under program control. All the modem
control signals are general purpose in nature
and can be used lor lunctions other than
modem control.

For automatic interrupt vectoring, the inter
rupt control logic determines which channel
and which device within the channel has the
highest priority. Priority is fixed with Channel
A assigned a higher priority than Channel ~;

Receive, Transmit and External/Status inter
rupts are prioritized in that order within each
channel.

service a Receive Character Available inter
rupt in a high-speed data transfer.

The transmitter has an B-bit transmit data
register that is loaded from the' internal data
bus, and a 9-bit transmit shift register that is
loaded from the transmit data register.

5
a

E
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Read.
Write and
Interrupt
Timing

Read Cycle. The timing signals generated by
a 2-80 CPU input instruction to read a Data or

Write Cycle. Figure 5b illustrates the timing
and data signals generated by a Z-80 CPU out-

Interrupt Acknowledge Cycle. After receiv
ing an Interrupt Request signal (INT pulled
Low), the 2-80 CPU sends an Interrupt
Acknowledge signal (Ml and IORQ both Low).
The daisy-chained interru'pt circuits determine
the highest priority interrupt requestor. The IEI
of the highest priority peripheral is terminated
High. For any peripheral that has no interrupt
pending or under service, IEO = lEI. Any
peripheral that does have an interrupt pending
or under service forces its lEO Low.

Return From Interrupt Cycle. Normally, the
2-80 CPU issues an RET! (Return From Inter
rupt) instruction at the end of an interrupt ser
vice routine. RETI is a 2-byte opcode (ED-4D)
that resets the interrupt-under-service latch to
terminate the interrupt that has just been
processed.

Status byte from the 2-80 DART are illustrated
in Figure Sa.

put instruction to write a Data or Control byte
into the 2-80 DART.

To insure stable conditions in the daisy
chain, all interrupt status signals are prevented
from changing while Ml is Low. When IORQ is
Low, the highest priority interrupt requestor
(the one with IEI High) places its interrupt vec
tor on the data bus and sets its internal

. interrupt-under-service latch.
Refer to the 2-80 SID Technical Manualfor

additional details on the interrupt daisy chain
and interrupt nesting.

When used with other CPUs, theZ-80 DART
allows the user to return from the interrupt
cycle with a special command called "Return
From Interrupt" in Write Register 0 of Channel
A. This command is interpreted by the 2-80
DART in exactly the same way it would inter
pret an RET! command on the data bus.
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Z-BO DART
Programming

To program the 2-80 DART, the system pro
gram first issues a series of commands that
initialize the basic mode and then other com
mands that qualify conditions within the select
ed mode. For example, the character length,

. clock rate, number of stop bits, even or odd
parity are first set, then the Interrupt mode
and, finally, receiver or transmitter enable.

Write Registers. The 2-80 DART contains six
registers (WRO-WR5) in each channel that are
programmed separately by the system program
to configure the functional personality of the
channels (Figure 4). With the exception of
WRO, programming the write registers requires
two bytes. The first byte contains three bits
(DO-D2) that point to the selected register; the
second byte is the actqal control word that is
written into the register to configure the 2-80
DART.

WRO is a special case in that all the basic
commands (CMDO-CMD2) can be accessed
with a single byte. Reset (internal or external)
initializes the pointer bits Do-D2 to point to
WRO. This means that a register cannot be

Read Registers. The 2-80 DART contains
three registers (RRO-RR2) that can be read to
obtain the status information for each channel
(except for RR2, which applies to Channel B
only). The status information includes error
conditions, interrupt vector and standard
communications-interface signals.

To read the contents of a selected read
register other than RRO, the system program
must first write the pointer byte to WRO in
exactly the same way as a write register opera
tion. Then, by executing an input instruction,
the contents of the addressed read register can
be read by the CPU.

Both channels contain command registers
that must be programmed via the system pro
gram prior to operation. The Channel Select
input (B/A) and the Control/Data input (C/IS)
are the command structure addressing con
trols, and are normally controlled by the CPU
address bus.

pointed to in the same operation as a channel
reset.

Write Register FUDctiolUl

WRO Register pointers, initialization commands lor
the various modes, etc.

WRI TransmiVReceive interrupt and data transler
mode definition.

WR2 Interrupt vector (Channel B only)

WR3 Receive parameters and control

WR4 Transmit/Receive miscellaneous parameters
and modes

WR5 Transmit parameters and controls

The status bits of RROand RRI are carefully
grouped to simplify status monitoring. For
example, when the interrupt vector indicates
that a Special Receive Condition interrupt has
occurred, all the appropriate error bits can be
read from a single register (RRI).

R4IC2d Register FunctiolUl

RRO TransmitlReceive buller status, interrupt
status and external status

RRI Special Receive Condition status

RR2 Modified interrupt vector (Channel B only)



z-so DART
Read and Write
Registers

READ REGIllTER 0

10, o,! 0.. o. 0, 0'; 0, :0.1

~l§
' L.= :TC~:=~::':':~,'Er.,UfFEJI ..........

:=0 lUSED WITH "EXTERNAU
CTS STATUS INTERRUPT"

NOT IJSEO MODE
L IIREA";

·Used Wlttl Special Receive Condl110n Mode

READ REGISTER 2

REGISTER 0
REGISTER 1
REGISTER 2
REGiSTER 3
REGISTER 4
REGISTER 5

R£AD REGISTER I"

I~I~!~I~I~I~I~I~I

I~~LALLSENTL--NOTUSED

PARITY ERROR

Rx OVERRUN ERROR

FRAMING ERROR

NOlUSED

WRITE REGISTER 0

1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1TC=j
o 0 NULL CODE
o 0 NOT USED
a 1 RESET EXT/STATuS INTERRUPTS
o 1 CHANNEL RESET
1 0 ENABLE tNT ON NEXT Rx CHARACTER
1 0 RESET T.dNT PENDING
1 1 ERROR RESET
1 1 RETURN FROM INlICH.A ONLY)

L------NOT USED

WRITE REGISTER 2 (CHJlNKEL B ONLY)

10, I0,1 0, I0,1 0, I0, I0, 10,1

'----~~ l~~"
WRITE REGISTER 4

1~1~1~!~i~I~I~I~1

lIT L.= ::::~:::::~~
o 0 NOT USED
o , 1 STOP 81TICHARACTER
1 0 1VI STOP IITSICHARACTER
1 1 2 STOP IITSICHARACTER

NOT USED

o 0 X1 CLOCK MODE
1 X18 CLOCK MODE
o )(32 CLOCK MODE'
1 X84 CLOCK MOPE

I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I

~I ~~::l'NTER.RUPT~V' VECTOR
. ..

V6
L Vl

"V;l;lIabie 11 "Status AlleelS
Veclor Is Programmed

WRITE REGISTER 1

I~:~:~I~I~I~I~I~I

TIL: ~:~~~::::~~E
. , STATUS AFFECTS VECTOR

(eH.IOHUI

o (I RII INT DISABLE }
o 1 RlI. INT ON FIRST CHA.RA.CTER ORON
1 OINT ON ALL RIl: CHARACTERS (PARITY SPECIAL

AFFECTS VECTORI RECEIVE
INT ON ALL Ax CHARACTERS (PARITY CONDITION

DOES NOT AFFECT VECTOR)
L- WAITfREADY ON RfT

L WAIT/READY FUNCTION

L- ~- WAIT/READY ENABLE

WRITE REGISTER 3

10, !0, I0, 10'10, !0, I0, 10, I1
1

-'- LR, EN'BLE
L--NOTUSED

AUTO ENABLES

o Rx SilTS/CHARACTER
1 Rx 7 IITs/CHARACTER
o Rx IS BITs/CHARACTER
1 R,. ItIITS/CHARACTER

WRITE REGISTER 5

1~!~I~I~i~:~i~i~1

T~I L.= :~:USED .
~NOTUSED

TIt ENABLE

SEND IREAK

o T.. 511TS tOR lESS)lCHARACTEA
1 Tx 7 IITSICHARACTER
o Tx' BITSICHARACTER
1 Tx 8 BITs/CHARACTER

L----DTR

2044-004. 005



APPENDIX B

Z80A/Z80B PARALLEL INPUT/OUTPUT (PIO)





Z8420
Z80~PIO ParaDel
IDpat/Output CoDtroller

Product
SpecUlcadoD

March 1981

Featuretl • Provides a direct interface between 2-80
microcomputer syst!'lIDs3lnd peripheral
devices.

• Both ports have interri:.IPt-dr.i~Mndsbake
for fast response. '

• Four programmable opettating modes: byte
input, byte output, byte UJputIou1plat~A
only), and bit input/output.

• Programmable interrupts on peripheral
status conditions.

• Standard Z-BO Family bus-request and
prioritized interrupt-request daisy chains
imr" "lcnted without external logic.

,. The eight Port Boutputs can drive Dar
lington transistors 0.5 rnA at 1.5 V).

General
Descriptlcm

The 2-80 PIO Parallel UO£imuit is a pro,
grammable, dual-porl de:1rioe-tha't PIO"idee a
TTL-compatible interfacehet- panpbeml.
devices and the Z~BO CPU~The Ci'U~
ures the 2-80 PIO 'to "interfa.oe1db-e~
range of peripheral devices1lAtb aodheI.
external logic. Typical peri.pheraldew~flhat
are compatible with the Z:® PIO iDl::Jude,.JIXlIif: .
keyboards, paper tape reade:'s olIll:d~
printers, PROM progrllIlJUlelil, _.

One characteristic of thez.€Opel~
controllers that separates. them from other
interface controllers is that all data ...~c
between the peripheral de1Ucealld the CPU is

accomplished under interrupt control. Thus,
the interrupt logic of the PIO permits full use
of the efficient interrupt capabilities of the

..iZ-BO CPU during I/O transfers. All logic
necessary to implement a fully nested interrupt

.structure is included in the PIO.
Another feature of the PIO is the ability to

interrupt the CPU upon occurrence of speci
::fied status conditions in the peripheral device.
~or example, the PIO can be programmed to
interrupt if any !Specified peripheral alarm con

Jditions should occur. This interrupt capability
!l'educes the .time the processor must spend in
"polling peripheral status.

Figure 2. Pm A.lgDmeDta
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not used. Instead, ~r, ,ntf.:rr,;pt .,. "J",n",rated ,f
the condition of 'Jr,., Ir'f,';t chrtn'J':s. 0r ,f all
mputs change. The r""-, jlr',ments lor gener·
ating an interrupt ar" ·je!.r.ed during the pro'
gramming operation; 'he active level IS

specified as either HIgh or Low, and the logiC
condition is speCIfied as either one mput active
(OR) or all mputs active (AND). For example,
il the port is programmed lor active Low
inputs and the logiC lunction is AND, then all
inputs at the specified port must go Low to
generate an interrupt.

Data outputs are controlled by the CPU and
can be written or changed at any time.

• Individual bits can be masked olf.

• The handshake sig....als are not used in
Mode 3; Ready IS held Low, and Strobe is
disabled.

• When using the Z-80 PIO interrupts, the
Z·80 CPU interrupt mode must be set to
Mode 2.

The Z-80 PIO interlaces to penpherals via
two independent general-purpose I/O ports,
designated Port A and Port B. Each port has
eight data bits and two handshake signals,
Ready and Strobe, which control data transfer.
The Ready output indicates to the peripheral
that the port is ready lor a data transler.
Strobe .is an input lrom the peripheral that
indicates when a data transler has occurred.

Operating Modes. The Z-80 PIO ports can be
programmed to operate in' lour modes: byte
output (Mode 0), byte input (Mode 1). byte
input/output (Mode 2) and bit input/output
(Mode 3).

In Mode 0, either Port A or Port B can be
programmed to output data. Both ports have
output registers that are individually addressed
by the CPU; data can be written to either port
at any time. When data is written to a port, an
active Ready output indicates to the external
device that data is available at the associated
port and is ready lor transler to the external
device. Alter the data transler, the external
device responds with an active Strobe input.
which generates an interrupt, if enabled.

In Mode I, either Port A or Port B can be
configured in the input mode. Each port has
an input register addressed by the CPU. When
the CPU reads data from a port, the PIO sets
the Ready signal, which is detected by the
external device. The external device then
places data on the I/O lines and strobes the
I/O port, which latches the data into the Port
Input Register, resets Ready, and triggers the
Interrupt Request, il enabled. The CPU can
read the input data at any time, which again
sets Ready.

Mode 2 is bidirectional and uses Port A,
plus the interrupts and handshake signals from
both ports. Port B must be set to Mode 3 and
masked oil. In operation, Port A is used lor
both data input and output. Output operation
is similar to Mode 0 except that data is allowed
out onto the Port A bus only when ASTB is
Low. For input, operation is SImilar to Mode I,
except that the data input uses the Port B
handshake signals and the Port B interrupt (if
enabled).

Both ports can be used in Mode 3. In this
mode, the individual bits are delined as either
input or output bits. This- provides up to eight
separate, indiVidually defined bits lor each
port. During operation, Ready and .strobe are

General
DftcrlptlOD
(Continued)
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Internal
Structure

The internal structure of the 2-80 PIO con
sists of a 2-80 CPU bus interlace, internal con
trollogic, Port A I/O logic, Port B I/O logic,
and interrupt control logic (Figure 4). The
CPU bus interface logic allows the 2-80 PIO to
interface directly to the 2-80 CPU with no
other external logic. The interr11!4. control logic
synchronizes the CPU data bus to the per
ipheral device interlaces (Port A and Port B).
The two I/O ports (A and B) are virtually
identical and are used to interface directly to
peripheral devices.

Port Logic. Each port contains separate input
and output registers, handshake Gontrollogic,
and the control registers shown in Figure 5.
All data transfers between the peripheral unit
and the CPU use the data input and output
registers. The handshake logic associated with
each port controls the data transfers through
the input and the output registers. The mode
control register (two bits) selects one of the
lour prdgrammable operating modes.

The control mode (Mode 3) uses the remain
ing registers. The input/output control register
specifies which 01 the eight data bits in the
port are to be olitputs and enables these bits;
the rer:iJ.aining bits are inputs. The mask reg
ister .;m(j the mask control register control
M<1Zie.3. interrupt conditions. The mask register
specifies which of the bits in the port are
actlve 'dnd which are masked or inactive.

The mask control register specifies two
conditions: first, whether the active state of
the input bits is High or Low, and second,
whether an interrupt is generated when any
one unlWlsked input bit is active (OR condi
tion) or if the interrupt is generated when
all unmasked input bits are active (AND
condition) .

Interrupt Control Logic. The interrupt canttot:
logic section handles all CPU interrupt pro
tocol for nested-priority interrupt structures.
Any device's physical location in a daisy-chain--.
configuration determines its priority. Two lines
(lEI and lEO) are provided in each PIO to
form this daisy chain. The device closest to the
CPU has the highest priority. Within a PIO,·
Port A interrupts have higher priority than
those 01 Port B. In the byte input, byte output,
or bidirectional modes, an interrupt can be
generated whenever the peripheral requests a
new byte transfer. In the bit control mode, an
interrupt can be generated when the periph
eral status matches a programmed value. The
PIO provides lor complete control 01 nested

"interrupts. That is, lower priority devices may
not inter~upt higher priority devices that have
not had their interrupt service routines com
plilted by the CPU. Higher priority devices
may interrupt the servicing 01 lower priority
devices.

I
S

DATA
OR CONTROL

} HANDSHAKE

DATA.
ORCOHTROl

}HANDSHAKE

:zoo6·0316

Figure 4. Block Diagram



Intemal
Structure
(Continued)

It the CPU (10 Interrupt Mode 2) accepts an
interrupt. the interrupllng device must provide
an 8-blt interrupt vedor lor the CPU. ThIs vec
tor forms a pointer to a localton 10 memory
where the address of the mterrupt servIce
roultn!:-is--located. The 8-blt vector from the
interruptmg device forms the least significant
eight bits of the mdirect pointer while the
I Register in the CPU provides the most sIgnifi
cant eight bits of the pointer. Each port (A and
B) has an independent interrupt vector. The
least significant bit of the vector IS automati
cally set to 0 within the PIO because the
pointer must point to two adjacent memory
locations for a complete l6-bit address.

Unlike the other Z-80 peripherals, the PIO
does not enable interrupts immediately alter
programminq, It waits until Ml goe,s

l
Low (e.g.,

during an opcode fetch). This condition is
unimportant in the Z-80 environment but might
not be if another type of CPU IS used.

The PIO decodes the RETI (Return From

,.
"ASK

CONTROL
AEQtsTEA

C2 BITS}

Interrupt) instructIon directly from the CPU
data bus so that each PIO In the system knows
at all times whether it is being serviced by the
CPU interrupt service routine_ No other com
munication with the CPU is required.

CPU BUll I/O Logic. The CPU bus interlace
logic interlaces the Z-80 PIO directly to the
Z-80 CPU, so no external logic is necessary.
For large systems, however, address decoders
and/or buffers may be necessary.

Internal Control Logic. This logic receives the
control words for each port duhng program
ming and, in turn, controls the operating func
tions of the 2-80 PIO. The control logic syn
chronizes the port operations. controls the port
mode, port addressing, selects the read/write
function, and issues appropriate commands to
the ports and the interrupt logic. The Z-80 PIO
does not receive a write input from the CPU;
instead, the RD, CE, ciI5 and IORQ signals
generate the write input internally.

"BIT II08US

·UMdIn IMt .... .., ...~ .........tlllftef ...
lftterJupt " .-..-_ uo ,.... eo Ie the ..-c .

Figure 5. Typicat Pori 1/0 Block Diagram
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Programmlng Mode O. Lor 2. (Byte Input. Output, or
Bidirectional). Programming a port for Mode
0, I, or 2 requires two words per port. These
words are:

A Node Control Word. Selects the port operating mode
(Figure 6). This word may be written any time.

An Intenupt V""tor. The Z-BO PIO is designed for use with
the Z-BO CPU in interrupt Mode 2 (Figure 7). When inter
rupts are enabled. the PIO must provide on interrupt
vector.

Mode 3. (Bit Input/Output). Programming a
port for Mode 3 operation requires a control
word, a vector (if interrupts are enabled), and
three additional words, described as follows:

110 Rl99i11er Control. When Mode 3 is selected, the mode
control word must be followed by another control word that
sets the 110 control register, which in turn defines which
port lines are inputs and which are outputs (Figure 8).

1",IDaIDaI.. I,I,I'I,1TL 10!NTIFI.. II0MCONTROL WORD

DON'T CARle

MQDESELlECT

MODE 0
MODE 1
MODE 2
MODE 3

Figure 6. Mode Control Word

l"'\DaIDaI..I",I",I .. I·1-cIDENTIFIES INTERRUPT
VECTOR

USER SUPPLIED INTERRUPT
veCTOR

Figure 7. lJltemapt Vector Word

1",10.10.1"1"'1"'1"10.1
IL ~ =::~~~~:

Figure e. I/O Regiale. Conlrol Word

2006-0318.0319,0320, 0321, 0322. 0323

Interrupt Conlrol Word. In Mode 3, handshake is not
used. Interrupts are generated as a logic function of the
input signal levels. The interrupt control word sets Ihe
logic conditions and the logic levels required for gener
ating 1m interrupt. Two logic conditions or functions are
available: ANO (Hall input bits change to the active level,
on interrupt is triggered), and OR (if anyone of the input
bits ch"nges to the active level, on interrupt is triggered).
Bit 06 sets the logic function, as shown in Figure 9. The
active level of the input bits can be set either High or Low.
The a~tive level is controlled by Bit 05.

Nask Control Word. This word sets the mask control
register, allowing any unused bits to be masked off. II any
bits are 'to be masked, then 04 must be set. When 04 is set,
the next word written to the port must be a mask. control
word (Figure 10).

Interrupt DlBabl•• There is one other control
word which can be used to enable or disable a
port interrupt. It can be used without changing
the rest of the interrupt control word
(Figure Ill.

1"'10.10.' ..1. 1,',',1

III L===.~. 14 1 MASK WORD FOLLOWS

Os 0 ACTIVE LEVEL IS LOW
Os • 1 ACTIVE LEVEL IS HIGH

Do ... 0 INTERRUPT ON OR FUNCTtON
Dt • 1 INTERRUPT ON AND FUNCTION

L... :::: ::r::::~=:~

-NOTE: THE PORT lS NOT ENABLED UNTIL
THE INTERRUPT ENABLE IS FOLLOWED
IY AN ACTIVE Iii.

Figure 9. Interrupt Control Word

1",IDalo,lo·I",I",lo,I ..1

I 11110--11'" MASK IITS- A
_ ____ BIT IS MONITORED FOR AN

INTERRUPT IF IT IS
DEFINED AS AN INNT AND
THE MASK BfT IS SET TO 0.

Figure 10. Mcuk Control Word

1",IDaI",I..I.I.I-!- 11T L, 'Mtm...... ,NTERRUPT.. .DISAIlLE WORD

DON"TCAIlE

Dr • O· JHT£ARUPT DISABLE
O,''';1,INTERRUPTENAILE

Figure II. Interrupt Disable Word



Pin
Description

Ao- .A7. Port A Bus (bidirectionaL 3-state).
This 8-bit bus transfers data, status, or control
information between Port A of the PIO and a
peripheral device. A<J is the least significant
bit of the Port A data bus.

.AHOY. Register A Ready (output, active
High). The meaning of this signal depends on
the mode of operation selected for Port A as
follows:

Output Mode. This signal goes active to indicate that the
Port A output register has been loaded and the peripheral
data bus is stable and ready for transfer to the peripheral
device.

Input Mode. This signal is active when the Port A input
register is empty and ready to accept data from the
peripheral device.

Bidirectional Mode. This signal is active when data is
available in the Port A output register for transfer to the
peripheral device. In this mode, data is not placed on the
Port A data bus, unless ASTB is active.

Control Mode. This signal is disabled and forced to a Low
state.

ASTB. Port A Strobe Pulse From Peripheral
Device (input, active Low). The meaning of
this signal depends on the mode of operation
selected for Port A as follows:

Output Mode. The positive edge of this strobe is issued by
the peripheral to acknowledge the receipt of data made
available by the PIO.

Input Mode. The strobe is issued by the peripheral to load
data from the peripheral into the Port A input register.
Data is loaded into the PIO when this signal is active.

Bidirectional Mode. When this signal is active, data from
the Port A o~tPut register is gated onto the Port A bidirec·
tional data bus. The positive edge of the strobe acknowl·
edges the receipt of the data.

Control Mode. The strobe is inhibited internally.

80-1,. Port B Bus (bidirectionaL 3-state). This
8-bit bus transfers data, status, or control
information between Port B and a peripheral
device. The Port B data bus can supply
1.5 rnA at 1.5 V to drive Darlington transistors.
Bo is the least significant bit of the bus.

B/A. Port B Or A Select (input, High = B).
This pin defines which port is accessed during
a data transfer between the CPU and the PIO.
A Low on this pin selects Port A; a High
selects Port B. Often address bit A<J from the
CPU is used for this selection function.

BRDY. Register B Ready (output, active High).
This signal is similar to ARDY, except that in
the Port A bidirectional mode this signal is
High when the Port A input register is empty
and ready to accept data from the peripheral
device..

BSTB. Port B Strobe Pulse From Peripheral
Device (input, active Low). This signal is
similar to ASTB, except that in the Port A
bidirectional mode this signal strobes data
from the peripheral device into the Port A
input register.

cin. Control Or Data Select (input,
High = C). This pin defines the type of data
transfer to be performed between the CPU and
the PIO. A High on this pin during a CPU
write to the PIO causes the Z-80 data bus to be
interpreted as a command for the port selected
by the B/A Select line. A Low on this pin
means that the Z-80 data bus is being used to
transfer data between the CPU and the PIO.
Often address bit Al from the CPU is used for
this function.

CEo Chip Enable (input, active Low). A Low
on this pin enables the PIO to accept com·
mand or data inputs from the CPU during a
write cycle or to transmit data to the CPU duro
ing a read cycle. This signat is generally
decoded from four 1/0 port numbers for Ports
A and B, data, and control.
ClK. System Clock (input). The Z-80 PIO uses
the standard single-phase Z·80 system clock.

Do-~. Z-80 CPU Data Bus (bidirectional,
3-state). This bus is used to transfer all data
and commands between the Z-80 CPU and the
Z-80 PIO. Do is the least significant bit.

lEI. Interrupt Enable In (input, active High).
This signal is used to form a priority-interrupt
daisy chain when more than one interrupt
driven device is being used. A High level on
this pin indicates that no other devices of
higher priority are being serviced by a CPU
interrupt service routine.

lEO. Interrupt Enable Out (output, active
High). The lEO signal is the other signal
required to form a daisy chain priority scheme.
It is High only if IEI is High and the CPU is
not servicing an interrupt from this PIO. Thus
this signal blocks lower priority devices from
interrupting while a higher priority device is
being serviced by its CPU interrupt service
routine.

INT. Interrupt Request (output, open drain,
active Low). When INT is active the Z-80 PIa
is requesting an interrupt from the Z-80 CPU.

10RQ. Input/Output Request (input 'from Z·80
CPU, active Low). 10RQ is used in conjunc
tion with BiA:, ciiS, CE, and RD to transfer
commands and data between the Z·80 CPU and
the Z-80 Pia. When CE, RD, and I<:JRC::j are
active, the port addressed by B/A transfers
data to the CPU (a read operation). Con
versely, when cr and tORQ are active but RD
is not, the port addressed by BiAis written
into from the CPU with either data or control
information, as specified by ciiS. Also, if
IORQ and Ml are active simultaneously, the
CPU is acknowledging an interrupt; the inter
rupting port automatically places its interrupt
vector on the CPU data bus if it is the highest
priority device requesting an interrupt.



Pin
DetIcrIptlon
(Continued)

MI. Machine Cycle (Input from CPU, active
Low). This signal is used as a sync pulse to
control several internal PIa operations. When
both the Ml and RD signals are active, the
Z·BO CPU is fetching an instruction from
memory. Conversely, when both MI and
IORQ are aelive, the CPU is acknowledging
an interrupt. In addition, Ml has two other
funelions within the Z·80 PIO: it synchronizes

The following timing diagrams show typical
timing in a Z-BO CPU environment. For more
precise specifications refer to the composite
ac timing diagram.

Writ. Cyc1•• Figure 12 Illustrates the
timing lor programming the Z·BO PIa
or for writing data to one of Its ports. No
Walt states are allowed for writing to the
PIa other than the automatically Inserted
TWA. The PIa does not receive a speci
fic write signal; It Internally generates
Its own from the lack. of an active
RD signal.

the PIa interrupl129ic; when Ml occurs
without an active RD or IORQ signal, the PIO
is resel.
RD. Read Cycle Status (input from Z-80 CPU,
active Low). If RD is aelive, or an 1/0 opera
tion is in progress, RD is used with BfA, ciD,
CE, and 10RQ to transler data lrom the Z·80
PIO to the Z-80 CPU.

T, T, T•• T, T,

CI.J(

Cl6,IIIA :::x x==::
CI

\ r-ilIiR

DATA X III x:=
n· \ r-

·Wi • RD.~ • Cii5 • iOiiQ

Flgur.12. Wrlw CycI- TImlng

RltGd. Cyd.. Figure 13 Illustrates the timing
T, T, T•• T, T,

for reading the data Input from an external
device to one of the Z·BO PIO pOrts. No Walt

eLl(

states are allowed for reading the PIa other
CIIi,lIIi =x x=. than the automatically Inserted TWA.

OutputM~(M~ 0). An output cycle CI\ r(Figure 14) Is a!ways started by the execution
of an output Instruction by the CPU. The WRo

\ rpulse from the CPU latches the data from the il5H

CPU data bus~o the selected port's output rregister. The WRo pulse sets the Ready flag iii \
after a Low·going edge of CLK, Indicating

( >-data ts available. Ready stays active until the DATA OUT

positive edge of the . t.robe line Is recelv~d.

\ IIndicating that data WdS tak.en by the perlph- M·

era!. The positive edge of the strobe pulse 'iiD • Jiii •~ • CiI5 • iOiiQgenerates an 00 If the Interrupt enable flip-
flop has been set arid If this device has the

FIguN 13. lINd CycJ. T.......ghighest priority.

eLl(

_T -----.....r----JI..----+----4........
OUT....T -----.J''---t----..,f----+_-

READY --------'

FIguN It•. M9dot 0 Outpllt TIaWlg

2006-0324, 0325, 0326



Timing
(Continued)

Input Mod. (Model). When STROBE goes
Low, data is loaded into the selected port input
register (Figure 15). The next rising edge of
strobe activates INT, if Interrupt Enable is set
and this is the highest-priority requesting
device. The following falling edge of CLK
resets Ready to an inactive state, indicating

that the input register is full and cannot accept
any more data until the CPU completes a read.
When a read is complete, the positive edge of
RD sets Ready at the next Low-going transition
of CLK. At thiS time new data can be loaded
into the PIO.

CLK

RD' ---------fJf-----,.

·RO = RO· CE • c/o· IORQ

Figure 15. Mode I Inpul Timing

Bidirectional Mod. (Mod. 2). This is a com
bination of Modes 0 and 1 using all four hand
shake lines and the eight Port A I/O lines
(Figure 16). Port B must be set to the bit mode
and its inputs must be masked. The Port A
handshake lines are used for output control
and the Port B lines are used for input control.

If interrupts occur, Port A's vector will be used
during port output and Port B's will be used
during port input. Data is allowed out onto the
Port A bus only when ASTB is Low. The rising
edge of this strobe can be used to latch the
data into the peripheral.

CLK

ItQRTA, --------:------C~~C>_----_<DATA BUS

."0'1'

A,RDY _______-J

Figure 16. Mode 2 Bldlrecllonal Timing

2006·0327. 0328



TlmlDg
(Continued)

Bit Mode (Mode 3). The bit mode does not
utilize the handshake signals, and a normal
port write or port read can be executed at any
time. When writing, the data is latched into
the output registers with the same timing as the
output mode (Figure 17).

When reading the PIO, the data returned to
the CPU is composed 01 output register data
Irom those port data lines assigned as outputs
and input register data Irom those port data

lines assigned as inputs. The input register
contains data that was present immediately
prior to the lalling edge of RD. An interrupt is
generated if interrupts from the port are
enabled and the data on the port data lines
satisfy the logical equation defined by the 8-bit
mask and 2-bit mask control registers. How
ever, if Port A is programmed in bidirectional
mode, Port B does not issue an interrupt in bit
mode and must therefore be polled.

CLK

DAT::::: -----J\.')( __D:..•.::.,.:....:..O•..:D_'----._X"--.:D::.:.AT::.:.• .::...O:...::..D:..'-.-''1.''- _
t

I

I

Do-A, ------------'-...~r-;;;D.;,T.;-;;'.;-).------------
"'Timing Diagram Refers to Btt Mode Rec"ld ---~~-::-~D 1 PlAC€D ON .US

Figure 17. Mode 3 Bit Mod. Timing

Interrupt Acknowledge Timing. During MI
time, peripheral controllers are inhibited from
changing their interrupt enable status, permit
ting the Interrupt Enable signal to ripple
through the daisy chain. The peripheral with
lEI High and lEO Low during INTACK places
a preprogrammed 8-bit interrupt vector on the
data bus at this time (Figure 18). lEO is held
Low until a Return From Interrupt (RET!)
instruction is executed by the CPU while lEI is
High. The 2-byte RETI instruction is decoded
internally by the PIO lor this purpose.

Return From Interrupt Cycle. If a Z-80 per
ipheral has no interrupt pending and is not
under service, then its lEO = lEI. If it has an
interrupt under service (Le., it has already
interrupted and received an interrupt acknowl
edge) then its lEO is always Low, inhibitinq
lower priority devices from interrupting. If it
has an interrupt pending which has not yet
been acknowledged, lEO is Low unless an
"ED" is decoded as the first byte of a 2-byte
opcode (Figure 19). In this case, lEO goes
High until the next opcode byte is decoded,
whereupon it goes Low again. If the second
byte of the opcode was a "4D," then the
opcode was an RET! instruction.

After an "ED" opcode is decoded, only the
peripheral device which has interrupted and is
currently under service has its lEI High and its

,.,

Figure 18. Interrupt Acknowledge Timing

lEO Low. This device is the highest-priority
device in the daisy chain that has received an
interrupt acknowledge. All other peripherals
have lEI = lEO. If the next opcode byte
decoded is "4D," this peripheral device resets
its "interrupt under service" condition.

CLK

iii

Do-'" ----(

100 .....r--
Figure 19. Return From Interrupt

2006-0329, 0330. 0331
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CLOCK

Do-
D

7 JOUT

l·N

'Il'

'EO

RUDY
IARDY OR .RDY~

iiiiOii,
(iiii 0" ffiil

MODF.O

MODEl

MODE 2

MODE 3

I....-----Illl)-----+"
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Z-IO PIO z..tIOA. r.o z.«a PIOI91
MIJ1 Max IIlD Max Mia Max

NumbeI' Symbol Parcmaeter (-) (1lIlI1 (1lIlI1 h:llll (-I (1lIlI1

1 TcC Clock Cycle Time 400 [I] 250 [I] 165 [II

2 TwCh Clock Width (High) 170 2JOO lOS 2JOO 65 2JOO

3 TwCI Clock Width (Low) 170 2JOO 105 2000 65 2000

4 TIC Clock Fall Time 30 30 20

5-TrC Clock Rise Time 30 30 20

6 TsCS(Rl) CE, alA, cm to RD,
IORQ I Setup Time 50 50 50 161

'1 Th Any Hold Times lor Specified
Setup Time 0 0 0 0

8 TsRI(C) ID5, IORQ to Clock t Setup
Time 115 115 70

9- TdRI(DO)--RD, IORQ Ito Data Out Delay 430 380 300 12]-·-

10 TdRI(DOs) RD, IORQ I to Data Out Float
Delay 160 110 70

IiII TsDI(C) Data In to Clock t Setup Time 50 50 40 CL = 50 pF

12 TdIO(DOl) fORQ I to Data Out Delay •(INTACK Cycle) 340 160 120 [3] S
13-TsMI(Cr)-- MI I to Clock t Setup Time-- 210 90 70

14 TsMl(Cl) MI-Lto Clock I Setup Time
(MI Cycle) lJ 0 0 [81

15 TdMI(1EO) MI I to lEO I Delay (Int~upt

Immediately Preceding MI I) 300 190 100 (5,71

16 TsIEI(IO) IEI to IORQ I Setup Time
(INTACK Cycle) 140 140 100 (7]

17 - TdIEI(IEO/)- lEI I to lEO I Delay 190 130 120 (5]-
CL = 50 pF

18 TdIEI(IEOr) IEI t to lEO I Delay (alter ED
Decode) 210 160 160 [5]

19 TcIO(C) IORQ t to Clock I Setup Time
(To Activate READY on Next
Clock Cycle) 220 200 170

20 - TdC(RDYr)-- Clock I to READY t Delay--- 200 190 170 [5]---
CL = 50 pF

21 TdC(RDYI) Clock I to READY I Delay 150 140 120 [5]

22 TwSTB ~ Pulse Width 150 150 120 (4]

23 TsSTB(C) ~ t to Clock I Setup
Time (To Activate READY on
Next Clock Cycle) 220 220 150 [5J

24 -TdIO(PD)-- IORQ t to PORT DATA Stable
Delay (Mode 0) 200 180 160 [5]

25 TsPD(STB) PORT DATA to~ t
Setup Time (Mode I) 260 230 190

26 TdSTB(PD) ~ I to PORT DATA
Stable (Mode 2) 230 210 180 [5]

27 --TdSTB(PDr)-S'I'iiDBE t to PORT DATA Float
Delay (Mode 2) 200 180 160 CL = 50 pF

28 TdPD(INT) PORT DATA Match to INT I
Delay (Mode 3) 540 490 430

29 TdSTB(INT) ~ t to nrr I Delay 490 440 350

!'lOTES: 16) T.cS(RI) mdY be reduced. However, the time oubtrdcted
(II TcC = TwCh + TwCl + TrC + TIC. lrom T.cS(Rl) will be ddded 10 TdRI(OO).
(2] Increase TdRI(DO) by 10 ns for each 50 pF increase in l04d (71 2.5 TcC ;> (N-2)TdIEI(lEOf) + TdMl(lEO) + ToIEI(lO)

up to 200 pF max. + TTL Buffer Deldy, if dny.
13) Incredse TdIO(OOl) by 10 no lor edch 50 pF. increese in 18) lli must be active for a minimum of two clock. cycles to

loading up 10 200 pF mex. reset the PIO.
(4) For Mode 2: TwSTB ;> TsPD(STB). 191 ZSOB PIO numbers dre prelimindry dnd oubject to chdnge.
151 Increase these values by 2 ns for each 10 pF Increase In

loadtng up 10 100 pF me•.



Absolute
Maximum
Ratings

Test
Conditions

Voltages on all inputs and outputs
with respect to GND -0.3 V to +7.0 V

Operating Ambient
Temperature As Specified in

Ordering Information

Storage Temperature -65°e to +150 0 e

The characteristics below apply for the
following standard test conditions, unless
otherwise noted. All voltages are referenced to
GND (0 V). Positive current flows into the
referenced pin. Available operating
temperature ranges are:

• 0
0

to + 70
0
e,

+4.75 V S Vee S +5.25 V

• -40°C to +85°e,
+4.75 V S Vee S +5.25 V

• _55° to + 125°C,
+4.75 V S Vee S +5.5 V

The product number for each operating
temperature range may be found in the

Stresses greater than those listed under Absolute Maxi
mum Ratings may cause permanent damage to the device.
ThIS is a stress Toting only; operation of the device at any
condition above those indicated in the operational sections
of these specifications is not implied. Exposure to absolute
maximum rating conditions for extended periods may affect
device reliability.

Ordering Information section.
All ac parameters assume a load capacitance

of 100 pF max. Timing references between two
output signals assume a load difference of
50 pF max.

DC Symbol Parameter Min Max Unll
Charac-
teristics VILC Clock Input Low Voltage -0.3 +0.45 V

V1HC Clock Input High Voltage VCC-0.6 +5.5 V
V1L Input Low Voltage -0.3 +0.8 V
VlH Input High Voltage +2.0 +5.5 V

VOL Output Low Voltage +0.4 V
VaH Output High Voltage +2.4 V

ILl Input Leakage Current -10.0 + 10.0 p.A
IZ 3·State Output/Data Bus Input Leakage Current -10.0 + 10.0 p.A

lec Power Supply Current 100.0 rnA

IoHD Darlington Drive Current -1.5 3.8 rnA

Over specified temperature and voltage range.

Test Condillon

IoL = 2.0 rnA
IoH = -250 p.A

O<VIN<VCC

O<VIN<VCC

VaH = 1.5V

REXT = 390 [l

Capacitance Symbol Parameter Min Max Unit Test Condition

C Clock Capacitance 10 pF Unmeasured

CIN Input Capacitance 5 pF pins returned
10 ground

CauT Oulput Capacitance 10 pF

Over specified temperature range; f :::: 1MHz

C8085··JOQ6



APPENDIX C

Z80A/Z80B COUNTER/TIMER CIRCUIT (CTC)





•Zi10g

18430
18~CTC Collnterl
Timer Circuit

Prodllet
Specification

March 1981

• Four independently programmable
counter/timer channels, each with a
readable downcounter and a selectable
16 or 256 prescaler. Downcounters are
reloaded automatically at zero count.

• Three channels have 2ero Count/Timeout
outputs capable of driving Darlington
transistors.

• Selectable positive or negative trigg€r
initiates timer operation.

• Standard 2-80 Family daisy-chain interrupt
structure provides fully vectored, prioritized
interrupts without external logic. The CTC
may also be used as an interrupt controller.

• Interfaces directly to the 2-80 CPU or-for
baud rate generation-to the 2-80 510.

The 2-80 eTC four-channel counter/timer
can be programmed by system software for a
broad range of counting and timing applica
tions. The four independently programmable
channels of the 2-80 CTC satisiy common
microcomputer system requirements for event
counting, interrupt and interval timing, and
general clock rate generation.

System design is simplified because the CTe
connects directly to both the 2-80 CPU and the
2-80 SIO with no additional logic. In larger
systems, address decoders and buffers may be
required.

Programming the eTC is straightforward:'

each channel is programmed with two bytes; a
third is necessary when interrupts are enabled.
Once started, the CTC counts down, reloads
its time constant automatically, and resumes
counting. Software timing loops are completely
eliminated. Interrupt processing is simplified
because only one vector need be specified; the
eTC internally generates a unique vector for
each channel.

The 2-80 CTC requires a single + 5 V power
supply and the standard 2-80 single-phase
system clock. It is fabricated with n-channel
silicon-gate depletion-load technology, and
packaged in a 28-pin plastic or ceramic DIP.
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Functional
Description

Arc:hUectUTf\

The Z-80 CTC has four indepe'1dent c::unterl
timer channels. Each channel ;5 individ'lally
programmed with two words: a con~rol word
and a time·constant word. The control wore
selects the operating mode (counter or timer).
enables or disables the channel interrupt, and
selects certain other operating parameters. If
the timing mode is selec~ed, tl1e control word
also sets a prescaler, which civides the system
clock by either 16 or 256. The time· constant
word is a value from 1 to 256.

During operation, the .,ndividual counter
channel counts down from the preset time con
stant value. In counter mode operation the
counter decrements on each of the CLKlTRG
input pulses until zero count is reac:1ed. Each
decrement is synchror:ized by the system
clock. For counts greater than 256, more than
one counter can be cascaded. At zero count,
the down-counter is autoI::la~ally reset with
the time constant value.

The timer mode determines time intervals as
small as 4 p.s (Z-80A) or 6.4 p.s (Z-80) without
additional logic or software timing loops. Time
intervals are generated by dividing the system
clock with a prescaler that decrements

The CTC has four major elerr.ents, as shown
in iigure 3.

• CPU bus 1/0
• Channel control logic
• Interrupt logic
• ::::ounterltimer circuits

CPU BUB I/O. The CPU bus I/O circuit
decodes the address inputs, and interfaces the
CPU data and control sigr:als to the CTC lor
distribution on the internal bus.

a p,eset down-counter.
Thus, the time interval is an integral mUl

tiple of the clock period, the prescaler value
(16 or 256) and the time constant that is preset
in the down-counter. A timer is triggered auto
matically when its time constant value is pro
grammed, or by an external CLKlTRG input.

Three channels have two outputs that occur
at zero count. The first output is a zero
count/timeout pulse at the ZC/TO output. The
fourth channel (Channel 3) does not have a
ZC/TO output; interrupt request is the only
output available from Channel 3.

The second output is Interrupt Request
(INT). which occurs if the channel has its
interrupt enabled during programming. When
the Z-80 CPU acknowledges Interrupt Request,
the Z-80 CTC places an interrupt vector on the
data bus.

The four channels of the 2-80 CTC are fully
prioritized and fit into four contiguous slots in
a standard Z-80 daisy-chain ;nt~rrl1!"lt ~trll('

ture. Channel 0 is the highest priority and
Channel 3 the lowest. Interrupts can be
individually enabled (or disabled) for each of
the four channels.

Internal Control Logic. ":'he CTC internal
control logic controls ove~all chip operating
functions such as the chip enable, reset, anC
read/write logic.

Interrupt Logic. The interrupt control logic
ensures that the CTC inte~rupts interface prop
erly with the Z-80 CPU ir.terrupt system_ The
logic controls the interrupt priority of the CTC
as a function of the IEI signal. If IEI is High,
the CTC has priority. DlA.ir.g ;i"~;,-upt

{

DATA,.
z.o C""

CONTROL

iiii

'"lED

ZCl!O

CU<tT1lG

Figure 3. Funcllc....1 llcel< DlagraJll
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Archltecture
(Continued)

2041-0158

processing, the interrupt loQic holds lEO Low,
which inhibits the interrupt operation on~
priority devices. If the lEI input goes Low,
priority is relinquished and the interrupt logic
drives lEO Low.

H a channel is programmed to request an
interrupt, the interrupt logic dri1res IEO Low at
the zero count, and generates an INT signal to
the Z-80 CPU. When the 2-80 CPU r~ds
with interrupt acknowledge (Ml and IORQ).
then the interrupt logic arbitrates the CTC
internal priorities, and the interrupt control
logic places a unique interrupt vector on the
data bus.

H an interrupt is pending, the interrupt logic
holds IEO Low. When the 2-80 CPU issues a
Return From Interrupt (RET!) instruction, each
peripheral device decodes the hrst byte
(EDJ6). If the device has a pending interrupt,
i! raises lEO (High) for one MI cycle. This
ensures that all lower priority devices can
decode the entire RETI instruction and reset
properly.

'CITO

Figure 4. Counler/Tlmer Block Diagram

Counter/Timer Circuits. The CTC has four
independent counter/timer circuits, each con
taining the logic shown in Figure 4.

Channel Control Logic. The channel control
logic receives the a-bi! channel control word
when the counter/timer channel is pro
grammed. The channel control logic decodes

the control word and sets the following
operating oooditions:

• Interrupt enable (or disable)
• Operating mode (timer or counter)
• Timer mode prescaler factor (16 or 256)
• Active slope lor CLKlTHG input
• Timer mode trigger (autOlJl4tic or CLKlTRG

input)
• Time constant data word to follow
• Soltware reset
T1me CoDStant Register. When the counterl
timer channel is programmed, the time con
stant register receives and stores an B-bit time
constant value, which can be anywhere from 1
to 256 (0 = 256). This constant is automatic
ally loaded into the down-counter when the
counter/timer channel is initialized, and mbee- "
quently after each zero count.

Pr..caler. The prescaler, which is used only
in timer mode, divides the system clock. fre
quency by a lactor of either 16 or 256. The
prescaler output clocks the down-counter dur
ing timer operation. The effect"of the prescaler
on the down-counter is a multiplication of the
system clock period by 16 or 256. The pre
scaler lactor is programmed by bit 5 of the
channel control word.

Down-Counter. Prior to each count cycle, the
down-counter is loaded with the time constant
register contents. The counter is then
decremented one of two ways, depending on
operating mode:

• By the prescaler output (timer mode)
• By the trigger pulses into the CLKtrRG

input (counter mode) "

Without disturbing the down-count, the Z-80
CPU can read the count remaining at any time
by performing an I/O read operation at the
port address assigned to the CTC channel.
When the down-counter reaches the zero
count, the ZCtfOoutpt;.: generates a positive
going pulse. When the; _-"rrupt is enabled,
zero count also triggers ~ .. ; interrupt request
signal (INT) from the int ~ __ rupt logic.

I
I



Programming Each 2-80 eTe channel must be pro-
grammed prior to operation. Programming
consists of writing two words to the I/O port
that cqrresponds to the desired channel. The
first word is a control word that selects the
operating mode and other parameters; the
second word is a time constant, which is a
binary data word with a value from I to 256. A
time constant word must be preceded by a
channel control word.

After initialization, channels may be
reprogrammed at any time. If updated control
and time constant words are written to a chan
nel during the count operation, the count con
tinues to iero before the new time constant is
loaded into the counter.

If the interrupt on any 2-80 CTC channel is
enabled, the programming procedure should
also include an interrupt vector. Only one vec
tor is required for all four channels, because
the interrupt logic automatically modifies the
vector for the channel requesting service.

A control word is identified by a 1 in bit O.
A 0 in bit 2 indicates a time constant word is to
foIIow_ Interrupt vectors are always addressed
to Channel 0, and identified by a 0 in bit O.

Addr811Sing. During programming, channels
are addre.ed with the channel select pins CS}
and CS:2. A 2-bit binary code selects the
tlPP'apriate channel as shown in the following
table.

Channel CSI CSo

0 0 °1 0 I
2 I °3 I 1

BeMt. The CTC has both hardware and soft
ware resets. The hardware reset terminates all
clown-cot.tnk and disables all CTC interrupts
by resetting the interrupt bits in the control
registers. In addition, the ZC/TO and Interrupt
outputs go inactive, lEO reflects lEI, and

Do-D7 go to the high-impedance state. All
channels must be completely reprogramp1ed
after a hardware reset.

The software reset is controlled by bit 1 in
the channel control word. When a channel
receives a software reset, it stops counting.
When a software reset is used, the other bits in
the ccntrol word also change the contents of
the channel control register. After a software
reset a new time constant word must be written
to the same channel.

If the channel control word has both bits D}
and D2 set to I, the addressed channel stops
operating, pending a new time constant word.
The channel is ready to resume after the new
constant is programmed. In timer mode, if
D3 = 0, operation is triggered automatically
when the time constant word is loaded.

Channel Control Word Programming. The
channel control word is shown in Figure 5. It
sets the modes and parameters described
below.

Interrupt Enable. D7 enables the interrupt, so
that an interrupt output (INT) is generated at
zero count. Interrupts may be programmeo. in
either mode and may be enabled or disabled
at any time.

Operating Mode. DB selects either timer or
counter mode.

Prescaler Factor. (Timer Mode Only). Ds
selects factor-either 16 or 256.

Trigger Slope. D4 selects the active edge or
slope of the CLK/TRG input pulses. Note that
reprogramming the CLK/TRG slope during
operation is equivalent to issuing an active
edge. If the trigger slope is changed by a con
trol word update while a channel is pending
operation in timer mode, the result is the same
as a CLK/TRG pulse and the timer starts.
Similarly, if the channel is in counter mode,
the counter decrements.

1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1

lllTOIIIIUl'T JJ tL
C TROLOR VRCTOR1 ENABLES INTERRUPT 0 VECTOR

o DISABLES INTE:: =TAOL WORD

oSELECTS TIMER MODE 0 III CONTINUED OPERATION
1 SELECTS COUNTER MODE 1 .. SOFTWARE RESET

~U"V'LUI:" T..COIIS1'AIIT
t ""' VALUE OF 251 0 • NO TIME CONSTANT FOLLOWS
o '" VALUE OF ,. 11 ... TIME CONSTANT FOLLOWS

CLlUTItG .G•• ULRCTION
o SELECTS FALlINa EDGE

, SELECTS RtlfNG EDGE

TIMJIt ............
o .. AUTOMATIC .AIOOEIII WHEN

TIME CONSTANT IS LOADED
1 ... CLKlTIIIQ PULSE STA.RTS TIMEIII

~T1MER MODE ONLY

Flllllftt 5. Cbcum.l Control Word.
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Programming
(Continued)

2041-0160.0161

Trigqer Mode (Timer Mode Only). 03 selects
the trigger mode for timer operation. When 03
is reset to 0, the timer is triggered automatic
ally. The time constant word IS programmed
during an I/O write operation, which takes one
machine cycle. At the end 01 the write opera
tion there is a setup delay 01 one clock period.
The timer starts automatically (decrements) on
the rising edge 01 the second clock pulse (T2)
of the machine cycle following the write opera
tion. Once started, the timer runs contin
uously. At zero count the timer reloads
automatically and continues counting without
interruption or delay, until stopped by a reset.

When 03 is set to I, the timer is triggered
externally through the CLKlTRG input. The
time constant word is programmed during an
I/O write operation, which takes one machine
cycle. The timer is ready lor operation on the
rising edge 01 the second clock pulse (T2) of
the lollowing machine cycle. Note that the first
timer decrement lollows the active edge of the
CLKlTRG pulse by a delay time 01 one clock
cycle il a minimum setup time to the rising
edge of clock is met. II this minimum is not
met, the delay is extended by another clock
period. Consequently, lor immediate trigger
ing, the CLK/TRG input must precede T2 by
one clock cycle plus its minimum setup time. II
the minimum time is not met. the timer will
start on the third clock cycle (T3).

Once started the timer operates contin°
uously, without interruption or delay, until
stopped by a reset.

Time Constant to Follow. A 1 in 02 indicates
that the next word addressed to the selected
channel is a time constant data word lor the
time constant register. The time constant word
may be written at any time.

A 0 in O2 indicates no tirr.e constant word is
to lollow. This is ordinarily used when the
channel is already in operation and the new
channel control word is an update. A channel
will not operate without a time constant value.
The only way to write a time constant value is
to write a control word with 02 set.

::;W:JI ~I~:T~~ L,c,
TC. fe,

Figure 6. Time Constant Word

Software Reset. Setting 0 1 to I causes a soft
ware reset. which is described in the Reset
section.

Control Word. Setting Do to I identifies the
word as a control word.

Time Constant Programming. Belore a chan
nel can start counting it must receive a time
constant word from the CPU. During program
ming or reprogramming. a channel control
word in which bit 2 is set must precede the
time constant word to indicate that the next
word is a time constant. The time constant
word can be any value from I to 256 (Figure
6). Note that 0016 is interpreted as 256.

In timer mode, the time interval is controlled
by three factors:

• The system clock period (.p)
• The prescaler lactor (P). which multiplies

the interval by either 16 or 256

• The time constant (T). which is programmed
into the time constant register

Consequently, the time interval is the pro
duct 01 q, x P x T. The minimum timer resolu
tion is 16 x.p (4 p.s with a 4 MHz clock). The
maximu m timer interval is 256 x .p x 256 (16.4 ms
with a 4 MHz clock). For longer intervals
timers may be cascaded.

Interrupt Vector Programming. II the 2-80
CTC has one or more interrupts enabled, it
can supply interrupt vectors to the 2-80 CPU.
To do so, the 2-80 CTC must be pre-pro
grammed with the most-significant five bits 01
the interrupt vector. Programming consists 01
writing a vector word to the I/O port cor
responding to the 2-80 CTC ChannelO. Note
that Do 01 the vector word is always zero, to
distinguish the vector from a channel control
word. 01 and 02 are not used in programming
the vector word. These bits are supplied by
the interrupt logic to identily the channel
requesting interrupt service with a unique
interrupt vector (Figure 7). Channel 0 has the
highest priority.

1~1~1~1~1~1~1~:~1

v v =r-L 0 ... INTERAUPTYECTOR WOAD
sUPP~iEJ 1 " CONTROL WOAD

BV USER
CHANNEL IDENTIFIER
(AUTOMATICALL'f iNSERTED
IveTCI
o 0 CHANNEL 0
o 1 CHANNEL 1
1 0 CHANNEL 2
1 1 CHANNEL:I

Flgu.. 1. Interrupt Vector Word



Pin
DetlcrlpUoD

CEo Chip Enable (input. active Low). When
enabled the CTC accepts control words, inter
rupt vectors. or time constant data words irom
the data bus during an va write cycle; or
transmits the contents of the down-counter to
the CPU during an va read cycle. In most
applications this signal is decoded Irom the
eight least significant bits of the address bus
lor any of the lour va port addresses that are
mapped to the four counter-timer channels.

CLK. System Clock (input). Standard single
phase 2-80 system clock.

CLK/TRGg-CLK/TRG.!. External Clock/TImer
Trigger (input, user-selectable active High or
Low). Four pins corresponding to the four 2-80
CTC channels. In counter mode. every active
edge on this pin decrements the down-counter.
In timer mode, an active edge starts the timer.

CSg-CS1' Channel Select (inputs active High).
Two-bit binary address code selects one of the
four CTC channels lor an 1/0 write or read
(usually connected to AD and AI)'

Do-Do,. System Data Bus (bidirectional,
3-state). Transfers all data and commands
between the 2-80 CPU and the 2-80 CTC.

IYITEM
lUlU

,.,

lEO

lEI. Interrupt Enable In (Input, active High).
A High indialtes tnat no oiher mterrupting
devices 01 higher priority in the daisy chain
are being serviced by the 2·80 CPU.

lEO. Interrupt Enable Out (output, actIve
High). High only il lEI is High and thp 2,',0
CPU is not servicing an interrupt from .m .
2-80 CTC channel. lEO blocks lower priOrity
devices Irom interrupting while a hIgher
priority ,interrupting device is bemg serVIced.

INT. Interrupt Request (output, open drain,
active Low). Low when any 2-80 CTC channel
that has been programmed to enable mterrupts
has a zero-count condition in its down-counter.

IORQ. Input/Output Re:l!!...est (i~ut Irom CPU,
active Low). Used with CE and RD to transler
data and channel control words between the
2-80 CPU and the 2-80 CTC. During a write
cycle, IORO and CE are active and RD
inactive. The 2-80 CTC does not receive a
specific write signal; rather, it internally
generates its own Irom the mverse of an active
RD signal. In a read cycle, IORO, CE and RD
are active; the contents 01 the down-counter
are read by the 2-80 CPU. II IORO and Ml are
both true. the CPU is acknowledging an inter
rupt request, and the highest priority inter
rupting channel places its interrupt vector on
the 2-80 data bus.

MI. Machine Cycle One (input Irom CPU,
active Low). When Ml and IORO are active,
the 2-80 CPU is acknowledging an interrupt.
The 2-80 CTC then places an mterrupt vector
on the data bus il it has highest priorit~nd il
a channel has requested an interrupt (INT).

RD. Read Cycle Status (input. active Low).
Used in conjunction with IORO and CE to
transler data and channel control words
between the Z-80 CPU and the Z-80 CTC.

RESET. Reset (input active Low). Terminates
all down-counts and disables all interrupts by
resetting the interrupt bits in all control
registers; the 2C/TO and the Interrupt outputs
go mactive; lEO reflects lEI; Do-D7 go to the
high-impedance state.

ZC/TOo-ZC/T02. Zero Count/Timeout (output•.
active High). Three ZCITO pins corresponding
to Z-80 CTC channels 2 through 0 (Channel 3
has no ZCITO pm). In both counter and timer
modes the output is an active High pulse when
the down-counter decrements to zero.
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Figure 13. Datsr-ChaID Il1t-upt PrlorIU..

The 2-80 CTC follows the 2-80 system inter
rupt protocol for nested priority interrupts and
return from interrupt, wherein the interrupt
priority of a peripheral is determined by its
location in a daisy chain. Two lines-IEI and
lEO-in the CTC connect it to the system daisy
chain. The device closest to the + 5 V supply
has the highest priority (Figure 13). For addi
tional information on the 2-80 interrupt struc
ture, refer to the Z-80 CPU Product Specifica
tion and the Z-80 CPU Technical Manual.

were written to the CTC during the program
ming process; the next two bits are provided
by the CTC interrupt control logic as a binary
code that identifies the highest priority chan
nel requesting an interrupt; the low-order bit
is always zero.

Interrupt Acknowledge Timing. Figure 14
shows interrupt acknowledge timing. After an
interrupt request, the 2-80 CPU sends an inter
rupt acknowledge (Ml and IORO). All chan
nels are inhibited from changing their inter'
rupt request status when MI is active-about
two clock cycles earlier than IORO. RO is
High to distinguish this cycle from an instruc
tion fetch.

The CTC interrupt logic determines the
highest priority channel requesting an inter
rupt. If the CTC interrupt..enable input (lEI) lS

High, the highest priority interrupting channel
within the CTC places its interrupt vector on
the data bus when IORO goes Low. Two wail
states (TWA) are automatically inserted at this
time to allow the daisy chain to stabilize. Addi
tional wait states may be added.

Return from Interrupt Timing. At the end of
an interrupt service routine the RET! (Return
From Interrupt) instruction initializes the daisy
chain enable lines for proper control of nested
priority interrupt handling. The CTC decodes
the 2-byte RETI code internally and determines
whether it is intended for a channel being ser
viced. Figure 15 shows RET! timing.

If several 2-80 peripherals are in the daisy
chain, IEI settles active (High) on the chip
currently being serviced when the opcode
E016 is decoded. If the following opcode is
4016, the peripheral being serviced is released
and its IEO becomes active. Additional wait
states are allowed.

LOWRIT PRIORITY
IDIVICR

Within the 2-80 CTC, interrupt priority is
predetermined by channel number: Channel 0
has the highest priority, and Channel 3 the
lowest. If a device or channel is being serviced
with an interrupt routine, it cannot be inter
rupted by a device or channel with lower
priority until service is complete. Higher
priority devices or channels may interrupt the
servicing of lower priority devices or channels.

A 2-80 CTC channel may be programmed to
request an interrupt every time its down
counter reaches zero. Note that the CPU must
be programmed for interrupt mode 2. Some
time after the interrupt request, the CPU sends
an interrupt acknowledge. The CTC interrupt
control logic determines the highest priority
channel that is requesting an interrupt. Then,
if the CTC lEI input is High (indicating that it
has priority within the system daisy chain) it
places an 8-bit interrupt vector on the system
data bus. The high-order five bits of this vector

HIOH••T PRIORITY
Davie..

11lI:::::::'/

'1.- ---11
',-_....1

T,

,.,- - - - - - -,,..---------______ J

Oo-D,---(

CLK

~:=:=

TWATWAT,

!iii

CLK

DATA ---------_..(~)---- ••0 r---- -....,1

Figure 14. IDterrupt killlo_ledge TlmlDg Figure 15. Retum From Il1terrupt Tlmll1g
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latched mto the appropriate regIster with the
rising edge of clock cycle TWA. No edditional
wait st"tes "re allowed.

Timing Read Cycl/t Timing. Figure 9 shows re"d
:::ycle timing. This cycle re"ds the contents of a
down-counter without disturbing the count.
During clock cycle T2, the Z-80 CPU initiates "
read cycle by driving the following inputs
Low: RD, IORQ, and CEo A 2-bit binary code
at inputs CSI and CSo selects the channel to
be read. M1 must be High to distinguish this
cycle from an interrupt acknowledge. No addi
tional wait states are allowed.

IIITaIIALTI_ _ -' S'f"f'TllNIHO

Figure 9. Read eycl.. Timing

Figure 11. nme. Mode Timing

ZC'TO -'

Figure 12. Counter Mode Timing

Timer Operation. In the timer mode, a
CLK/TRG pulse input starts the ·timer (Figure
11) or; tl-e second succeeding rising edge of
CLK. Tic, trigger pUlse is asynchronous. and it
must ha \'e a minimum width. A minimum lead '
time (210 ns) is required between the active
edge of the CLK/TRG and the next rising edge
of CLK l.:J enable the prescaler on the follow
ing clock edge. If the CLK/TRG edqe occurs
closer than this, the initiation of the timer
function is delayed one clock cycle. This cor
responds to the startup timing discussed in the
programming section. The timer can also be
started automatically if so programmed by the
channel control word.

CLKIT"'O

BNTI!RHA.L
COll"UR -----'1

T,T,T,

CLK

- --.,.--------------II' ,
_J

DATA ----------l

Write Cycle Timing. Figure 1Cl shows write
cycle timing for loading control. time constarlt
or vector words.

The CTC does not have a write signal input,
so it generates one internal:y when the read
(RD) hput is High during Tl. During T2
IORQ and CE inputs are Low. M1 must be
High to d;stinguish a write cycle from an inter
"Upt acknowledge. A 2-bit binary code at
inputs CSI and CSo selects the channel to be
addressed, and the word being written is
p;aced on the Z-80 data bus. The data word is

Ctlo, CS1, Ci ::=x: CHANNEL ADDRESS x==
'ORO \ r-

AD \ r-

Figure 10. Write Cycle Timing

---.,..------.., I

.'"

--T--------------iUS I
_J

Counter Operation. In the counter mode, the
CLK/TRG pulse input decrements the down
counter. The trigger is asynchronous, but the
count iE synchronized with CLK. For the
decrement to occur on the next rising edge 01
CLK. the trigger edge must precede CLK by "
minimum lead time as shown in Figure 12. If
the lead time is less than specified, the count
is delayed by one clock cycle. The trigger
pulse must have a minimum width, and the
trigger period must be at least twice the clock
period.

The ZC/TO output occurs immediately after
zero count, and follows the rising CLK edge.

DAT" X

CSQ, C!S1, Ci==.x CHANNEL '-~ORESS c=.=
'ORO \ r--

2041-0162.0163.0164.0165
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Z8400
Z80~CPU Central
Processing Unit

Product
Specification

March 1981

• The instruction set contains 158 instructions.
The 78 instructions of the 8080A are
included as a subset; 8080A software com
patibility is maintained.

• Six MHz, 4 MHz and 2.5 MHz C!, cb for the
zaOB, zaOA, and zao CPU result in rapid
instruction execution with consequent high
data throughput.

• The extensive instruction set includes string,
bit, byte, and word operations. Block .
searches and block transfers together with
indexed and relative addressing result in
the most powerful data handling capabilities

, in the microcomputer industry.

• The zao microprocessors and associated
family of peripheral controllers are linked
by a vectored interrupt system. This system

may be daisy-chained to allow implemen
tation of a priority interrupt scheme. Little,
if any, additional logic is required for
da.isy-chaining.

• Duplicate sets of both general-purpose
and flag registers are provided, easing
the design and operation of system soft
ware through single-context switching,
background-foreground programming, and
single-level interrupt processing. In addi
tion. two 16-bit index registers facilitate
program processing of tables and arrays.

• There are three modes of high speed inter
rupt processing: 8080 compatible, non-zaO
peripheral device, and Z80 Family
peripheral with or without daisy chain.

• On-chip dynamic memory refresh counter.

E
n..,
CI

Figur. 1. Pin Functions

A" '" A,111

4" ,. ..
An '" At
A,. 37 A,

"15 .' .. At
ClK • 35 A,

D. .. ...
0, 33 A,

0, '" A,

'" ,. " 4,

H.
Z80 CPU

" .. ..
0, l2 "" DND

0, " " Ili'llii
Do ." 27 Iii
D, " .. iiESEf

INT " 2. iUSREO
,fNi " 2' "'AIT

HiLT " " i"USiCk
MREQ ,. 22 iiiii
;ORO 2. 21 iiii

Fiqure 2. Pin Auignmenll

M1 At
A,

MAEO A,",-I lORa A,

COIlTROL 00 ....
WR A,

....
AFSH A, ADDRR••

At BUS

HAir At

.w] z.o CPU
COIITftOL

CPU {BUll
CONTROL
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General
DeKrlptiOD

The zao, zaOA, and zaoB CPUs are third
generation single-chip microprocessors with
exceptional computational power. They offer
higher system throughput and more efliciel).t
memory utilization than comparable second
and third-generation microprocessors. The
internal registers contain 208 bits of read/write
memory that are accessible to the programmer.
These registers include two sets of six general
purpose registers which may be used
individually as either B-bit registers or as
16-bit register pairs. In addition, there are two
sets of accumulator and flag registers. A group
of "Exchange" instructions makes either set of
main or alternate registers accessible to the
programmer. The alternate set allows operation
in foreground-background mode or it may

be reserved for very fast interrupt response.
The Z80 also contains a Stack Pointer, Pro

gram Counter, two index registers, a Refresh
register (counter). and an Interrupt register.
The CPU is e.asy \0 mcorporate mto a system
since it requires only a single + 5 V power
source, all output signals are fully decoded
and timed to cc;mtrol standard memory or
peripheral circuits, and is supported by an
extensive family of peripheral controllers. The
internal block diagram (Figure 3) shows the
primary functions of the Z80 processors.
Subsequent text provides more detail on the
zao 1/0 controller family, registers, instruction
set, interrupts and daisy chaining, and CPU
timing.

+S\j'~

GND --..

CLOCK ......

Figure 3. zao CPU Block Diagram

2001·0212



zao Mlero
proceuor
Family

zao CPU
Registers

The Zilog Z80 microprocessor is the central
element 01 a comprehensive microprocessor
produdlamily. This lamily works together in
most applications with minimum requirements
for additional logic, facilitating the design 01
efficient and cost-effective microcomputer
based systems.

Zilog has designed five components to pro
vide extensive support lor the Z80 micro
processor. These are:

• The PIO (Parallel Input/Output) operates in
both data-byte VO transfer m.ode (with
handshaking) and in bit mode (without
handshaking). The PIO may be config
ured to interface with standard pa.rallel
peripheral devices such as printers,
tape punches, and keyboards.

• The CTC (Counter/Timer Circuit) leatures
lour programmable a-bit counter/timers,

Figure 4 shows three groups 01 registers
within the Z80 CPU. The lirst group consists of
duplicate sets 01 a-bit registers: a principal set
and an alternate set (designated by . [prime],
e.g., A'). Both sets consist 01 the Accumula
tor Register, the Flag Register, and six
general-purpose registers. Transler 01 data'
between these duplicate sets 01 registers is
accomplished by use 01 "Exchange" instruc
tions. The result is laster response to interrupts
and easy, efficient implementation 01 such ver·
satile programming techniques as background·

each 01 whIch has an 8 bit prescaler. Each
01 the lour channels may be configured to
operate 10 either counter or timer mode.

II The DMA (Direct Memory Access) con·
troller provides dual port data transfer
operations and the ability to terminate data
transler as a result 01 a pattern match.

• The SIO (Serial Input/Output) controller
oilers two channels. It is capable of
operahng in a variety 01 programmable
modes lor both synchronous and asyn
chronous communication, including
Bi-Synch and SDLC.

• The DART (Dual Asynchronous Receiver/
Transmitter) device provides low cost
asynchronous serial communication. It has
two channels and a lull modem control
interlace.

loreground data processing. The second set of
registers consists of six registers with assigned
lunctions. These are the I (Interrupt Register),
the R (Refresh Register), the IX and IY (Index
Registers), the SP (Stack Pointer), and the PC
(Program Counter). The third group consists 01
two interrupt status lIip-lIops, plus an addi
tional pair oillip-llops which assists in identi
lying the. intertupt mode at any particular
time. Table I provides.lurther inlormation on
these registers.

ALTIUtIIATI MGI.T.... UT

E
n•d

A ACCUMULA.TOR

II GENERAL PURPOSE

o GENERAL PURPOSE

H GENERAL PURPOSE

....--- "lilTS -----..

F fLAG REGIS TER

C GENERAL PURPOSE

E GENERAL PURPOSE

l GENERAL PURPOSE

A' ACCUMULATOR

"" GENERAL PURPOSE

0' GENERAL PURPOSE

H' GENERAL PURPOSE

F' FLAG REGISTER

C' GENERAL PURPOSE

E' GENERAL PURPOSE

l' GENERAL PURPOSE

.... 18.115 _

IX INDEX REGI!. rER

IV INDEX REGISTER

SP STACK ponnER

. PC PROGf:l;A" COUNTER

I INTERRUPT VECTOR I R NEMOf'v REFRESH

'.

_-- e BITS --------

INTERRUPT FLlP·fLOPS ST.ATUS

c:J G
~ lNTERRUPTS D'S.I'ED STORES~4~ :INTERRUPTS ENAILED DURING NNiI

SERVIClE

INTERRUPT MODE FlIP·!FLOPS

8:J
INTERRUPT MODE 0
NOT USED
INTERRUPT MODE 1
INTERRUPT MODE :z

2001·0213

figur. 4. CPU R.gllt...



R....arb

Sto..... an operand or the results of an operation.

S- Instruction Set.

Can be used oeperately or ... a l6-bil reqlater with C.

S-B, abo"".

Can be used Reperately or ... a IS-bit reqlster with E.

S-D, abo"".

Can be used oeparately or ... " IS-bit reqislar with L.

S- H, above.

Note: The (B,C), (D,E), and (H,L) oats are combined ... lollows:
B - High byte C - Low byte
D - High byte E - Low byte
H - High byte L - Low byte

Stores upper eight bits of memory address for vectored Interrupt
processing.

Provides user-transparent dynamic memory refresh. Automatically
Incremented and placed on the address bus during ....ch
instruction fetch cycle.

Used for Indexed addressing.

Same as IX, above.

Stores addresses or data temporarily. S- Push cir Pop in Instruc-
tion oet.

Holds address of next inalruclion.

Set or reoet to indicate interrupt stalu. (see FiQure 4).

Reflect Interrupt mode (see Figure 4).

Interrupt Register 8

R Refresh Regllter 8

IX Inde. Regilter 16

IY Index Register 16

SP Stack. Pointer 16

PC Proqram Counter 16

IFF1-IFF2 Interrupt Enable Flip-Flop"

IMFa-IMFb Interrupt Mode Flip-Flops

Z80 CPU Rooglat.. SI•• (Bits)

Rttglsten
A. A' Accumulator 8(Continued)
F, F" Flaqe 8

B, B' General Pu~ 8

C,C General Purpooe 8

D,o- General Purpooe 8

E, E' General Purpooe 8

H,H' General Purpooe 8

L, L' General Purpooe 8

Tabla I. ZlIO CPU.lI.glat...

Interrupts:
General
Operation

The CPU accepts two interrupt input signals:
NMI and INT. The NMI is a non-maskable
interrupt and has the highest priority. INT is a
lower priority interrupt since it requires that
interrupts be enabled in software in order to
operate. Either NMI or INT can be connected
to multiple peripheral devices in a wired-OR
configuration.

The Z80 has a single response mode for
interrupt service for the non-maskable inter
rupt. The maskable interrupt, INT, has three
programmable response modes available.
These are:

• Mode 0 - compatible with the 8080 micro
processor.

• Mode 1 - Peripheral Interrupt service, for
use with non-8080/280 systems.

• Mode 2 - a vectored interrupt scheme,
usually daisy-chained, for use with Z80
Family and compatible peripheral devices.

The CPU services interrupts by sampling the
NMI and INT signals at the rising edge of the
last clock of an instruction. Further interrupt
service processing depends upon the type of
interrupt that was detected. Details on inter
rupt responses are shown in the CPU Timing
Section.



Int4lnUpta:
Gea..a1
OJ-adcm
(Continued)

Ncm-Maakabl. Interrupt (NMI). The non
maslable interrupt ,',mnot be disabled by pro
gram control and tht-rdore will be accepted at
at all times by the CPU. IDJI is usually
reserved lor servlcmg only the highest priority
type interrupts, such as that lor orderly shut
down alter power lailure has been detected.
After recognition 01 the NMI signal (providing
BUSREQ is not active), the CPU jumps to
restart location 0066H. Normally, soltware
starting at this address contains the interrupt
service routine.

Maslcabl. Interrupt (INT). Regardless of the
interrupt mode set by the user, the Z80
response to a maskable interrupt input follows
a common timing cycle. After the interrupt has
been detected by the CPU (provided that
interrupts are enabled and BUSREQ is not
active) a special interrupt processing cycle
begins. This is a special fetch (M I) cycle in
which IORQ becomes active rather than
MREQ as in a normal MI cycle. In addition,
this s~cial Ml cycle is automatically extended
by two WAIT states, to allow for the time
required to acknowledge the interrupt request
and to place the interrupt vector on the bus.

Mode 0 Interrupt.Operation. This mode is .
compatible with the 8080 microprocessor inter
rupt service procedures. The interrupting
device places an instruction on the data bus,
which is then acted on six times by the CPU.
This is normally a Restart Instruction, which
will initiate an unconditional jump to the
selected one of eight restart locations in page
zero of memory.

Mode 1 Interrupt Operation.Mod~oper
ation is very similar to that for the NML The
principal dillerence is that the Mode 1 inter
rupt has a vector address of 0038H only.

Mode 2 Interrupt Operation. This interrupt
mode has been designed to utilize most ellec
tively the capabilities 01 the zao microproc·
essor and its associated peripheral lamily. The
interrupting peripheral device selects the
starting address 01 the interrupt service
routine. It does this by placing an 8-bit
address ved()r on the data bus during the
interrupt acknowledge cycle. The high-order
byte 01 the interrupt service routine address is
supplied by the I (lnterrupt) register. This flex
ibility in selecting the interrupt service routine
address allows the peripheral device to use
several dillerent types of service routines.
These routines may be located at any available

location in memory. Since the interrupting
device supplies the low-order byte of the
2-byte vector, bit 0 (Ao) must be a zero.

Interrupt Priority (Dalay Chaining and
Nested Interrupts). The interrupt priority of
each peripheral device is determined by its
physical location within a daisy-chain config
uration. Each device in the chain has an inter
rupt enable input line (lEI) and an. interrupt
enable output line (lEO), which is fed to the
next lower priority device. The first device in
the daisy chain has its lEI input hardwared to
a High level. The first device has highest
priority, while each succeeding device has a
corresponding lower priority. This arrange
ment permits the CPU to select the highest
priority interrupt from several simultaneously
interru·pting peripherals.

The interrupting device disables its lEO line
to the next lower priority peripheral until it has
been serviced. After servicing, its lEO line is
raised, allowing lower priority peripherals to
demand interrupt servicing.

The Z80 CPU will nest (queue) any pending
interrupts or interrupts received while a
selected peripheral is being serviced.

Interrupt Enable/Disable Operation. Two
flip-flops, IFFI and IFF2' referred to in the
register description are used to signal the CPU
interrupt status. Operation of the two flip-flops
is described in Table 2. For more details, refer
to the ZaD CPU Technical Manual and zaD
Assembly Language Manual.

Actio.. IFFI 1FF2 Co...........

CPU Reset 0 0 Maskable interrupt
INT disabled

Dl instructioh 0 0 Maskable interrupt
execution INT disabled

EI instruchon ·1 Maskable interrupt
execution INT enabled

LD A,I instruction !FF2 - Parity flag
execution

LD A,R instruction IFF2 - Parity flag
execution

Accept NMI 0 IFF} IFF} - IFF2
(Maskable inter-
rupt INT disabled)

RETN instruction IFF2 1FF2 - IFF} at
execution ~letionOlan

M service
routine,

Tabl. 2. Slat. 01 FUp·Floptl



IDStructlon
Set

8-Bit
Load
Group

The 280 microprocessor has one of the most
powerful and versatile instruction sets
available in any B-bit microprocessor. It
includes such unique operations as a block
move for fast, effiCient data transfers within
memory or between memory and va. It also
allows operations on any bit in any location in
memory.

The following is a summary of the Z80
instruction set and shows the assembly
language mnemonic, the operation, the flag
status, and gives comments on each instruc
tion. The ZaD CPU Technical Manual
(03-0029-01) and Assembly Language
Programming Manual (03-0002-01) contain
Significantly more details for programming
use.

The instructions are divided into the
follOWing categories:

DB-bit loads

o I6-bit loads

o Exchanges, block transfers, and searches

DB-bit arithmetic and logic operations

o General-purpose arithmetic and CPU
control.

Symbolic F1agn- 0p0rat10il B Z H PlY n C

LOr. r' r- r' X 0 X 0

LOr. n X X 0

lO" (HL) ,- (HL) y. 0 X · 0

LD., (lX+d) ,- (!X+d) X X

lO '. (lY +d) ,- (IY+d) X

lO(HL).• (HL) -. X 0

lO(lX+d), • (lX+d) - r X

lO (lY +dl, • (lY+d) -. 0 0 X 0 X ·
lO (HL), n (HL) - n 0 0 X 0 X 0

lO (lX+d), n (lX+d) - n 0 0 X 0 X 0

lO (lY +d). n (lY+d) - n 0 · X 0 X ·
lOA, (Be) A - (Bel · · X · X ·LDA, (DE) A - (DE) · · X · X ·LOA. (nn) A - (no) X · X ·
LDlBe), A (BCI - A · · X 0 X 0

LD(DEI, A (DE) - A X · X 0

LDlnnl. A (nn) -A · · X · X ·
LDA.I A -I X 0 X IFF 0 .
LDA. R A-R , X 0 X IFF 0 0

lOl. A 1- A X 0 X

LDR; A R-A 0 · X 0 X

NOTES: r. f' meAn. any oilhe' rttqi.ters A. B. C. O. E. H. L.
IFF ItMt conlenl o! the- anterrupt /finable Ihp·llop, (IFF) II

copHtd Into 1M- P.-V Uag.
For lin ellpl4MlLon f')f llaQ nolallon and Iymbols IOf

mnemonic t.!lble•. Me! Symbolic Notallon ~hon
folloWlf.Q IdblM.

o i6-blt arithmetic operations

o Rotates and shifts

o Bil set, reset, and test operations

o Jumps

o Calls, returns, and restartS

o Input and output operations

A variety of addressing modes are
implemented to permit efficient and fast data
transfer between various registers, memory
locations, and input/output devices. These
addressing modes include:

o Immediate

o Immediate extended

o Modified page zero

o Relative

o Extended

o Indexed

0 Register

o Register indirect

o Implied

o Bit

Opcode 110.01 110.0111 110.01 T
,. sa liD II.. 8ytoo Cycloo s_ e--..

01 ,
" ~00 , 110

-n- 001 C
01 , 110 7 010 D
11 011 101 DD 19 011 E
01 , 101 100 H
-d- 101 L

11 III 101 FD 19 III A
01 , 110
-d-

Ol 110 , 7
11 011 101 DD 19
01 110 ,
-d-

11 III 101 FD 19
01 110 ,
-d-

00 110 110 36 10
-n-

Il 011 101 DD 19
00 110 110 36
-d-
-n-

Il III 101 FD 19
00 110 110 36
-d-
-n-

00 001 010 01. I 7
00 011 010 11. I 7
00 ill 010 31. 3. 13"

":"" n'-
-n-

00 000 010 02 2 7
00 010 010 12 2 7
00 110010 :J2 4 13
-n-
-n-

Il 101 101 ED
01 010 III 57
11 101 101 ED
01 Oil III 5F
11 101.101 ED
01 000 III 47
11 101 101 ED
01 001 III 4F

2OO1.()()1



IS-Bit Load ..,....... "- 0pe00M ....... ............. T

Group - a..- s z • p", II C "IIU 210_ .,... e"doo - eo--
x 00 ddO 001 If, dd P41rLD dd, nn deI-nn

~
01 DE

LD lX. nn lX-nn X II 011 101 DD I< 10 Hl
00 100 001 21 II SP
-n-
-n-

lD IT. nn IY - nn X · II III lof FD 14
00 100 001 21

lD Hl. inn)
-n-

H - (nn+1) 00 101 010 2A 16
l - (nn)

LD dd. (nn) ddH-(nn+l) X 11 101 101 ED 20
ddl - (nn) 01 dell 011

-n-
-n-

LD IX. (nn) IXH - (nn+ 1) . X II 011 101 DD 20
IXl - (nn) 00 101 010 2A

-n-
-n-

LD IT. (nn) IYH -. (nn+ 1) II III 101 FD 20
IYL":'""" (nn) 00 101 010 2A

-n-

E:LD (nn). Hl (nn+l) - H X · 00 100 010 22 16
(nn) - l

-n- e
lO (nn), dd (nn+ I) - ddH X 11 101 101 ED 20 n

(nn) - ddl 01 ddO 011 •«:I
LO (nn). IX (00+ 1) - IXH X 11 011 101 DD 20

(nn) - lXL 00100010 22
-n-
-n-

LD (nn), IY (00+ 1) - IYH 11 III 101 FD 20
(nn) - IYl 00 100 010 22

-n-
lD SP. Hl SP - Hl X X 11 III 001 F9 6
LDSP.IX SP -IX X X . II 011 101 DD 10

II III 001 F9
lD SP.IT SP -IT X · II III 101 FD 10

II III 001 F9 ~
PUSH QQ (SP-2) -' QQl X 11 qqO 101 II 00 Be

(SP-I) - QQH 01 DE
SP-SP-2 10 Hl

PUSH IX (SP-2) - IXl II 011 101 DD 15 II AF
(SP-I) - IXH II 100 101 ES
SP-SP-2

PUSH IT (SP-2) - ITl . X 11 III 101 FD 15
(SP-I) - IYH II 100 101 E5
SP -SP -2

POPQQ qQH - (SP+ 1) X IlqqOOOI 10
QQl - (SP)
SP-SP+2

POP IX IXH - (SP+ I) X II Oil 101 DD 14
IXl - (SPl II 100 001 E1
SP-SP+2

POP IT ITH - (SP+ I) X · . II III 101 FD 14
IYl - (SP) 11 100001 EI
SP-SP+2

NOTES. dd )t, lIny ~ the register po!lIr$ Be. DE. HL, SP.
qq II 4ny 01 the T'«i,~tflr pairs AF. DC. DE, HL.
(P~.I:l,HB6~~R~. r;~e~ ': 'A~h orcMr lind low Ofdftf elqhl b,ts ot l~ rnql..!ftf p.m relP"<;hllll!ly

Exchange. EJ( DE, Hl DE - Hl X . X . II 101 011 EB I

Bloc:k EX AF. AF' AF - AF' X X 00 001, 000 06 I
EXX Be-'BC X . X II 011 001 09 I 1l0Qf_ bonk ond

Transfer. DE - DE' ".iluxdiilty rftq1Mibr

Bloc:k Search Hl - Hl' banlr.'8xchan<;i&
EJ(SPj. HL H - (SP+I) X II \00 Oil E3 19

Groups l - (SI')
EJ(SP),lX IXH - (SP+ \) , . X X . II 011 10\ DD 23

lXL - ISP) II 100 011 E3
EX (SPl,IT ITH - (SP+l) X II 111 101 FD 23

ITL - (SP)
<D

11100'011 'E3

LDI (0£) - (HL) . 0 X II 101 101 tD '4 16 I.6ad (HL) IMo
DE-DE+I 10 100 000 AO (DEl.'-'
HL - HL+I ,hol\6lll_'ifid
Be-Be-I diCNftlliI\. I""byt.

couliter{BC)
IOIR (DE) - (Hl) X 0 X 0 11 101 101 ED 21 II Be .. 0

DE - DE+I 10 110 000 eo 16 II Be .0
HL - Hl+1
Be-Be-I
Repeat until
Be.O

NOTE· CDP/V flag II 0 111t'l@ ref;ul! 0' BC - I " O. olher"'M PtV .. 1
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Exchange. IyaboIIc Flap Opcode .... .... 11110.011

Block - 0p00atl0e II Z • Pllf • C 'IIIM3tIO_ ...... Cydoa - e:--

Transfer, CD
Block Search LDD (DE) - (HLI X 0 II 101 101 ED 16

DE - DE-I 10 101 000 ,0.8
Groups HL - HL-I

(Continued) Be-Be-I

LDDR (DE) - (HLl X 0 X II 101 101 ED 21 II Be .. 0
DE - DE-I 10 III 000 Be 16 II Be = 0
HL - HL-I
Be-BC-I
Repe.at unlll
Be = 0

~ ill
CPI A - (HLI X II 101 101 ED 16

HL - HL+ I 10 100 001 Al
Be-BC-I

~ CD
CPIB A - (HL) X X I II 101 101 ED 21 UBC..-Oand

A .. (HLI
HL - HL+ I 10 llO 001 BI 16 II Be,., Oor
Be-Be-I A = (HLl
RftI'Mt until
A = (HLlo,
Be = 0

~ ill
CPD A - (HLI I X X I II lot 101 ED 16

HL-HL-I 10 101 001 A9
BC-Be-I

~ ill
CPDR A - (HLl X X II 101 101 ED 21 If Be ~ O·."nd

A .. CHLl
HL - HL-I 10 III 001 B9 16 IfBC=Oor
BC-BC-I A = (HL)
Repeat until
A = (HLl 0'

BC = 0

NOTES: <D PN llaq ill 0 II 1M reIll.l1t 01 Be - 1 '" O. otMrwl1e PN "" I .

.cr> Z llo!lq III 1 if A '" jHL), olherwlMl Z ,. o.

8-BIt ADD A .. , A - A + r X X V 10m'! ' ~
Arithmetic 1'.OO'A. n A-A+n X X 'v IlmJIIO 000 B

aDd Logical 001 C
010 D

Group ADD A. (HL) , A - A + (HL) X X V 1O~1I0 7 ml E

ADDA. (lX+dl A - A + (lX+d) X X V II OIl 101 DD 19 100 H

IOmJ 110 101 L

- d - III A
ADDA.(lY+dl A- A + (lY+dl X X V 0 II III 101 FD 19

10m'! 110

- d -
ADC A•• A-- A'+s"+CY X X V 0 m II i.any of r, n.

SUB!! A - A-a X X V I I!dm
(HL). (lX+d),
(lY +d) 4S shown

SBCA, ft A - Ac.,-CY X X V I [[!] lor ADD instruction.

AND, A-AAR X X P 0 0 lIm The indi~ted bit.

OR. A - AV'n X X P 0 0 []]I replace the £23 in
the ADD Nt above.

XOR. A -A. A X X P 0 0 I1IDl
CP. A-. X X ,V I I!I!I
INC, t - r + I X X V 0 . 00 , I!lElI I 4

INC (HL) (HLI -(HL)+ I 'X X V 0 00 110 Im'.I I II

INC (lX+d) (Ill+d)-: X X V 0 II 011 101 DO '3 23
(lX+d):'1 00 1I01!lEll- d -

INC (lY+d)' ·(lY+dl- X X V 0 11 III 101 FO 23
(lY+dl+ I 00 110 nm

- d
OECm m-- m-l X X V IJ]] m iaa.ny of r. (HLl.

(IX. dl; (lY +d)
0'111 Ihown lor INC.
DEC same format
and dates as INC.
Replace 1m3' with

lmII'n op<:odo.
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GeIMftll- .,... n- o.- ........ ..........,
Purpoee - e.-- • I • p", • C 111141111._ .... er- - e:-

Arlthmetlc: DM

ee..-_._
X X p 0 00 100 III 71 I Doct.o1 <OCljUIl

'nlopocUdBCD -_.
aacl IoIIawInQ add ..

CPUCoDtrol ---pocUdBCD ___

GmupII CPL A-X · X X · 00 101 III :IF ~
~(cx.'.

CllIIIPlon>ont).
NEG A-O-A X X V II 101 101 ED ~_.C-·

01 000 100 44 COlO'-I.
CCF CT-CY 0 X X X · 00 III III 3F CamploaM.. CUTY

DllQ.
SCF CY -I · X X · 00 110 III II 4 Sot CUTY flllQ.
HOP

No_
0 X · X · . 00 000 000 00 4

HALT CPU hotllad · X · X · 01 110 110 115 4
DI. IFF - a · X · X · II 110 all F3 4
D. IFF -I · X · X · II '11 011 FB 4
DolO Solin""""" · X · X · II 101 101 ED e

mOdo a 01 000 110 46
Doll Sol """,",pi · X · X II 101 101 ED e

mocIo I 01 010 110 56
DoI~ SoI-.rup X · X · II 101 101 ED

mocIo ~ 01 all 110 5E

IIOI'IS' 1fF_'"__ 'lIpol""'.

C1' _ ..............1""'.

I,., ....... 1'*""I*"'1'lIOI MIIIIkd .. 1M"'''' II or DI.

II-lit AnDHL. HL - HL•• X X X · a 00.1001 II !!....J!!g, Q
Arltbmetlc: 00 Be

ADCHL•• HL - HL+M.CY X X V II 101 101 ED .5 01 DE c::lI
Group 01 ..I 010 10 HL

II SP
SBCHL•• NL - "L- .. -CT X X X V II 101 .01 ED 15

01 un 010
ADD IX. pp IX-IX.pp · X X X · II 011 101 DO 15 ~.01 ppl 001

01 DE
10 III
II SF

ADD IY. or IT-IT." · X X X · 0 II III 101 FD 15 W00 ...1 001
01 r,.
10 IY
II SP

INC. .-. + I · X · X · 00 un all 6
INC IX 1X-1X.1 · X · X · II 011 101 DO 10

00 100 Oil 23
INC IT IT - .IT + I · X · X · II III 101 fO 10

00 100 011 23
DEC. 10 - a-I · X · X · 00 ..1011 6
DEC IX IX - IX-I · X · X · 11 all 101 DO 10

00 101 011 ~B

DEC IT IY -IY-I · X · X 0 II III 101 fO 10
00 101 011 ~

IIOTIS, "DSanrDt Ihtr~rplllftBC.[)E, Hl.. Sf.
pp" 4fty 01 1M reqltJWt' poll" Be. DE. IX, SP.
"' 15 any of IheNCPliflr poIlnBC. DE. IY. Sf.

Rotate aad
Sblft Group RLCA @)~ 0 X 0 X · 0 00000 III en Rotate left circular

A aCCUChAUltor.

liLA 4£!j~ · X 0 X 0 0 00 010111 17 Rotate left
A ACCurnu!.etor.

RIICA ~lliJ · X 0 X · 0 00 001 III Of Rotate nqht circular
A accumu&ator.

liliA' L:£BJ=®J · X 0 X · 00 011 II. If 1I..... "'lh'
A accumuWllor.

IILC. X 0 X P 0 11 001 all CII Rot.k' lett Circular
00000 . rwqLSler r.

llLeCHLI X P II 001 011 CB IS ~,

00000 110
000 II
001 C

llLe IIX.d) @)~ X 0 X· P 0 II 011 101 OD 6 23
010 0
01; E

r.(HLUlX.d).(1Y .d) 11 001 all CII 100 "- d - 101 L
00 000 110 III A

llLe IIY +d) X 0 X P 0 11 III 101 fJ) 23
11 001 011 CB- d -
00 000 110

lnatrucuon Iormllt

1@==tEfrJ .nd ............
ilL .. X X P 010 aIlown lor llLe'•.

...r.1"LUIX +dUlY +dl To lonn MW

~(llJ X X P 0 001
opcodo repIo<e

RRCm 000 .. RLC.
m.r.CHU.(IX +d),UV +d) With IIhown cadit.
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Jump Group ~ n- o.-- ..... ..... _ ..... r

(Continued) - 0.- I :& • PlY • C ,. ..-- .,... c.,- - e-

If (lY) PC -IT I · I · II III 101 PO
II 101001 III

000•• 8 - 8-1 I · 00 010 000 10 II 8 - O.
118 - O. - .-1 r
~

118. O. 13 118 .. O.
PC-PCn

1lOTIS, .,.......tM....... lntherelall...~~.
...·.'lltJMdtwo·I~~lntMr... < -1:38.129 >.
Cl-2lnU.opcrodI~....elMc:fl"~~PC+.M·PC"I~

"'2prioc'tatheAdduiOftot •.

CaUcnul CALL on (SP-I) - PCH · I · I · 11 001 101 CO 17

R.tum Group (SP-21 - PCl - n -
PC-on - n -

CAllcc, nn lloondl_ · I · I · 11 ",,100 10 II "" .. Ia....
"" .. w- - n -
oonUnue. - . - 17 Ucc ill INCl.

othM'wf.M NmlI ..

CALL on

BET PeL - (SP) · I · X · II 001 001 C9 10
PCH - (SP .. I)

'1RET "" lloondl_ · I · X · 11 "",000 II "" .. Ia....
"" .. w-
continue. II Uoc" tnMI. 9othonrIoo 0:: Ccndilion........ 000 N2 non-aero
RET 001 Z ""'"

Rm Roturntroon .. X · I · II 101 101 ED 14
010 1IC non·oorry

01 001 101 40
011 C ClIftY

-.rupt 100 PO pon" odd
BETHI Retumlrom · X · X · II 101 101 ED 14 10lPE pon" .....

""".muU1>1o 01 000 101 45 110 P tIQn poelU".
InMtTupt. 111M --''''RSTp (SP-I) - PCH · X · X .. II I III ·11

~(SP-2) - PCL
PCH-O 001 08H
I'Cl-P 010 10H

011 18H
100 20H
101 28H
110 3llH
III 38H

NOTE, IREnI Jonr 1FF:a - IFF1

lDput cmcl INA. (n) A -Cnl · X · I · 11 011 011 08 11 nloAo - A7

OUtput GrOUP - n - Ao::. to As - AI5
IN,. (Cl r - (C) X X P II 101 101 ED 12 CloAo - A7

l' r :0= 110 only the 01 , 000 8taAs -A15
n_ w;n be oH.cted

(!)
INI (HLI - (C) X X X X X II 101 101 ED 4 16 C 10Ao - A7

8 - 8-1 10 100 010 A2 SloAs - AI5
HL-Hl+I

INffi (Hl) - (C) X X X X' X I II 101. 101. ED S 21 CloAo - A7
S - 8-1 10 110010 82 (118.0) SloAs-AI5
HL-Hl+1 4 16
RepNt until (118-0)
8-0

(l)
IND (Hll - (C) X I X X X I 11 101 101 ED 16 CtoAo - A7

8 - 8-1 10 ..101010 AA 8taAs - AI.S
Hl-HL-I

INDB (HLl - (C) X I' X I X X II 101 101 ED 5 21 CloAo - A7
8 - 8-1 10 III 010 8A (11&.0) 810 As - AI5
HL-HL-I 4 16
R....lunul (118-0)
8 - 0

OUT (nl. A (n) - A X · X .. 11 010011 03 II n to Ao - 1.7- . - Ace. ta As - AI5
OUT (C). , (Cl-r ,X .. X .. II 101 101 ED 12 CloAo - A7

(l)
01 r 001 SloAs - AIS,

OUTI (C)- (HL) X X X X 11 101 101 ED 16 C 10 Ao - A7
8 - 8-1 10 100 011 A3 8taAs - AI5
HL - HL ..

OTffi CC)- (HL) X X X X II 101 101 ED 5 21 CloAo- A7'
8- 8-1 10 110011 B3 (II 8 ..0) 810 As - AIS
HL-HL+I 4 16
Reperel until (118-0)
8 - a (!)

OUTO (C) - (HL) X I X X X X II 101 101 ED 16 C loAo - A7
8 - 8-1 10101011 A8 8toAs - AIS
HL- Hl-l

NOTE: CD If lhe .....It 01 B-1 .. a.to I~ Z It.q I• .-t. oO"'1"WJM It Ul 1I'INltt.
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Input and. lymI>oUc Flqo Opeod.o ......, 1lo.00M 1Io.00T

Output Group
_.

~ I Z R Pff II C ,. S4$ liD 110. '-' Cycloo I_ e--

(Continued) orDR (Cl - (HLI X X X X II 101 101 ED 5 21 C 10 Ao - A7
B - B-1 10 III all (II B..O) BloAa - AI5
HL -Ill-I 4 16
RePeat "J.t\hl (II B.O)
B • a

Summary 01 D, Do
flag -....- I R PlY II C eo.-..

Optlratloll ADD A, " ADC A.• X • X V a , 8-bu .KId or add with carry.
SUB 0; SBC A.•; CP .; NEG X I X V I I a-bit lIubtrl'ld. l!Ubtrec1 with Coury, COftlpart! ~nd Mqate 4ccumullitor.
AND. X I X P a g}OR II. XOR II X a x P 0 !.oqical opcrlllioM

INC II X I X V' a a-bit incrt'lmcnt.

DEC. X I X V I a·bit decrement.
ADD DO... X X X a 16·bit ",dd.
ADC HL... X X X V a i6-bit add with carry.
SBC HL... X X X V I "16-billlublract wIth carty.
RLA. RLeA, RRA; RRCA X a x a Rotate lIccumu lator.
RL m; Rte m; Rft m; X a x P 0 Rot4le c'Iond Milt localtOnR.

RRC m; SLA m;
SRAm; SRLm

RtD; RRD X 0 X P Rotate diQit lell and rlqht.
DAA X , X. P Decirnlll14djust accumulator.

CPL X I X CompkmMtnt t'Jccumulator.
SCF X a x Set carry.
CCF X X X Complement carry.
IN. (C) , , X a X P Input reqlflter indirect.
IN!. IND. ouri; OUTD x , X X X x :} Block input nod outpul. Z "" 0 il B $: 0 otherwiseZ =- O.
INIR; INDR: OTIR; OIDR X I X X X X
LDI; LDD X X X a x I :} Block. Irdnsfer-inlliructions. PIV = 1 il BC :I:- O. otherwise P/V '" o.
LDIR; LDDR X X X 0 X a
CPI; CPIR; CPO; CPDR X , X X X I Block Ae4rch in!llructiom. Z ... 1 If A = (HL), otherwiae Z ... O. P/V = 1

II Be $: 0, otherwise PIV .. o.
LD A. 1. LD A.R I X X IFF 0 The cont~nt 01 the interrupt oMble Uip·lIop (IFF) is copied into the PIV ntlq.
BIT b.• X X X X 0 The slo/lte of bit b of l0C4tion II ia cOPied into the Z flag.

SymboUc
Notatloll

Symbol
S
Z
PIV

H

N

H&N

C

Operation
Sign flag. S = 1 tithe MSB 01 the result is I.
Zero flag. Z = 1 tithe resuli 01 the operation is O.
Parity or overflow flag. Parity (P) and overflow
(V) share the Bame flag. Logical operations affect
this flag with the parity 01 the result while
arithmetic operations affect this flag with the
overflow of the result. II PIV holds parity. P/V
1 if the result of the operation is even, PIV = 0 if
result is ,';d. II PiV holds overflow. P/V = 1 tI
the res,,' the operation produced an overflow,
Half-ca. r iag. H = 1 if the add or subtract
operatic, ','.:oduced a carry Into or borrow from
bit 4 of, 'accumulator.
Add/Su' ,ctflag. N = 1 if the previous opera·
tlon was '"btract.
H and ~~ ','1S are used in conjunction with the
decimal . '1St instruction (DAAl to properly cor·
rect th<? ,lt Into packed BCD lormal follOWing
addlllor, ;ublraction using operands with
'packed; .) format.
Carry/Li flag. C = I ilthe operation produced
a carry l; 'n the MSB of the operand or result.

Symbol
t

o
1
X
V

P

ss

ii
R
n
nn

Operation
The flag is affected according to the result 01 the
operation.
The flag is unchanged by the operation.
The flag is reset by the operation.
The flag is set by the operation.
The flag is a "don't care."
PiV flag affected according to the overflow result
of the operation.
PiV flag aHected according to the parity result of
th~ operation.
·A,y one of the CPU registers A. B, C. 0, E. H, L
Any B-bit location lor all the addressing modes
allowed' for the particular instruction.
Any 16·bit location lor all 'the addressing modes
allowed lor that instruction.
Anyone of the two index registers IX or IY.
Refresh counter.
B-bit value in range < O. 255 >.
16-bit value in range < O. 65535 >.
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Pin
DMcrlptloDli

,
Ag-A15' Address Bus (output, active High,
3-state). Ao-A15 form a 16-bit address bus. The
Address Bus provides the address for memory
data bus exchanges {up to 64K bytes) and for
VO device exchanges.

BUSACK. Bus Acknowledge (output, active
Low). Bus Acknowledge indicates to the
requesting device that the CPU address bus,
data bus, and control sign<lls MREQ, 10RQ,
RD, and WR have entered their high
impedance states. The external circuitry
can now control these lines.

BUSBEQ. Bus Bequest (input, active Low).
Bus Request hasahighe~priority than NMI
and is always recognized at the end of the cur
rent machine cycle. BUSREQ forces the CPU
address bus, data bus, and control signals
MREQ, 10RQ, RD, and WH to go to a high
impedance state so that other devices can
control these lines. BUSREQ is normally wire
ORed and reql.lires an external pullup for
these applications. Extended BUSREQ
periods due to extensive DMA operations can
prevent the CPU from properly refreshing
dynamic RAMs.

,Do-D,. Data Bus (input/output, active High,
3-state). Do-Dz constitute an a-bit bidirectional
data bus, used for data exchanges with '
memoryandVO. :.'

HALT. Halt State (output, active Low). HALT
indicate~' that the CPU has executed a Halt
irtstruqtion and is awaiting either a non-,
maskable or a maskable'interrupt (With the
mask enabled) before operation can resume.
While halted, the CPU executes NOPs to

,ffiaintain memorY refresh.

INT. Interrupt Request (input, active Low).
, Interrupt Request is generated by I/O devices.
The CPU honors a request at the end of the
current'instrudion if the internal software'
controlled interrupt enable flip-flop (IFF) is
enabled. INT is normally wire-ORed and '
requires I),n external pullup for these
applications. " -'

IORQ. Input/Output Request (outPut, active,
Low, ,3-state). 10RQ indicates that the lower

, half of the address bus holds a valid I/O
, ,address for an I/O read Or write operation..

10RQts also generated concurrently with MI
during an interrupt acknowledqe cycle to indi
cate that an interrupt response vector ca,n be'

piaced on the data bus.

Ml.Machine Cycle One (output, active Low).
}viI. together with MREQ, ,indicates that the
current machine cycle is the opcode fetch
cycle of an instruction execution. Ml, together
with IORQ, indicates an interrupt acknowledge
cycle. '

MREQ. Memo!7...B!!!Juest (output, active ,
Low, 3-state). MREQ indicates that the address
bus holds a valid address for a memory read or
memory write operation. '

NMI. Non-Maskable Interrupt (input, active
Low).NMI has 1l. J:iigher priority than INT. NMI
is always recognized at the end of the current

, instruction, independent of the
status of the interrupt enable flip-flop, and
automatically forces the CPU to restart at
location 0066ff.

RD. Memory Read (output, active Low,
3-state). RD indicates that the CPU wants to
read data from memory or an I/O device. The
addressed VO device or memory should use
this sighal to gate data onto the CPU data bus.

RESET. Reset (input, active Low). RESET
initializes the CPU as follows: if resets the
interrupt enai:lle flip-flop, clears the PC and
Registers I and R, and sets the interrupt status
to Mode O. During reset time, the address and
data bus go to a high-impedance state, and all
control output signals go to the inactive state.
Note that RESET must be active for a minimum
of three lull clock cycles before the reset
operation is complete.

,RFSa. Refresh (output, active Low). RFSH,
together with MREO, indicates that the lower
seven bits of the system's address bus can be
used as a refresh address 10 the system's
dynamic memorieS. '

WAIT; Wait (input, active Low). WAIT
indicates to the CPU that the addressed mem
ory OJ: I/O devices are not ready for a data
transfer. The CPU continues to enter aWait
state as long as this signal is active. EJctended
WAIT periods can prevent the Cf>U from
refreshing dynamic memory properly.

WH., MeIriory Write (output,activeLow,
3-state). WR indicates that the CPU data bus
holds valid data to be storedat the addressed
memorY or I/O location.' ,



CPU Timing The Z80 CPU executes instructions by pro-
ceeding through a specific sequence of opera
tions:

• Memory read or write

• I/O device read or write

• Interrupt acknowledge

Instruction Opcode Fetch. The CPU places
the contents of the Program Counter (PC) on
the address bus at the start of the cycle (Figure
5). Approximately one-half clock cycle later,
MREQ goes active. The falling edge of MREQ
can be used directly as a Chi~nable to dyna
mic memories. When aclive,RD indicates that
the memory data can be enabled onto the CPU

The basic clock period is. referred to as a
T time or cycle, and three or more T cycles
make up a machine cycle (Ml, M2 or M3 for
lllstance). Machine cycles can be extended
either by the CPU automatically inserting one
or more Wait states or by the insertion of one
or more Wait states by the user.

data bus.
The CPU samples the WAIT input with the

rising edge of clock state T3. During clock
states 13 and T4 of an Ml cycle dynamic RAM
refresh can occur while the CPU starts
decoding and executing the instruction. When
the Refresh Control signal becomes active,
refreshing of dynamic memory can take place.

Cl.OCK

T,

.(HL~

NOTE: Tw- Wan cycJe added when necessary for slow ll,ncilliary deVj('''eD.
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CPU
Tl.m1Dg
(Continued)

Memory a.ad or Write Cyc:JM. Figure 6
shows the timing of memory read or write
cycles other than an opcode fet«h (Ml) cycle.
The MREQ and RD signals function exactly as
in the fetch cycle. In a memory write cycle,
MREQ also becomes active when the address

bus is stable, so that it can be used directly as
a Chip Enable for dynamic memories. The WR
line is active when the data bus is stable, so
that it can be used directly as an RJW pulse to
most semiconductor memories.

.>



CPU
Timing
(Continued)

Input or Output Cycles. Figure 7 shows the
timing for an I/O read or I/O write operation.
During I/O operations, the CPU automatically

inserts a single Wait state (Tw). This extra Wait
state allows sufficient time for an I/O port to
decode the address and the port address lines.

CLOCK

Ao-A.

(

iii'i

RI!::
OI'l!RUION

Dn-D7

1
WR

WRl~~

OPERATION c....,;-----t========~==~~~~==jDo-01 -

NOTE:· TW " = one Wall cycle aulOllldtiCdlly Inserted by CPU.

Figure? Inpul or OUlpUI ey..1..

Interrupt R4tqUestlAcknowledge Cycle. The
CPU samples the interrupt signal with the ris
ing edge ohhe last clock cycle at the end of
any instruction (Figure 8). When an interrupt
is accepted, a special Ml cycle is generated.

During this Ml cycle, IORQ becomes active
(instead of MREQ) to indicate that the inter
rupting device can place an 8-bit vector on the
data bus. The CPU automatically adds two
Wait states to thisc.ycle.

T,

«((

T,T,

.110'1>7_:_:'"'-_......;.._

iIiIf -+ "'--''--J

Ao·..l1 __--, +-''1- ....:PC:.:.._II----+~'.i'_-_I~_I+_.JI,~-

NOTE: llTL::.'lI: _Last state of preViOUfl instruction. 2) Two Wail cycle. automatically Inserted by CPU(·).
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CPU
Timing
(Continued)

Non-Maskable Interrupt Request Cycle.
NMl is sampled at the same time as the
maskable interrupt input INT but has higher
priority and cannot be disabled under software
control. The subsequent timing is similar to

that of a normal memory read operation except
that data put on the bus by the memory is
ignored. The CPU instead executes a restart
(RST) operation and jumps to the NMI service
routine located at address 0066H (Figure 9).

CLOCK

...-... -+.f,.-+ -+J,~___ -+ +- -+.1\..

IIli

• Although NM1 is ~n asynchronous input, 10 ~dnlee itsbeirlq
recognized on the following machine cycle, NMI's falling edge

must occur no later ~; the rising edge of the clock cycle
preceding TLAST.

Figure 9. Non-Maskable Interrupt Reque.t Op ion

Bus Reql1estlAcknowledge Cycle. The CPU
samplesiBUSREQ with the rising edge of the
last clock period of any machine cycle (Figure
10). If BUSREQ is active, the CPU sets its
address, data, and MREQ, IORQ, RD, and WR

lines to a higr ;Jedance state with the rising
edge of the nE ..Iock pulse. At that time, any
external devic, ,dn take control of these lines,
usually to transler data between memory and
1/0 devices.

T, T. T. T. T,

CLOCK

iUiiiiiii ------!l'--'1'---~-+---1'/_---..JI

...-·,,=======tj--I....--~---H

111

iiPiii _______-+-J

UNCHANQ,EDj;Ai'f --------+------------
NOTE: TL = Lost state of dny M cycle:. TX = An arbitrary clock cycle used by requMtinQ device.

Flgur.10. Bus Raqu..t/Aclmowlitd". Cycle
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CPU
Timing
(Continued)

Halt Aclmow1edge Cycle. When the CPU
receives a HALT Instruction, It execute. NOP
states until either an rnT or m:;rr Input is

received. When in the Halt Itate, the lIMT
output t. active and remains 110 until an inter
rupt II proceaed (Figure 11).

M1 _I' .. ..,. ..
CLOCK~T'T, T, T, T, T, T,

• •
iiii:T :::::

R_~_'__

.M. U-
NOTE: INT w'ill also force a Halt exit. ~See note, Figure 9.

Figure II. Halt Acknowledge Cycle

Reset Cycle. RESET must be active for at least
three clock cycles for the CPU to properly
accept it. As long as RESET remains active', the
address and data buses float, and the control
outputs are inactive. Once RESET goes

inactive, two internal T cycles are consumed
before the CPU resumes nor'mal processing
operation. lffiSlIT clears the PC register, so the
first opcode fetch will be to location ooסס

(Figure 12).

k---M'--- - - -

T, T,

CLOCK

""-A1·=======P---,,(I---~~---+-C====
Do-D7 ------------

lin -'/

~:_-----Z..,..ZT'l!r-7V..,..Z"T"7---....,·f'.IJ..--------':.:.:.:.-_-_-_-=
HALT
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AC ZSO!CPU ZSOACPU ZSOB CPU
Charae- MIn< Max Min Max MIn Max

teristlCll Humber Symbol Parameter (nil) : (nil) (nil) (na) (nil) (nil)

1 TcC Clock Cycle Time 400' 250' 165'

2 TwCh Clock Pulse Width (High) 180' 110' 65'

3 TwCl Clock Pulse Width (Low) 1(30 2000 110 2000 65 2000

4 TfC Clock Fall Time 30. 30 20

5-TrC Clock Rise Time 30 30 20

6 TdCr(A) Clock 1 to Address Valid Delay 145 110 90

7 TdA(MREQf) Address Valid to MREQ 125' 65' 35'
1 Delay

8 TdCf(MREQf) Clock I to MREQ I Delay 100 85 70

9 TdCr(MREQr) Clock 1 to MREQ 1 Delay 100 85 70

10-TwMREQh-- MREQ Pulse Width (High)---170' 110' 65'--

11 TwMREQl MREQ Pulse Width (Low) 360' 220' 135'

M12 TdCf(MREQr) Clock I to MREQ t Delay 100 85 70

13 TdCf(RD!) Clock I to RD I Delay 130 95 80 n
14 TdCr(RDr) Clock t to RD t Delay 100 85 70

...
e

15 - TsD(Cr) --- Data Setup Time to Clock t --- 50 35 30---

16 ThD(RDr) Data Hold Time to RD I 0 0 0

17 TsWAIT(Cf) WAIT Seiup Time to Clock I 70 70 60

18 ThWAIT(Cf) WAIT Hold Time after Clock I 0 0 0

19 TdCr(Mlf) Clock I to Ml I Delay 130 100 80

20-TdCr(Mlr)--Clock t toMI t Delay 130 100 80

21 TdCr(RFSHf) Clock I to RFSH 1 Delay 180 130 110

22 TdCr(RFSHr) Clock I to RFSH 1 Delay 150 120 100

23 TdCf(RDr) Clock I to RD t Delay 110 85 70

24 TdCr(RDf) Clock t to Fi.15 1 Delay 100 85 70

25 - TsD(Cf)--- Data Setup to Clock I during -- 60 50 40 ~_._<

M2. M3. ~ or Ms Cycles

26 TdA(IORQf) Address Stable prior to IORQ I 320' 180' 110' .

27 TdCr(lORQf) Clock 1 to IORQ I Delay 90 75 65

28 TdCf(lORQr) Clock I to IORQ I Delay 110 85 70

29 TdD(WRf) Data $table prior to WR I 190' 80' 25'

30 - TdCf(WRf)-- Clock 1 to WR I Delay 90 80 70

31 TwWR WR Pulse Width 360' 220' 135'

32 TdCf(WRr) Clock I to WR t Delay 100 80 70

33 TdD(WR!) Data Stable prior to WR I 20' -10' -55'

34 TdCr(WRf) Clock r to WR I Delay 80 65 60

35 - TdWRr(D) -- Data Stable from WR 1 120' 50' 30'--

36 TdCf(HALT) Clock I to HALT t or I 300 300 260

37 TwNMI NMI Pulse Width 80 80 70

38 TsBUSREQ(Cr) BUSREQ Setup Time to Clock I 80 50 50

~For clock. periods other thdn the mimmums shown In the tllble.
calculate parameters using the expressions in the l~ble ,on the
following pege.



AC
Charac
tedstiell
(Continued)

Z80 CPU Z80ACPU Z80B CPU
Min Max Min Max Min Max

Number Symbol Paranater (na) (na) (na) (na) (na) (na)

39 ThBUSREQ(Cr) BUSREQ Hold Time after Clock t 0 0 0

40 -TdCr(BUSACKf)-Clock i to BUSACK I Delay 120 100 90

41 TdCf(BUSACKr) Clock I to BUSACK 1 Delay 110 100 90

42 TdCr(Dz) Clock f to Data Float Delay 90 90 80

43 TdCr(CTz) Clock f to Control Ou!puts Float 110 80 70
Dela~REQ. IORQ. RD.
and WR)

44 TdCr(Az) Clock 1 to Address Float Delay 110 90 80

45-TdCTr(A)---Address Stable alter MREQ 1.--160- 80- 35---
IORQ t. RD i. and WR 1

46 TsRESET(Cr) RESET to Clock 1 Setup Time 90 60 60

47 ThRESET(Cr) RESET to Clock i Hold Time 0 0 0

48 TsINTl(Cr) INT to Clock i Setup Time 80 80 70

49 ThINTr(Cr) INT to Clock f Hold Time 0 0 0

50 - TdMlf(lORQf) - MI I to IORQ I Delay 920- 565- 365---

51 TdCI(lORQf) Clock I to IORQ I Delay 110 85 70

52 TdCI(lORQr) Clock 1 to IORQ i Delay 100 85 70

53 TdCI(D) Clock I to Data Valid Delay 230 150 130

~ For clock periods other than the minimums shown in the tobie,
cll.lculote ~rameters using the folloWing expressions. Calculated
values above assumed Tre = TiC = 20 ns.

Footnotes to AC Characteristics

Number Symbol ZSO ZSOA ZSOB

TwCh + TwCl + TrC + TIC

Although static by design.
TwCh of greater than 200 p.s
is not guaranteed

TeC

TwCh

1

2

TwCh + TwCl + TrC + TfC TwCh + TwCI. + TrC + TIC

Although static by design. Although static by design.
TwCh of greater than 200 p.s TwCh of greater than 200 /,s
is not guaranteed is not guaranteed

7 - TdA(MREQf) - TwCh + TIC - 75 ---- TwCh + TIC - 65---- TwCh + TIC - 50 ----

10 TwMREQh TwCh + TfC - 30 TwCh + TIC - 20 TwCh + TIC - 20

11 TwMREQl TeC - 40 TeC - 30 TeC - 30

26 TdA(lORQf) TeC - 80 TeC - 70 TcC - 55

29 TdD(WRf) TeC - 210 TeC - 170 TcC - 140

31-TwWR---TeC - 40 TeC - 30 TeC - 30-------

33 TdD(WRf) TwCl + TrC - 180 TwCl + TrC - 140 TwCl + TrC - 140

35 TdWRr(D} TwCl + TrC - 80 TwCl + TrC - 70 TwCl + TrC - 55

45 TdCTr(A) TwCl + TrC - 40 TwCI + TrC - 50 TwCl + TrC - 50

.50 TdMlf(lORQf) 2TeC + TwCh + TIC - 80 2TcC + TwCh + TIC - 65 2TcC + TwCh + TIC - 50

AC Test Conditions:
VIH = 2.0 V
VIL = 0.8 V
VIHC = Vce-O.B V
VILC = 0.45 V

VOH = 2.0 V

~P6AT ~.8±V05 V
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• Transfers, searches and search/transfers in
Byte-at-a-Time, Burst or Continuous modes.
Cycle length and edge timing can be pro
grammed to match the speed of any port.

• Dual port addresses (source and destination)
generated for memory-to-VO, memory
to-memory, or VO-to-I/O operations.
Addresses may be fixed or automatically
incremented/decremented.

• Next-operation loading without disturbing
current operations 'via buffered starting-

address registers. An entire previous
sequence can be repeated automatically.

• Extensive programmability of functions.
CPU can read complete channel status.

• Standard 2-80 Family bus-request and
prioritized interrupt-request daisy chains
implemented without external logic.
Sophisticated, internally modifiable inter
rupt vectoring.

• Direct interfacing to system buses without
external logic.

General
Description

The 2-80 DMA (Direct Memory Access) is a
powerful and versatile device for controlling
and processing transfers of data. Its basic
function of managing CPU-independent
transfers between two ports is augmented by
an array of features that optimize transfer
speed and control with little or no external
logic in systems using an 8- or 16-bit data bus
and a 16-bit address bus.

Transfers can be done between any two ports
(source and destination). including memory-to
I/O, memory-to-memory, and I/O-to-I/O. Dual
port addresses are automatically generated for
each transaction and may be either fixed or
incrementing/decrementing. In addition, bit
maskable byte searches can be performed
either concurrently with transfers or as an
operation in itself.
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General
Description
(Contin~ed)

The 2-80 DMA contains direct tnterfacing to
and independent control of system buses, as
well as sophisticated bus and interrupt con
trols. Many programmable felltures, including
variable .cycle timing and auto-restart,
minimize CPU software overhead. They are
especially useful in adapting this special-

purpose transfer processor to a broad variety
of memory, va and CPU enVironments.

The 2-80 DMA is an n-channel silicon-gate
depletion-load device packaged in a 40-pin
plastic or ceramic DIP. It uses a single + 5 i/
power supply and the standard 2-80 Family
single-phase clock.

SYSTEM
BUSES

Classes of Operation. The 2-80 DMA has
three basic classes of operation:

• Transfers of data between two ports (memory
or I/O peripheral)

• Searches for a particular 8-bit maskable
byte at a single port in memory or an I/O
peripheral

• Combined transfers with simultaneous
search between two ports

Figure 4 illustrates the basic functions
served by these classes of operation.

During a transfer, the DMA assumes control
of the system address and data buses. Data is
read from one addressable port and written to
the other addressable port, byte by byte. The
ports may be programmed to be either system
main memory or peripheral I/O devices. Thus,
a block of data may be written from one
peripheral to another, from one area of main
memory to another, or from a peripheral to
main memory and vice versa.

Z·80 OMA

1. SMrch I'MlIIIOI)'
2. Tr.nl'''' rMlftOJy-IO-lIMmory (optlONlI ...rch)
a. Tran,'erlMmOfY.lo-UO (optlontll ".rch)
•. $arch 110
5. Tr.n.f. 1/0'100110 (optloNll !I.'rch)

During a search-only operation, data is read
from the source port and compared byte by
byte with a DMA-internal register containing a
programmable match byte. This match byte
may optionally be masked so that only certair
bits within the match byte are compared.
Search rates up to I .25M bytes per second Ci" n
be obtained with the 2.5 MHz 2-80 DMA or 2111
bytes per second with the 4 MHz 2-80A DMA.

In combined searches and transfers, data
is transferred between two ports while
simultaneously searching for a bit-maskable
byte match.

Data transfers or searches can be pro-
- grammed to stop or interrupt under various

conditions. In addition, CPU-readable status
bits can be programmed to reflect the
condition.

Modes of Operation. The 2-80 DMA can be
programmed to operate in one of three transfer
and/or search modes:

• Byte-at-a-Time: data operations are per
formed one byte at a time. Between each
byte operation the system buses are releas·~d

to the CPU. The buses are requested agair
for each succeeding byte operation.

• Burst: data operations continue until a
port's Ready line to the DMA goes inactive.
The DMA then stops and releases the system
buses after completing its current byte
operation.

• Continuous: data operations continue until
the end of the programmed block of data is
reached before the system buses are
released. If a port's Ready line goes inactive
before this occurs, the DMA simply pauses
until the Ready line comes active again.

A ,
'I V

DMA

-
INT

- RDY

lEI

-

'EO
iNT

I
lEI-J
RDY

DMA

A ,
'I r

8'0

CPU

Functional
Description

Figure 3. Typical z..eo Eovlronment Figure 4. Baalc FunctloDB of the z..eo DNA
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Functlonal
DetK:rlption
(Continued)

In all modes, once a byte of data is read into
the DMA, the operation on the byte will be
completed in an orderly fashion, regardless of
the state of other signals (including a port's
Ready line).

Due to the DMA's high-speed buffered
method of reading data, operations on one
byte are not completed until the next byte is
read In. This means that total transfer or
search block lengths must be two or more
bytes, and that block lengths programmed into
the DMA must be one byte less than the
desired block length (count is N-] where N is
the block length).

Commands and Statu. The 2-80 DMA has
several writable control registers and readable
status registers available to the CPU. Control
bytes can be written to the DMA whenever the
DMA is not controlling the system buses, but
the act of writing a control byte to the DMA
disables the DMA until it is again enabled by a
specific command. Status bytes can also be
read at any such time, but writing the Read
Status Byte command or the Initiate Read
Sequence command disables the DMA.

Control bytes to the DMA include those
which effect immediate command actions such
as enable, disable, reset, load starting-address
buffers, continue, clear counters, clear status
bits and the like. In addition, many mode
setting control bytes can be written, including
mode and class of operation, port configura
tion, starting addresses, block length, address
counting rule, match and match-mask byte,
interrupt conditions, interrupt vector, status
affects-vector condition, pulse counting, auto
restart, Ready-line and Wait-line rules, and
read mask.

Readable status registers include a general
status byte reflecting Ready-line, end-of-block,
byte-match and interrupt conditions, as well as
2-byte registers for the current byte count,
Port A address and Port B address.

Variable Cycle. The 2-80 DMA has the
unique feature of programmable operation
cycle length. This is valuable in tailoring the
DMA to the particular requirements of other
system components (fast or slow) and max
Imizes the data-transfer rate. It also eliminates
exterriallogic for signal conditioning.

There are two aspects to the variable cycle
feature. First, the entire read and write cycles
(periods) associated with the source and
destination ports can be independently pro
grammed as 2,3 or 4 I-cycles long (more if
Wait cycles are used), thereby increasing or

decreasing the speed with which all DMA
signals change (Figure 5).

Second, the four signals in each port
specifically associated with transfers of data
(I/O Request, Memory Request, Read, and
Write) can each have its active trailing edge
terminated one-half T-cycle early. This adds a
further dimension of flexibility and speed,
allowing such things as shorter-than-normal
Read or Write signals that go inactive before
data starts to change.

Address Generation. Two I6-bit addresses are
generated by the 2-80 DMA for every transfer
operation, one address for the source port and
another for the destination port. Each address
can be either variable or fixed. Variable
addresses can increment or decrement from
the programmed starting address. The fixed
address capability eliminates the need for
separate enabling wires to VO ports.

Port addresses are multiplexed onto the
system address bus, depending on whether the
DMA is reading the source port or writing to
the destination port. Two readable address
counters (2 bytes each) keep the current
address of each port.

Auto Restart. The starting addresses of either
port can be reloaded automatically at the end
of a block. This option is selected by the Auto
Restart control bit. The byte counter is cleared
when the addresses are reloaded.

The Auto Restart feature relieves the CPU of
software overhead for repetitive operations
such as CRT refresh and many others. More
over, when the CPU has access to the buses
during byte-at-a-time or burst transfers, dif
ferent starting addresses can be written into
buffer registers during transfers, causing the
Auto Restart to begin at a new location.

Interrupts. The 2-80 DMA can be programmed
to interrupt the CPU on three conditions;

• Interrupt on Ready (before requesting bus)

• Interrupt on Match

• Interrupt on End of Block

~
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FUIlctlonal
Description
(Continued)

Pin
Description

Any of these interrupts cause an interrupt
pending status bit to be set, and each of them
can optionally alter the DMA's interru,.t vec
tor. Due to the buffered constraint mentioned
under "Modes of Operation," interrupts on
Match at End of Block are caused by matches
to the byte just prior to the last byte in the
block.

The DMA shares the Z-80 Family's elaborate
interrupt scheme, which provides fast inter
rupt service in real-time applications. In a
Z-80 CPU environment, the DMA passes its
internally modifiable 8-bit inierrupt vector to
the CPU, which adds an additional eight bits
to form the memory address of the interrupt
routine table. This table contains the address
of the beginning of the interrupt routine itself.

An-AIS' System Address Bus (output, 3-state).
Addresses generated by the DMA are sent to
both source and destination ports (main
memory or I/O peripherals) on these lines.

BAI. Bus Acknowledge In (input, active Low).
Signals that the system buses have been
released for DMA control. In multiple-DMA
configurations, the BAI pin of the highest
priority DMA is normally connected to the Bus
Acknowledge pin of the CPU. Lower-priority
DMAs have their BAI connected to the BAO of
a higher-priority DMA.

BAO. Bus Acknowledge Out (output, active
Low). In a multiple-DMA configuration, this
pin signals that no other higher-priority DMA
has requested the system buses. BAI and BAO
form a daisy chain for multiple-DMA priority
resolution over bus control.

BUSREQ. Bus Request (bidirectional, active
Low, open drain). As an output, it sends
requests for control of the system address bus,
data bus and control bus to the CPU. As an
input, when multiple DMAs are strun2..
~ther in a priority daisy chain via BAI and
BAO, it senses when another DMA has
requested the buses and causes this DMA to
refrain from bus requesting until the other
DMA is finished. Because it is a bidirectional
pin, there cannot be any buffers between this
DMA and any other DMA. It can, however,
have a buffer between it and the CPU because
it is unidirectional into the CPU. A pull-up
resistor is connected to this pin.

CE/WAIT. Chip Enable and Wait (input,
active Low). Normally this functions only as a
CE line, but it can also be programmed to
serve a WAIT function. As a CE line from the
CPU, it becomes active when WR and IORQ
are active and the I/O port address on the

In this process, CPU control is transferred
directly to the interrupt routine, so that the
next instruction executed after an interrupt
acknowledge is the first instruction of the inter
rupt routine itself.

Pulse Generation. External devices can keep
track of how many bytes have been transferred
by using the DMA's pulse output, which pro
vides a signal at 256-byte intervals. The inter
val sequence may be offset at the beginning by
I to 255 bytes.

The Interrupt line outputs the pulse signal in
a manner that prevents misinterpretation by
the CPU as an interrupt request, since it only
appears when the Bus Request and Bus
Acknowledge lines are both active.

system address bus is the DMA's address,
thereby allowing a transfer of control or com
mand bytes from the CPU to the DMA. As a
WAIT line from memory or I/O devices, after
the DMA has received a bus-request ack
nowledge from the CPU, it causes wait states
to be inserted in the DMA's operation cycles
thereby slowing the DMA to a speed that
matches the memory or 110 device.

elK. System Clock (input). Standard Z-80
single-phase clock at 2.5 MHz (Z-80 DMA) or
4.0 MHz (Z-80A DMA). For slower system
clocks, a TTL gate with a pullup resistor may
be adequate to meet the liming and voltage
level specification. For higher-speed systems,
use a clock driver with an active pullup to
meet the VIH specification and risetime
requirements. In all cases there should be a
resistive pullup to the power supply of !OK
ohms (max) to ensure proper power when the
DMA is reset.

Do-D-;. System Data Bus (bidirectional,
3-state). Commands from the CPU, DMA
status, and data from memory or I/O
peripherals are transferred on these lines.

lEi. Interrupt Enable In (input, active High).
This is used with IEO to form a priority daisy
chain wnen there is more than one interrupt
driven device. A High on this line indicates
that no other device of higher priority is being
serviced by a CPU interrupt service routine.

lEO. Interrupt Enable Out (output, active
High). IEO is High only if IEI is High and the
CPU is not servicing an interrupt from this
DMA. Thus, this signal blocks lower-priority
devices from interrupting while a higher
priority device is being serviced by its CPU
interrupt service routine.



Pin
Description
(Continued)

Internal
Structure

INT/PULSE. Interrupt Request (0ulp'J!, ~r;'I'I'"

Low, open drain). This requests a CPU mter
rupt. The CPU acknowledges the intefr1~ by
pulling its IORQ output Low during an Ml
cycle. It is typically connected to the INT pin
of the CPU with a pullup resistor and tied to
all other INT pins in the system. This pin can
also be used to generate periodic pulses to an
external device. It can be used this way only
when the DMA is bus master (i.e" the CPU's
BUSREQ and BUSACK lines are both Low
and the CPU cannot see interrupts).

IORQ. Input/Output Request (bidirectional,
active Low, 3-state). As an input, this indicates
that the lower half of the address bus holds a
valid I/O port address for transfer of control or
status bytes from or to the CPU, respectively;
this DMA is the addressed port if its CE pin
and its WR or RD pins are simultaneously
active. As an output, after the DMA has taken
control of the system buses, it indicates that
the 8-bit or l6-bit address bus holds a valid
port address for another I/O device involved in
a DMA transfer of data. When IORQ and Ml
are both active simultaneously, an interrupt
acknowledge is indicated.

Ml. Machine Cycle One (input, active Low).
Indicates that the current CPU machine cycle
is an instruction fetch. It is used by the DMA
to decode the return-from-interrupt instruction
(RETI) (ED-4D) sent by the CPU. During two
byte instruction fetches, Ml is active as each

The internal structure of the 2-80 DMA
includes driver and receiver circuitry for inter
facing with an 8-bit system data bus, a 16-bit
system address bus, and system control lines
(Figure 6). In a 2-80 CPU environment, the
DMA can be tied directly to the analogous pins
on the CPU (Figure 7) with no additional buf
fering, except for the CElWAIT line.

The DMA's internal data bus interfaces with
the system data bus and services all internal
logic and registers. Addresses generated from
this logic for Ports A and B (source and des
tination) of the DMA's single transfer channel
are multiplexed onto the system address bus.

CONTROL\r --.f.

')pcude byte IS ie!ched. An ,nrerrupt ack
nowledge IS mdicated when both MTand
fORD are active.

MREQ. Memory Request (output, active Low,
3-state). This indicates that the address bus
holds a valid address for a memory read or
write operation. After the DMA has taken con
trol of the system buses, it indicates a DMA
transfer request from or to memory.

RD. Read (bidirectional, active Low, 3-state).
As an input, this indicates that the CPU want,.
to read status bytes from the DMA's read
registers. As an output, after the DMA has
taken control of the system buses, it indicates a
DMA-controlled read from a memory or 1I0
port address.

ROY. Ready (input, programmable active Low
or High). This is monitored by the DMA to
determine when a peripheral device associated
with a DMA port is ready for a read or write
operation. Depending on the mode of DMA
operation (Byte, Burst or Continuous), the RDY
line indirectly controls DMA activity by caus
ing the BUSREQ line to go Low or High.

WH. Write (bidirectional, active Low, 3-state).
As an input, this indicates that the CPU wants
to write control or command bytes to the DMA
write registers. As an output, after the DMA
has taken control of the system buses, it
indicates a DMA-controlled write to a memory
or 1I0 port address.

Specialized logic circuits in the DMA are
dedicated to the various functions of external
bus interfacing, internal bus control, byte
matching, byte counting, periodic pulse
generation, CPU interrupts, bus requests and
address generation. A set of twenty-one
writable control registers and seven madable
slatus registers provides the means by which
the CPU governs and monitors the activities of
these logic circuits. All registers are eight bits
wide, with double-byte information stored in
adjacent registers. The two address· counters
(two bytes each) for Ports A and B are buffered
by the two starting addresses.

anUM
ADDR•••
Bua
I'. BIT)
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Internal
Structure
(Continued)

The 21 writable control registers are
organized into seven base-register groups,
most of which have multiple registers. The
base registers in each writable group contain
both control/command bits and pointer bits
that can be set to address other registers within
the group. The seven readable status registers
have no analogous second-level registers.

The registers are designated as follows,
according to their base-register groups:

WRO-WR6 - Write Register groups 0
through 6 (7 base registers plus 14 associ
ated registers)
RRO-RR6 - Read Registers 0 through 6

Writing to a register within a write-register
group involves first writing to the base
register, with the appropriate pointer bits set,
then writing to one or more of the other
registers within the group. All seven of the
readable status registers are accessed sequen
tially according to a programmable mask con
tained in one of the writable registers. The sec
tion entitled "Programming" explains this in .
more detail.

A pipelining scheme is used for reading data
in. The programmed block length is the
number of bytes compared to the byte counter,
which increments at the end of each cycle. In
searches, data byte comparisons with the
match byte are made during the read cycle of
the next byte. Matches are, therefore, dis
covered only after the next byte is read in.

In multiple-DMA configurations, interrupt
request daisy chains are prioritized by the
order in which their IEI and IEO lines are con
nected (Zilog Application Note 03-0041-01, The
Z-80 Family Program Interrupt Structure). The

.-------1I1USACK CPU

FROM
I/O

DEVICE

system bus, however, may not be pre-empted.
Any DMA that gains access to the system bus
keeps the bus until it is finished.

Write Registers

WRO Base register byte
Port A starting address (low byte)
Port A starting address (high byte)
Block length (low byte)
Block length (high byte)

WR I Base register byte
Port A variable-timing byte

WR2 Base register byte
Port B variable-timing byte

WR3 Base register byte
Mask byte
Match byte

WR4 Base register byte
Port B starting address (low byte)
Port B starting address (high byte)
Interrupt control byte
Pulse control byte
Interrupt vector

WR5 Base register byte

WR6 Base register byte
Read mask

Read Registers

RRO Status byte

RRI Byte counter (low byte)

RR2 Byte counter (high byte)

RR3 Port A address counter (low byte)

RR4 Port A address counter (high byte)

RR5 Port B address counter (low byte)

RR6 Port"B address counter (high byte)

COMMON: iiif
IIUSREQ
iii
IORC
iiRRi
!iii
WII
CLK
AaMAlI
Do-,

COMMON

TO,NEXTDMA

TO LOWER·PRIORITY
INTERRUPTING DEVICE

FROM
I/O

D£VICE

Figure 7. Multipl.DMA Intercollllection 10 the Z-80 CPU
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Programming The 2-80 DMA has two programmable fun-
damental states: (I) an enabled state, in .which
it can gain control of the system buses and
direct the transfer of data between ports, and
(2) a disabled state, in which it can initiate
neither bus requests nor data transfers. When
the DMA is powered up or reset by any means,
it is automatically placed into the disabled
state. Program commands can be written to it
by the CPU in either state, but this auto
matically puts the DMA in the disabled state,
which is maintained until an enable command
is issued by the CPU. The CPU must program
the DMA in advance of any data search or
transfer by addressing it as an I/O port and
sending a sequence of control bytes using an
Output instruction (such as OTm for the
2-80 CPU).

Writing. Control or command bytes are writ
ten into one or more of the Write Register
groups (WRO-WR6) by first writing to the base
register byte in that group. All groups have
base registers and most groups have additional
associated registers. The associated registers
in a group are sequentially accessed by first
writing a byte to the base register containing
register-group identification and pointer bits
(1's) to one or more of that base register's
associated registers.

This is illustrated in Figure 8b. In this
figure, the sequence in which associated
registers within a group can be written to is
shown by the vertical position of the associated
registers. For example, if a byte written to the
DMA contains the bits that identify WRO (bits
DO, Dl and D7), and also contains l's in the
bit positions that point to the associated "Port
A Starting Address (low byte)" and "Port A
Starting Address (high byte)," then the next
two bytes written to the DMA will be stored in
these two registers, in that order.

Reading. The Read Registers (RRO-RR6) are
read by the CPU by addressing the DMA as an
I/O port using an Input instruction (such as
INIR for the 2-80 CPU). The readable bytes
contain DMA status, byte-counter values, and
port addresses si.nce the last DMA reset. The

Read Regicter 0

01 D. Os D. 03 D~ 01 D~

I. I. I I 1 1.1 I I STATUS BmIII. I L- 1 '" QUA OPERATION HAS OCCURREDo '" READY ACTIVE

o '" INTERRUPT PENDING
o '" MATCH FOUND
o '" END OF BLOCK

Read RogIstor I

'...-,1-,-1-J1L......l.1....l-1..1.-.l-J1 BYTE COUNTE"ILOW BYTE)

registers are always read in a fixed sequence
beginning with RRO and ending with RR6.
However, the register read in this sequence is
determined by programming the Read Mask in
WR6. The sequence of reading is initialized by
writing an Initiate Read Sequence or Set Read
Status command to WR6. After a Reset DMA,
the sequence must be initialized with the
Initiate Read Sequence command or a Read
Status command. The sequence of reading all
registers that are not excluded by the Read
Mask register must be completed before a new
Initiate Read Sequence or Read Status
command.

Fixed-Address Programming. A special cir
cumstance arises when programming a desti
nation port to have a fixed address. The load
command in WR6 only loads a fixed address to
a port selected as the source, not to a port
selected as the destination. Therefore, a fixed
destination address must be loaded by tem
porarily declaring it a fixed-source address
and subsequently declaring the true source as
such, thereby implicitly making the other a
destination. .

The following example illustrates the steps in
this procedure, assuming that transfers are to
occur from a variable-address source (Port A)
to a fixed-address destination (Port B):

I. Temporarily declare Port B as source in
WRO.

2. Load Port B address in WR6.

3. Declare Port A as source in WRO.

4. Load Port A address in WR6.

5. Enable DMA in WR6.

Figure 9 illustrates a program to transfer
data from memory (Port A) to a peripheral
device (Port B). In this example, the Port A
memory starting address is 1050H and the Port
B peripheral fixed address is 05H. Note that
the data flow is 100lH bytes-one more than
speCified by the block length. The table of
DMA commands may be stored in consecutive
memory locations and transferred to the DMA
with an output instruction such as the 2-80
CPU's OTIR instruction.

Read RogIstor 2

LI-JIL.....J.I-,-I....l-I..11-'--'-....11 BYTE COUNTER (HIGH BYTE)

ReadRogIstor:i

IL ...JI'-I.I-,-I-",-I-,1-'--'-....11 PORT A ADDRESS COUNTER (LOW BYTE)

Read RegIstor 4

LI...J1'-I.1-,-1-",-I-,I-'---'-...JI PORT A ADDRESS COUNTER (HIOH BYTE)

Read Reg\aI<Ir 5

LI...JI'-I.I-,-I-",-I-,1-'---'-....11 PORT B ADDRESS COUNTER (LOW BYTE)

Read RegIstor B

LI-J1'-I.1-,-1-",-I-,1-'--'-....11 PORT B ADDRESS COUNTER (HIGH BYTE)

Figure Sa. Read R.g'-I.....
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INTERRUPT CONTROL BYTE

PULSE CONTFlOL BYTE

PORT I STARTING ADDRESS
(HfQH BYTE)

PORT. STARTING ADDRESS
jLOW BYTE)

INTERRUPT ON MATCH
TERAUPT AT END OF BLOCK
GENERATED

-
E .II.. ,

.1 ,

.1 1

I ~

•,

I I I I I,.
OY -1 1 "IN
ECTOR .. 1 1 .. PULSE

~
INTt:ARUPT VECTOR

VECTOR IS AUTOMATICALLY {! ! .. INTERRUPT ON ROY
MODIFIED AS SHOWN 0 1 .. INTERRUPT ON MATCH

ONLY IF "STATUS 1 0 .. INTERRUPT ON END OF BLOCK
AFFECTS veCTOR" lIT IS SET 1 1 .. lNT!nnuPT ON MATCH

AND END OF ILOCK

Wrlto~.Groap

o,.o.o,D.o,;o,D.°5
1,1 I i I I 1.1,1 ..., Eon 3m

OT'T
CONTINUOUS.utIST

DOHOT"~RAM

INTERRUPT ON A
STATUS A.FFECTS V

PORT A STARTING ADDAE&S
(HIOH BYTE)

BLOCK LENOTH
LOW BYTE)

BLOCK LENGTH
HIOH BYTE)

DO NOT ....
Tfl4HSf'IR• 1<AlIC.
lEAfIlCHITRANaFEA

I_PORTA
A-PORT!

PORT A STARTING ADDREU
(lOW IIYTE)

I
I I••• , ., •, , .

0 .. PORr
1 ... PORT

~

~
I

~
(

W,ltallo9btarOo.oup
D1DaD,D.DIDJD,~

1.1 I I I It! I.... "GIBT•••".,.

Write Ragl.l:tor 1Group
0, 0, Os D. D~ D~ 0, Do

1.1 I 1II,I.I.IMSEREGISTERBm

II1.. PORT A IS MEMORY
1 '" PORT A IS 110

o 0 ,. PORT A ADDRESS DECREMENTS
o 1 .. POAT A ADDRESS INCREMENTS

~ ~ I" PORT A ADDRESS FIXED

Programming
(Continued)

'-l-l...':...l...':...l...-,--,--,--,PORT A VARIABLE TIMING BYTE

WR ENDS V, CYCLE EARLY'"! I II! !.. CYCLE LENGTH .. "
~ ENDS '!o CYCLE EARLY" 0 0 1" CYCLE LENGTH .. 3

MREQ ENDS 'II CYCLE EARLY", 1 0 .. CYCLE LENGTH"" 2
1 1 .. DO NOT USE

o.. rmm ENDS 'I. CYCLE EARLY

Writ. 1LIgiat..- 2 Group
0, o. 0" D. D,;D2 D1 Do

1,1 I I I I, I, I, IB,sE REG'STER Bm

I 1
1. PORT. IS MEMORY
1 .. PORT II ISVO

o 0 PORT II ADDRESS DECREMENTS
o 1 PORT II ADDRESS INCREMENTS

~ ~ I.. POA,T II ADDRESS FIXED

L..L..L..L..L..L..L.J.,,-IPORT B VARIABLE TIMING aYrE

W1i: ENDS ¥.t CYCLE EARLY ...! I I I!! CYCLE LENOTH .. 4
1m ENDS 'fa CYCLE EARLY .. 0 0 1 CYCLE LENOTH .. 3

fmEl\ ENDS v.r CYCLE EARLY", 0 1 0 CYCLE LENGTH .. ::I
1 1 DO NOT USE

o ... tmm ENDS v.r CYCLE EARLY

Write IIegIom ~ Group
DrDoDID.t~~DIDa

1,1 I I I I lol.I....EREGIBTER ......

I I J... 8TOP ON MATCHDMAEHAlL£ .. 1
JNt'ERnUPT ENABLE .. 1

'-l-l-'-r'-'-'-l...-'MASK IYTE (0 .. COMPARE)

~

Write Regwter 5 Gfl)up

o,O~DsO.D:lD2DIDo

1,1,1 I II·j,j,I •••EREOISTERIYTE

II
I
o .. RE,I!,DY ACTIVE LOW
1 .. FlEA:Y ACTIVE HIOH

Q .. a ONLY
1 .. flIWAiT MULTIPLEXED

o '" STOP ON END OF BLOCK
1 ... AUTO RESTART ON EN:l OF BLOCK

Write R4tg1I;ter 8 Grou.p

0, D. Os D~ oJ O2 01 Do

1,111 (1I'I,I.,sEREGISTERom
I I I I I H.X COMMAND NA".
1 Q Q 0 O .. C3 .. RESET
1 Q 0 0 1 .. C7 .. RESET PORT A TIMING
1 Q 0 1 Q .. CR .. RESET PORT II TIMING

1-CF .. LOAD
o OR 03 .. CONTINUE

1 OR AF .. DlSAILE INTERRUPTS
o .. AI OR ENABLE INTERRUPTS
o .. A3 .. RESET AND DISABLE INTERRUPTS
1 .. 17 .. ENAILE A"ER RETI

t OR IF .. PlEAD STATUS IYTE
o '" III .. REINITIAUZE STATUS IYTE

o 1 I) Q t .. A7 .. INITIATE READ SEQUENCE

o 1 1 Q 0 .. 13 .. FORCE READY

1 .. 17 OR ENAat.E OMA
Q .. a .. DISAalE OMA

r- a 1 1 1 0 .. II .. AUD MASK FOllOWS

Lr.T I I I I I' I I ....0 M'S' (1. ENA.l"!

IIIII ~OTATUS.YTEL.::::::: :~~~:::~~••~E~
, PORT A ADDRESS Il.0W aYTE)

PORT A ADDRESS (HIGH lYlE)
PORT • ADDAESS (LOW IYTE)
PORT • MD"US (tItoH BYTE)

fig...... ab. Writ" Reglat"..--------------
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Comment. Dr De Os D4 D3 D2 D, Do HEX
WRO selS OMA 10 receive 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 I 1 79
block lenglh, Pori A slarl, Block Lenglh Block Lenglh PoriA Pori A B_A
109 address and lemporarily Upper Lower Upper Lower Temporary

Transler, No Searchsets Pori B as source. Follows Follows Address Address for
Follows FOllows Loading B

Address~

Pori A address (lower) 0 1 0 I 0 0 0 0 50

Port A address (upper) 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 10

Block lenglh (lower) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00

Block lenglh (upper) 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 10

WRI defines Port A as 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 14
memory with lixed No Timing Address Address Port is
incrementing address. Follows Changes Increments Memory

WR2 delines Port B as 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 28
peripheral wilh lixed No Timing Fixed PorI is
address. Follows Address 1/0

WR4 sels mode 10 Bu rsl, 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 C5
sels OMA 10 expecl Pori B No Inlerrupl No Upper Pori BLower
address. Bursl Mode Conlrol Byte Address Address

Follows FOllows

Pori B address (lower) 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 05

WR5 sels Ready active High. 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 8A
NO AulO No Wail ROY
Reslarl Slales Aclive High

WR6 loads Por' B address 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 CF
and resels block counter. a

WRO sets Port A as source. a 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 05
No Address or Block A_B Transfer, No Search

Lenglh Bytes

WR6 loads PorI A address 1 1 0 0 I 1 1 1 CF
and resels block counler.

WRB enables OMA 10 slarl 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 87
operation

NOTE: The aclual number of bytes Iranslerred is one more Ihan specified by Ihe block length.
'These enlries .re necessary only in lhe case of a lixed destination address.

Figun 9. Sample DIU Program

naoa
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Inactive
State Timing
(DMAas CPU
Peripheral)

Active State
Timing
(DMAas Bus
Controller)

In its disabled or inactive state, the DMA is
addressed by the CPU as an I/O peripheral for
write and read (control and status) operations.
Write timing is illustrated in Figure 10.

Reading of the DMA's status byte, byte
counter or port address counters is illustrated

eLK

r
'+--'- -+-- - - --

00-07 -4--+--(

Figure 10. CPU-Io-DMA Wrile Cycle

Default Read' and Write Cycles. By default,
and after reset, the DMA's timing of read and
write operations is exactly the same as the 2-80'
CPU's timing of read and write cycles for
memory and I/O peripher'als, with one excep
tion: during a read cycle, data is latched on
the falling edge of T3 and held on the data bus
across the boundary between read and write
cycles, through the end of the following write
cycle.

Figure 12 illustrates the timing for memory
to-I/O port transfers and Figure 13 illustrates
I/O-to-memory transfers. Memory-to-memory
and I/O-to-I/O transfer timings are simply per
mutations of these diagrams.

The default timing uses three T-cycles for
memory transactions and four T-cycles for I/O
transactions, which include one automatically

in Figure II. These operations require less
than three T-cycles. The CE, IORQ and
RD lines are made active over two rising edges
of CLK, and data appears on the bus approx
imately one T-cycle after they become active.

eLK

Ci~_
lORQ

AD ---

00-07

Figure II. CPU-Io-DMA Read Cycle

inserted wait cycle between T2 and T3. If the
CE/WAIT line is programmed to act as a
WAIT line during the DMA's active state, it is
sampled on the falling edge of T2 for memory
transactions and the falling edge of Tw for I/O
transactions. If CE/WAIT is Low during this
time another T-cycle is added, during which
the CE/WAIT line will again be sampled. The
duration of transactions can thus be indef
initely extended.

Variable Cycle and Edge Timing. The Z-80
DMA's default operation-cycle length for the
source (read) port and destination (write) port
can be independently programmed. This
variable-cycle feature allows read or write
cycles consisting of two, three or four T-cycles
(more if Wait cycles are inserted), thereby
increasing or decreasing the speed of all
signals generated by the DMA. In addition,

I
"'--MEMORYREAD~lfOWRITE _I

T, I ~ I h I .~ I ~ I ~ ~
eLI(

Ao-A'IJ

--I MREQ

iiC

_nl fciiii

WR

00-D7

CilwAIT

rLr-- rLrL"'-~,-",-r--

- "-

II II II

- 1\ I

- \ I

r I--1\

r -\

- ---, MEMORY

- --J DRIVES DATA
DATA sus DRI NI DMA

- --
f.f==

--- f--- -- -- -- -- -- I 'l 1--- -

. Figure 12. Memory-la-I/O Tranafer
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Actl". State
TimlDg'
(DNA as BWI
Controller)
(Continued)

----"" ......-----'
cur.

......,. -i"---+--+-+-+--+A--4-+-+--~-

Figure 13. IIO-to-Memory Tranal..

i
I

the trailing edges of the RJRQ, MRED, RD and
Wfl: signals can be independently terminated
one-half cycle early. Figure 14 illustrates this.

In the variable-cycle mode, unlike default
liming, iC5RQ comes active one-~cle
before MREQ, RD and WR. CElWAIT can be
used to extend only the 3 or 4 T-cycle variable
memory cycles and only the 4-cycle variable
I/O cycle. The CElWAIT line is sampled at the
falling edge of T2 for 3- or 4-cycle memory
cycles, and at the falling edge of T3 for 4-cycle
I/O cycles,

During transfers, data is latched on the
clock edge causing the rising edge of RD and
held through the end of the write cycle.

BWI RequHtll. Figure 15 illustrates the bus
request and acceptance timing. The RDY line,
which may be programmed active High or
Low, is sampled on every rising edge of CLK.
If it is found to be active, and if the bus is not
In use by any other device, the following rising
edge of CLK drives BUSREQ low. After receiv
.!llilBUSREQ the CPU acknowledges on the
BM input either directly or through a
multiple-DMA daisy chain. When a Low iii
detected on BAI for two consecutive rising
edges of CLK, the DMA will begin transferring
data on the next rising edge of CLK.

Figure 14. VariableoCyc:1et and Edge TIJD!Dg

2032·0131. 0138. 0139
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Active State
Timing
(DMA as Bus
Controller)
(Continued)

Bus Release Byte-at-a-Tlme. In Byte-at-a
Time mode, BUSREQ is brou~~ QIl the
rising edge of CLK prior to~ ...-e..ach
read cycle (search-only) or write cycle
(transfer and transfer/search) as illustrated in
Figure 16. This is done regardless of the state
of RDY. There is no possibility of confusion
when a 2-80 CPU is used since the CPU
cannot begin an operation until the "following
T-cycle. Most other CPUs are not bothered by
this either, although note should be taken of it.
The next bus request for the next byte will
come after both BUSREQ and BAI have
returned High.

Bus Release at End of Block. In Burst and
Continuous modes, an end of block causes
BUSREQ to go High usually on the same rising
edge of CLK in which the DMA completes the
transfer of the data block (Figure 17). The last
byte in the block is transferred even if RDY
goes inactive before completion of the last byte
transfer.

Bus Release on Not Ready. In Burst mode,
when RDY goes inactive it causes BUSREQ to
go High on the next rising edge of CLK after
the completion of its current byte operation
(Figure 18). The action on BUSREQ is thus
somewhat delayed from action on the RDY
line. TheDMA always completes its current
byte operation in an orderly fashion before
releasing the b_.;:u,"=s"""==

By contrast, BUSREQ is not released in
Continuous mode when RDY goes inactive.

... J"lJ)Lf1..JLJL..n..Il.
ovou. -.r+.,...----------

I
iii I r---------_ ___.....1. I

I'~
f*A AalVE~ DMA INACTIVE

Flgur.o i6. BIUI R.I...... (Dyt.-at-a-Tlm. Mod.)

...
IIIilACnvE- ----.....,,.---1-'

Flgur.o i8. DIUI R.I_ Wh.n Nol Ready
(Dunt Mod.)

Instead, the DMA idles after completing the
current byte operation, awaiting an active RDY
again.

BUll Release on Match. If the DMA is pro
grammed to stop on match in Burst or Con
tinuous modes, a match causes BUSREQ to go
inactive on the .next DMA operation, i.e., at
the end of the next read in a search or at the
end of the following write in a transfer (Figure
19). Due to the pipelining scheme, matches
are determined while the next DMA read or
write is being performed.

The RDY line can go inactive after the
matching operation begins without affecting
this bus-release timing.

Interrupts. Timings for interrupt acknowledge
and return from interrupt are the same as tim
ings for these in other 2-80 peripherals. Refer
to 2ilog Application Note 03-0041-01 (The Z-80
Family Program Interrupt Structure).

Interrupt on RDY (interrupt before request
ing bus) does not directly affect the BUSREQ
line. Instead, the interrupt service routine
must handle this by issuing the following
commands to WR6:

1. Enable after Return From Interrupt (RETIl
Command - Hex B7

2. Enable DMA - Hex 87

3. An RET! instruction that resets the
Interrupt Under Service latch in the
2-80 DMA.

ACTIVE.0.
INACTIVE

iui".Q-----......r;-----t'

Flgurei? 8IUI Rel_ at Eocl of I8lodt
(Bunt _d ConUnuolU Mod..)

Figur. 19. DUll Rel__ Match

(Dural _d ConilnuoUII Mod..)
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WESTERN DIGITAL
c o R p o R A T I o N

WD279X·02 Floppy Disk Formatter/Controller Family

FEATURES

o ON-CHIP PLL OATA SEPARATOR

• ON-CHIP WRITE PRECOMPENSATION LOGIC

• SINGLE + 5V SUPPLY

• ACCOMMODATES SINGLE AND DOUBLE DENSITY
FORMATS

IBM 3740 (FM)
IBM 34 (MFM)

• AUTOMATIC SEEK WITH VERIFY

• MULTIPLE SECTOR READ/WRITE

• TTL COMPATIBLE

• PROGRAMMABLE CONTROL
SELI;CTABLE TRACK-TO-TRACK ACCESS
HEAD LOAD TIMING

• SOFlWARE COMPATIBLE WITH THE FD179X SERIES

• SOFT SECTOR FORMAT COMPATIBILITY

APPLICATIONS

8" FLOPPY AND 5114" MINI FLOPPY CONTROLLER
SINGLE OR DOUBLE DENSITY

CONTROLLERIFORMATIER

-

The WD279X Family are MOS/LSI devices which perform
the functions of a Floppy Disk Controller/Formatter. Soft
ware compatible with its predecessor, the FD179X, the
device also contains a high performance Phase-lock-Loop
Data Separator as well as Write Precompensation Logic.

When operating in Double Density mode, Write Precom
pensation is automatically engaged to a value programmed
via an external potentiometer. An on-chip VCO and phase
comparator allows adjustable frequency range for 5114" or
8" Floppy Disk interfacing.

The WD279X is fabricated in NMOS silicon gate technology
and available in a 40 pin dual-in-Iine ceramic or plastic
package.

FEATURES 2791 2793 2795 2797

Single Density (FM) X X X X
Double Density (MFM) X X X X
True Data Bus X X
Inverted Data Bus X X
Side Select Out X X
Internal CLK Divide X X

""'" I-o------------l
1--------1 "
1--------1 "'
1-----------1 "'

ENP HlT

WE INTRa

cs ORO HOST

RE i5i5EN PROCESSOR

AD iiii'P'RT
A1 iii

DALO TFiiiO
DAL1 WPW

DAL2 READY

DAl3 WD

DAl4 WG

DAl5 TG43 -
DAl6 HlD

DAl? RAWRo
STEP vCO

DIRC SSO/ENMF

!ria ClK

RPW PUMP

MR i'ES'f
GND vCC

.'''_Yo:.

£NI' ....---J
=1-0------------4

"~, I-o------------l

Figure 1.

a"
DISK

DRIVE



5,6 REGISTER SELECT L1NE~ AO, Ai

COMPUTER INTERFACE:

2 WRITE ENABLE WE

17 5
'
,4," 8" SELECT

FLOPPY DISK INTERFACE:

15 STEP

16 DIRECTION

PIN OUTS

PIN
NUMBER

19

20

21

3

4

7-14

24

38

39

18

PIN NAME

ENABLE PRECOMP

MASTER RESET

POWER SUPPLIES

CHIP SELECT

READ ENABLE

DATA ACCESS LINES

CLOCK

DATA REQUEST

INTERRUPT REQUEST

READ PULSE WIDTH

SYMBOL

ENP

VSS

VCC

CS

RE

DALG-DAL7

CLK

DRQ

INTRQ

STEP

DIRC

5/8

RPW

FUNCTION

A Logic high on this input enables write precompen
sat ion to be performed on the Write Data output.

A logic low (50 microseconds min.) on this input
resets the device and loads HEX 03 into the com
mand register. The Not Ready (Status Bit 7) is reset
during MR ACTIVE. When MR is brought to a logic
high a RESTORE Command is executed, regardless
of the state of the Ready signal from the drive. Also,
HEX 01 is loaded into sector register.

Ground

+5V ±5%

A logic low on this input gates data on the DAL into
the selected register when CS is low.

A logic low on this input selects the chip and enables
computer communication with the device.

A logic low on this input controls the placement of
data from a selected register on the DAL when CS is
low.

These inputs select the register to receive/transfer
data on the DAL lines under RE and WE control:

CS A1 AD RE WE

o 0 0 Status Reg Command Reg
o 0 1 Track Reg Track Reg
o 1 0 Sector Reg Sector Reg
o 1 1 Data Reg Data Reg

Eight bit bi-directional bus used for transfer of com
mands, status, and data These lines are inverted
(active low) on WD2791 and WD2795.

This input requires a free-running 50% duty cycle
square wave clock for internal timing reference, 2
MHz ± 1% for 8" drives, 1 MHz ± 1% for mini
floppies.

This output indicates that the Data Register contains
assembled data in Read operations, or the DR is
empty in Write operations. Thissignal is reset when
serviced by the computer through reading or loading
the DR.

This output is set at the completion of any command
and is reset when the Status register is read or the
Command register is written to.

The step output contains a pulse for each step.

Dn-ection Output is active high when stepping in,
active low when stepping out.

This input selects the internal VCO frequency for use
with 5'14" drives or8" drives.

An external potentiometer tied to this input controls
the phase comparator within the data separator.



PIN
NUMBER PIN NAME SYMBOL FUNCTION

22 TEST TEST A logic low on this input allows adjustment of exter-
nal resistors by enabling internal signals to appear on
selected pins.

23 PUMP PUMP High-Impedance output signal which is forced high
or low to increase/decrease the VCO frequency.

25 ENABLE MINI-FLOPPY ENMF A logic low on this inpu~enables an internal -;- 2 of
(2791, 2793) the Master Clock when 5/8 is also at a logic O. This

allows both 51/4" and 8" drive operation with a single
2 MHz clock. For a 1 MHz clock on Pin 24, this line
must be left open or tied to a Logic 1.

25 SIDE SELECT OUTPUT SSO The logic level of the Side Select Output is directly
(2795, 2797) controlled by the'S' flag in Type II or III commands.

When U = 1, SSO is set to a logic 1. When U = 0,
SSO is set to a logic O. The SSO is compared with the
side information in the Sector 1.0. Field. If they do not
compare Status Bit 4 (RNF) is set. The Side Select
Output is only updated at the beginning of a Type II or
!II command. It is forced to a logic 0 upon a MASTER
RESET condition.

26 VOLTAGE-CONTROLLED VCO An external capacitor tied to this pin adjusts the VCO
OSCILLATOR center frequency.

27 RAW READ RAW READ The data input signal directly from the drive. This
input shall be a negative pulse for each recorded flux
transition.

28 HEAD LOAD HLD The HLD output controls the loading of the Read-
Write head against the media

29 TRACK GREATER TG43 This output informs the drive that the ReadlWrite
THAN 43 head is positioned between tracks 44-76. This output

is valid only during Read and Write Commands.

30 WRITE GATE WG This output is made valid before writing is to be
performed on the diskette.

31 WRITE DATA WD A 250ns (MFM) or 500 ns (FM) output pulse per flux
transition. WD contains the unique Address marks as
well as data and clock in both FM and MFM formats.

32 READY READY This input indicates disk readiness and is sampled
for a logic high before Read or Write commands are
performed. if Ready is low the Read or Write
operation is not performed and an interrupt is
generated. Type I operations are performed regard-
less of the sta~eof Ready. The Ready input appears in
inverted format as Status Register bit 7.

33 WRITE PRECOMP WPW An external potentiometer tied to this input controls
WIDTH the amount of delay in Write precompensation moda-.

34 TRACK 00 TROO This input informs the WD279X that the ReadlWrite
head is positioned over Track 00.

35 INDEX PULSE iP This input informs the WD279X when the index hole
is encountered on the diskette.



PIN NUMBER PIN NAME SYMBOL FUNCTION

36 WRITE PROTECT WPRT This input is sampled whenever a Write Command is
received. A logic low terminates the command and
sets the Write Protect Status bit.

37 DOUBLE DENSITY DDEN This input pin selects either single or double density
operation. When DDEN = 0, double density is
selected. When DDEN = 1, single density is
selected.

40 HEAD LOAD TIMING HLT When a logic high is found on the HLT input the head
is assumed to be engaged. It is typically derived from
a 1 shot triggered by HLD.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The WD279X are N-Channel Silicon Gate MOS LSI devices
which perform the functions of a Floppy Disk For
matter/Controller in a single chip implementation. The
WD279X, which can be considered the end result of both
the FD1771 and FD179X designs, is IBM 3740 compatible in
single density mode (FM) and System 34 compatible in
Double Density Mode (MFM). The WD279X contains all the
features of its predecessor the FD179X plus a high per
formance Phase-Lock-Loop Data Separator as well as Write
Precompensation Logic. In Double Density mode, Write
Precompensation is automatically engaged to a value
programmed via an external potentiometer In order to
maintain compatibility, the FD1771, FD179X and WD279X
designs were made as close as possible with the computer
interface, instruction set, and I/O registers being identical.
Also, head load control is identical. In each case, the actual
pin assignments vary by only a few pins from anyone to
another

The processor interface consists of an 8-bit bi·directional
bus for data, status, and control word transfers. The
WD279X is set up to operate on a multiplexed bus with
other bus-oriented devices.

The WD279X is TTL compatible on all inputs and outputs.
The outputs will drive one TIL load or three LS loads. The
2793 is identical to the 2791 except the DAL lines are TRUE
for systems that utilize true data busses.

The 2795/7 has a side select output for controlling double
sided drives.

ORGANIZATION

The Floppy Disk Formatter block diagram is illustrated on
page 5. The primary sections include the parallel processor
interface and the Floppy Disk interface.

Data Shift Register - This 8-bit register assembles serial
data from the Read Data input (RAW READ) during Read
operations and transfers serial data to the Write Data
output during Write operations.

Data Register - This 8-bit register is used as a holding
register during Disk Read and Write operations in Disk
Read operations the assembled data byte is transferred in
parallel to the Data Register from the Data Shift Register In
Disk Write operations information is transferred in parallel
from the Data Register to the Data Shift Register

When executing the seek command the Data Register
holds the address of the desired Track position. This

register is loaded from the DAL and gated onto the DAL
under processor control.

Track Register - This 8-bit register holds the track number
of the current ReadlWrite head position. It is incremented
by one every time the head is stepped in (towards track 76)
and decremented by one when the head is stepped out
(towards track 00). The contents of the register are com
pared with the recorded track number in the ID field during
disk Read, Write and Verify operations. The Track Register
can be loaded from or transferred to the DAL. This Register
should not be loaded when the device is busy.
Sector Register (SR) - This 8-bit register holds the address
of the desired sector position. The contents of the register
are compared with the recorded sector number in the ID
field during disk Read or Write" operations. The sector
Register contents can be loaded from or transferred to the
DAL. This register should not be loaded when the device is
busy.

Command RegIster (CR) - This 8-bit register holds the
command presently being executed. This register should
not be loaded when the deVice is busy unless the new
command is a force interrupt. The command register can
be loaded from the DAL, but not read onto the DAL

Status Register (STR) - This 8-bit register holds device
Status information. The meaning of the Status bits is a
function of the type of command preViously executed. This
register can be read onto the DAL, but not loaded from the
DAL

CRe Logic - This logic is used to check or to generate the
16-bit Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC). The polynomial is:
G(x) = x16 + x12 + x5 + 1. .

The CRC includes all information starting with the address
mark and up to the CRC characters. The CRC register is
preset to ones prior to data being shifted through the
circuit.

Arlthmetlclloglc Unit (ALU) - The ALU is a serial compara
tor, incrementer, and decrementer and is used for register
modification and comparisons with the disk recorded ID
field.

TIming and Control - All computer and Floppy Disk in
terface controls are generated through this logic. The in
ternal device timing is generated from an external crystal
clock.
AM Detector - The address mark detector detects 10, data
and index address marks during read and write operations.
Wlttll Precompensatlon - enables write precompensation
to be performed on the Write Dataoutput.

I.
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Data Separator - a high performance Phase-Lock-Loop
Data Separator with on-chip VCO and phase comparator
allows adjustable frequency range for 5%" or 8" Floppy
Disk interfacing.

PROCESSOR INTERFACE

The interface to the processor is accomplished through the
eight Data Access lines (DAL) and associated control
signals. The DAL are used to transfer Data, Status, and
Control words out of, or into the WD279X. The DAL are
three state buffers that are enabled as output drivers when
Chip Select (CS) and Read Enable (RE) are active (low logic
state) or act as input receivers when CS and Write Enable
(WE) are active.

When transfer of data with the Floppy Disk Controller is
required by· the host processor, the device address is
decoded and CS is made low. The address bits A1 and AO,
combined with the signals RE during a Read operation or
WE during a Write operation are Ihterpreted as selecting·
the following registers:

A1 - AO READ(RE) WRITE (WE)

0 0 Slatus Register Comm~ndRegister
0 1 Track Register Track Register
1 0 Sector Register Sector Register
1 1 Data Register Data Register

During Direct Memory Access (DMA) types of data trans
fers between the Data Register of the WD279X and the
processor, the Data Request (ORO) output is used in Data
Transfer control. This signal also appears as status bit 1
during Read and Write operations.

On Disk Read operations the Data Request is activated (set
high) when an assembled serial input byte is transferred in
parallel to the Data Register. This bit is cleared when the
Data Register is read by the processor. If the DataRegister.
is read after one or more characters are lost, by haVing new-
data transferred into the register prior to processor readout,
the Lost Data bit is set in the Status Register. The Read
operation continues until the end of sector is reached.

On Disk Write operations the data Request is activated
when the Data Register transfers its contents to the Data
Shift Register, and requires a new data byte. It is reset when
the Data Register is loaded with new data by the processor.
If new data is not loaded at the time the next serial byte is
required by the Floppy Disk, a byte of zeroes is written on
the diskette and the Lost Data bit is set in the Status
Register.

At the completion of every command an INTRa is
generated. INTRa is reset by either reading the status
register or by loading the command register with a new
command. In addition, INTRa is generated if a Force In
terrupt command condition is met.



The 279X has two modes of operation according to the
state of DDEN (Pin 37). When DDEN = 1, Single Density
(FM) is selected. When DDEN = 0, Double Density (MFM)
is selected. In either case, the CLK input (Pin 24) is set at 2
MHzfor8" drives or 1 MHz for5'!4 " drives.

On the 2791/2793, the ENMF input (Pin 25) can be used for
controlling both 5'!4" and 8" drives with a single 2 MHz
clock. When ENMF = 0, an internal .,. 2 of the CLK is
performed. When ENMF = 1, no divide takes place. This
allows the use of a 2 MHz clock for both 5'/4" and 8"
configurations.
The internal VCO frequency must also be set to the proper
value. The 5/8 input (Pin 17) is used to select data separator
operation by internally dividing the Read Clock. When 518
= 0, 5'14" data separation is selected; when 5/8 = 1, 8"
drive data separation is selected.

CLOCK (24) ENMF(25) 5/8 (17) DRIVE

2MHz 1 1 8"
2MHz ° ° 5'14"
1 MHz 1 ° 5'14"

Note: All other conditions invalid.

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
The WD279X-Q2 is software compatible with the FD179X-Q2
series of Floppy Disk Controllers. Commands, status, and
data transfers are performed in the same way. Software
generated for the 179X can be transferred to a 279X system
without modification.

In addition to the 179X, the 279X contains an internal Data
Separator and Write precompensation circuit. The TEST
(Pin 22) line is used to adjust both data separator and pre·
compensation. When TEST = 0, the WD (Pin 31) line is
internally connected to the output of the write precomp
one-shot. Adjustment of the WPW (Pin 33) line can then be
accomplished. A second one-shot tracks the precomp set·
ting at approximately 3:1 to insure adequate Write Data
pulse widths to meet drive specifications.

Similarly, Data separation is also adjusted with TEST = 0.
The TG43 (Pin 29) line is internally connected to the output
of the read data one-shot, which is adjusted via the RPW
(Pin 18) line. The DIRC (Pin 16) line contains the Read Clock
output (.5 MHz for 8" drives). The veo Trimming capacitor
(Pin 26) is adjusted for center frequency.

Internal timing signals are used to generate pulses during
the adjustment mode so that these adjustments can be
made while the device is in-circuit. The TEST line also
contains a pull-up resistor, so adjustments can be per
formed simply by grounding the 'Tffi'f pin, overriding the
pUll-Up. The TEST pin cannot be used to disable stepping
rates during operation as its function is quite different from
the 179X.

Other pins on the device also include pull-up resistors and
may be left open to satisfy a logic 1 condition. These are:
ENP,5/8, ENMF, WPRT, and DDEN.

GENERAL DISK READ OPERATIONS

Sector lengths of 128, 256, 512 or 1024 are obtainable in
either FM or MFM formats. For FM, DOEN should be
placed to logical "1." For MFM formats, DDEN should be

Sector Length Table"

Sector Length Number of Bytes
Field (hex) in Sector (decimal)

00 128
01 256
02 512
03 1024

" 2795/97 may vary - see command summary.

placed to a logical "0." Sector lengths are determined at
format time by the fourth byte in the "ID" field.

The number of sectors per track as far as the 279X is con
cerned can be from 1 to 255 sectors. The number of tracks
as far as the 279X is concerned is from °to 255 tracks. For
IBM 3740 compatibility, sector lengths are 128 bytes with 26
sectors per track. For System 34 compatibility (MFM),
sector lengths are 256 bytes/sector with 26 sectors/track; or
lengths of 1024 bytes/sector with 8 sectors/track.

GENERAL DISK WRITE OPERATION

When writing is to take place on the diskette the Write Gate
(WG) output is activated, allowing current to flow into the
ReadMirite head. As a precaution to erroneous writing the
first data byte must be loaded into the Data Register in
response to a Data Request from the 279X before the Write
Gate signal can be activated.

Writing is inhibited when the "W"'r="it-=-e"P"'ro:O-;t::Ce"::;ct input is a logic
low, in which case any Write command is immediately
terminated, an interrupt is generated and the Write Protect
status bit is set.

For write operations, the 279X provides Write Gate (Pin 30)
and Write Data (Pin 31) outputs. Write data consists of a
series of pulses set to a width approximately three times
greater than the precomp adjustment. Write Data provides
the unique address marks in both formats.

READY

When«:Jver a Read or Write command (Type II or III) is
received the 297X samples the Ready input. If this input is
logic low the command is not executed and an interrupt is
generated. All Type I commands are performed regardless
of the state of the Ready input. Also, whenever a Type II or
III command is received, the TG43 signal output is updated.
TG43 may be tied to ENP to enable write precompensation
on tracks 44-76.

COMMAND DESCRIPTION

The WD279X will accept eleven commands. Command
words should only be loaded in the Command Register
when the Busy status bit is off (Status bit 0). The one ex
ception is the Force interrupt command. Whenever a
command is being executed, the Busy status bit is set.
When a command is completed, an interrupt is generated
and the Busy -status bit is reset.' The Status Register in
dicates whether. the· completed command encountered an
error or was fauit"free. For ease of discussion, commands
are divided Into four types. Commands and types are
summarized in Table 1.



Bils Bils
Type Command 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

I Reslore 0 0 0 0 h V r1 ro 0 0 0 0 h V r1 ro
I Seek 0 0 0 1 h V r1 rO 0 0 0 1 h V r1 ro
I Slep 0 0 1 T h V r1 ro 0 0 1 T h V r1 ro
I Step-in 0 1 0 T h V r1 ro a 1 0 T h V r1 ra
I Step-oul a 1 1 T h V r1 ra 0 1 1 T h V r1 ra
II Read8eclor 1 0 a m S E C 0 1 0 0 m L E U a
II Write8ector 1 a 1 m S E C an 1 0 1 m L E U ao
III Read Address 1 1 a a 0 E a a 1 1 a a a E U a
III Read Track 1 1 1 0 0 E 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 E U 0
III Write Track 1 1 1 1 0 E 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 E U 0
IV Force Interrupt 1 1 0 1 13 12 11 10 1 1 0 1 13 12 11 10

A. Commands for Models: 2791, 2793

FLAG SUMMARY

TABLE 1. COMMAND SUMMARY
B. Commands for Models: 2795, 2797

TABLE 2. FLAG SUMMARY

Command Bit
Type No{s) Description

I 0, 1 r1 ro =Stepping Motor Rate
See Table 3 for Rate Summary

I 2 V =Track Number Verify Flag V =0, No verify
V = 1, Verify on destination track

I 3 h =Head Load Flag h =0, Unload head at beginning
h = 1, Load head at beginning

I 4 T =Track Update Flag T =0, No update
T = 1, Update track register

11&111 0 aO =Data Address Mark ao =0, FB (DAM)
aO =1,F8 (deleled DAM)

II 1 C =Side Compare Flag C =0, Disable side compare
C =1, Enable side compare

11&111 1 U =Update SSO U =0, Update SSO 10 0
U = 1, Update SSO to 1

11&111 2 E =15 MS Delay E = 0, No. 15 MS delay
E = 1, 15 MSdelay(30MSfor1 MHz)

II 3 S =Side Compare Flag S =0, Compare for side 0
S =1, Compare for side 1

II 3 L =Sector Length Flag LSB's Sector Length in ID Field
00 01 10 11

L =0 256 512 1024 128

L =1 128 256 512 1024

II 4 m =Mulliple Record Flag m =0, Single record
m =1, Multiple records

IV ().3 Ix = Interrupt Condition Flags
10 =1 Not Ready To Ready Transition
11 =1 Ready To Not Ready Transition
12 =1 Index Pulse
13 = 1 Immediate Interrupt, Requires A Reset"
13-IC = 0 Terminate With No Interrupt (INTRQ)

"NOTE: See Type IV Command Description for further information.
)



After the last directional step an additional 15 milliseconds
of head settling time takes place if the Verify flag is set in
Type I commands. Note that this time doubles to 30 ms for

Since 51/4" Drives operate at exactly one-half the data rate
(250 Kb/sec) the above capacitor should be doubled to .2 or
.22f'f.
TYPE I COMMANDS
The Type I Commands include the Restore, Seek, Step,
Step-in, and Step-Out commands. Each of the Type I
Commands contains a rate field (rO r1), which determines
the stepping motor rate as defined in Table 3.

A q,s (MFM) or 4 f's (FM) pulse is provided as an output to
the drive. For every step pulse issued, the drive moves one
track location in a direction determined by the direction
output. The chip will step the drive in the same direction it
last stepped unless the command changes the direction.

The Direction signal is active high when stepping in and
low when stepping out. The Direction signal is valid 12 f'S
before the first stepping pulse isgeneratect.

The rates (shown in Table 3) can be applied to a Step
Direction Motor through the device interface.

6ms
12ms
20ms
30ms

1 MHz
TEST =: 1

3ms
6ms

10ms
15ms

2MHz
TEST =: 1

TABLE 3. STEPPING RATES

PUMP~
(PIN 23) '.1I' f ..L

>KQP'N'"

o 0
o 1
1 0
1 1

elK
R1 RO

inhibit over-responsiveness to jitter and to prevent an
extremely wide lock-up response, leading to PUMP run
away. The filter affects these two reactions in mutually
opposite directions.

The Source Impedance for a PUMP UPIDCMlN condition is
600/120 ohms, respectively, therefore the change in bias
voltage for each pump can be apprOXimated:

dt t; V dt = 250 ns. (set by Rpw)
dV = RC C = 0.1f'f

R = RS + R
t; V = 2.6 V for PUMP UP

0.9V for PUMP DOWN

Look up response (TL) is the transient time for the Loop to
lock from center frequency (Fa) to maximum lock range:

TL =: 10% FLXKoxt;P
Where:
KO =: VCO Conversion Gain =: 3.7KHz/mV
FL =: lock Range =: 4.00 MHz

t; P =: Change in Bias for each Pump =: 4 mY/PUMP

400 KHz x 3.7 KHz x 4 mV =: 27 pumps
27 pumps =: 54 f'sec =: 3.4 Byte times (8" Double Density)

The following Filter Circuit is recommended for 8"
FM/MFM:

Write Precompensation

When operating in Double Density mode (DDEN = 0), the
279X has the capability of providing a user-defined
precompensation value for Write Data An external
potentiometer (10K) tied to the WPW signal (Pin 33) allows a
setting of 100 to 300 ns from nominal.

Setting the Write precomp value is accomplished by for·
cing the TEST line (Pin 22) to a Logic O. A stream of pulses
can then be seen on the Write Data (Pin 31) line. Adjust the
WPW Potentiometer for the desired pulse width. This
adjustment may be performed in-circuit since Write Gate
(Pin 30) is inactive while TEST = O.

Data Separation

The 279X can operate with either an external data separator
or its own internal recovery circuits. The condition of the
TEST line (Pin 22) in conjunction with MR (Pin 19) will select
internal or external mode.

To program the 279X for external VCO, a MR pulse must be
applied while TEST = O. A clock eqUivalent to eight times
the data rate (e.g., 4.0 MHz for 8" Double Density) is applied
to the VCO input (Pin 26). The feedback reference voltage is
available on the Pump output (Pin 23) for external in
tegration to control the VCO. TEST is returned to a Logic 1
for normal operation. Note: To maintain this mode, TEST
must be held low whenever MR is applied.

For internal VCO operation, the TEST line must be high
during the MR pulse, then set to a logic 0 for the ad
justment procedure.

A 50K Potentiometer tied to the RPW input (Pin 18) is used
to set the internal Read Data pulse for proper phasing. With
a scope on Pin 29 (TG43), adjust the RPW pulse for 1/8 of
the data rate (250 ns for 8" Double Density). An external
variable capacitor of 5-60 pf is tied to the VCO input (Pin 26)
for adjusting center frequency. With a frequency counter
on Pin 16 (DIRC) adjust the trimmer cap to yield the ap
propriate Data Rate (500 KHz for 8" Double Density). The
DDEN line must be low while the 5/8 line is held high or the
adjustment times above will be doubled.

After adjustments have been made, the TEST pin is
returned to a Logic 1 and the device is ready for operation.
Adjustments may be made in-circuit since the DIRC and
TG43 lines may toggle without affecting the drive.

The PUMP output (Pin 23) consists of positive and negative
pulses, which their duration is equivalent to the phase
difference of incoming Data vs. VCO frequency. This signal
is internally connected to the VCO input, but a Filter is
needed to connect these pulses to a slow moving DC
voltage.

The internal phase-detector is unsymmetrical for a random
distribution of data pulses by a factor of two, in favor of a
PUMP UP condition. Therefore, it is desirable to have a
PUMP DCMlN twice as responsive to prevent run-away
during a lock attempt.

A first order lag-lead filter can be used at the PUMP output
(Pin 23). This filter controls the instantaneous response of
the VCO to bit-shifted data Uitter) as well as the response to
normal frequency shift, i.e., the lock-up time. A balance
must be accomplished between the two conditions to
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RESTORE (SEEK TRACK 0)

Upon receipt of this command the Track 00 (TROO) input is
sampled. If TROO is active low indicating the Read-Write
head is positioned over track 0, the Track Register is loaded
with zeroes and an interrupt is generated. If TROO is not
active low, stepping pulses (pins 15 to 16) at a rate specified
by the r1 rofield are issued until the TROO input is activated.
At this time the Track Register is loaded with zeroes and an
interrupt is generated. If the TROO input does not go active
iow after 255 stepping pulses, the 279X terminates
operation, interrupts, and sets the Seek error status bit. A
verification operation takes place if the V flag is set. The h
bit allows the head to be loaded at the start of command.
Note that the Restore command is executed when MR
goes from an active to an inactive state.

SEEK
This command assumes that the Track Register contains
the track number of the current position of the Read-Write
head and the Data Register contains the desired track
number. The WD279X will update the Track register and
issue stepping pulses in the appropriate direction until the

HEAD LOAD TIMING

When both HLO and HLT are true, the 279X will'then read
from or write to the media. The "and" of HLO and HLT ap
pears as status Bit 5 in Type I status.

In summary for the Type I commands: if h =0 and V = 0,
HLD is reset. If h = 1 and V = 0, HLO is set at the
beginning of the command and HLT is not sampled nor is
there an internal 15 ms delay. If h =0 and V =1, HLO is set
near the end of the command, an internal 15 ms occurs,
and the 279X waits for HLT to be true. If h = 1 and V = 1,
HLO is set at the beginning of the command. Near the end
of the command, after all the steps have been issued, an
internal 15 ms delay occurs and the 279X then waits for HLT
to occur.

For Type II and III commands with E flag off, HLO is made
active and HLT is sampled until true. With E flag on, HLD is
made active, an intemal15 ms delay occurs and then HLT is
sampled until true.

HW~
1---50 TO l00mS--1:- _

11----; I
HLT (FROM ONE SHOTl

a 1 MHz clock. There is also a 15 ms head settling time if
the E flag is set in any Type II or III command.

When a Seek, Step or Restore command is executed an
optional verification of Read·Write head position can be
performed by setting bit 2 (V = 1) in the command word to
a logic 1. The verification operation begins at the end of the
15 millisecond settling time after the head is loaded against
the media. The track number from the first encountered 10
Field is compared against the contents of the Track
Register. If the track numbers compare and the 10 Field
Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRG) is correct, the verify
operation is complete and an INTRQ is generated with no
errors. If there is a match but not a valid CRC, the CRC error
status bit is set (Status bit 3), and the next encountered 10
field is read from the disk for the verification operation.

The W0279X must find an 10 field with correct track
number and correct CRC within 5 revolutions of the media'
otherwise the seek error is set and an INTRQ is generated:
If V = 0, no verification is performed.

The Head Load (HLO) output controls the movement of the
read/write head against the media. HLO is activated at the
beginning of aType I command if the h flag is set (h =1), at
the end of the Type I command if the verify flag (V = 1), or
upon receipt of any Type II or III command. Once HLO is
active it remains active until either a Type I command is
received with (h =0 and V =0); or if the 279X is in an idle
state (non-busy) and 15 index pulses have occurred.

Head Load timing (HLl) is an input to the 279X which is
used for the head engage time. When HLT = 1, the 279X
assumes the head is completely engaged. The head
engage time is typically 30 to 100 ms depending on drive.
The low to high transition on HLO is typically used to fire a
one shot. The output of the one shot is then used for HLT
and supplied as an input to the 279X.
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TYPE I COMMAND FLOW

contents of the Track register are equal to the contents of
the Data ReQister (the desired track location). A verification
operation takes place if the V flag is on. The h bit allows the
head to be loaded at the start of the command. An interrupt
is generated at the completion of the command. Note:
When using multiple drives, the track register must be
updated for the drive selected before seeks are issued.
STEP
Upon .receipt of this command, the 279X issues one
stepping pulse to the disk drive. The stepping motor
direction is the same as in the previous step command.
After a delay determined by the r1 ra field, a verification
takes place if the V flag is on. If the T flag is on, the Track
Register is updated. The h bit allows the head to be loaded
at the start of the command. An interrupt is generated at
the completion of the command.

STEp·IN
Upon receipt of this command, the 279X issues one
stepping pulse in the direction towards track 76. If the T
flag is on, the Track Register is incremented by one. After a

TYPE I COMMAND FLOW

delay determined by the r1 ra field, a verification takes place
if the V flag is on. The h bit allows the head to be loaded at
the start of the command. An interrupt is generated at the
completion of the command.

STEP.QUT
Upon receipt of this command, the 279X issues one
stepping pulse in the direction towards track a. If the T flag
is on, the Track Register is decremented by one. After a
delay determined by the r1 ra field, a verification takes place
if the V flag is on. The h bit allows the head to be loaded at
the start of the command. An interrupt is generated at the
completion of the command.

EXCEPTIONS
On the 2795/7 devices, the SSO output is not affected
during Type I commands, and an intemal side compare
does not take place when the (V) Verify Flag is on.

TYPE II COMMANDS
The Type II Commands are the Read Sector and Write
Sector commands. Prior to loading the Type II Command
into the Commllnd Register, the computer must load the



Sector Register with the desired sector number. Upon
receipt of the Type II command, the busy status Bit is set. If
the E flag := 1 (this is the normal case) HLO is made active
and HLT is sampled after a 15 msec delay. If the E flag is 0,
the head is loaded and HLT sampled with no 15 msec delay.

When an 10 field is located on the disk, the 279X compares
the Track Number on the 10 field with the Track Register. If
there is not a match, the next encountered 10 field is read
and a comparison is again made. If there was a match, the
Sector Number of the 10 field is compared with the Sector
Register. If there is not a Sector match, the next en·
countered 10 field is read off the disk and comparisons
again made. If the 10 field GRG is correct, the data field is
then located and will be either written into, or read from

NO
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TA' TRACK
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NO

TYPE II COMMAND

depending upon the command. The 279X must find an ID
field with a Track number, Sector number, side number, and
CRC within 5 revolutions of the disk; otherwise, the Record
not found status bit is set (Status bit 4) and the command is
terminated with an interrupt.

Each of the Type II Commands contains an (m) flag which
determines If multiple records (sectors) are to be read or
written, depending upon the command. If m = 0, a single
sector is read or written and an interrupt is generated at the
completion of the command. If m = 1, multiple records are
read or written with the sector register internally updated
so that an address verification can occur on the next
record. The 279X will continue to read or write multiple
records and update the sector register in numerical
ascending sequence until the sector register exceeds the
number of sectors on the track or until the Force Interrupt
command is loaded into the Command Register, which
terminates the command and generates an interrupt.

For example: If the 279X is instructed to read sector 27 and
there are only 26 on the track, the sector register exceeds
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TYPE II COMMAND
the number available. The 279X will search for 5 disk
revolutions, interrupt out, reset busy, and set the record not
found status bit.

The Type II commands for 2791-93 also contain side select
compare flags. When C = 0 (Bit 1) no side comparison is
made. When C = 1, the LSB of the side number is read off
the 10 Field of the disk and compared with the contents of
the (S) flag (Bit 3). If the S flag compares with the side
number recorded in the 10 field, the 279X continues with
the 10 search. If a comparison is not made within 5 index
pulses, the interrupt line is made active and the Record
Not-Found status bit is set.

The Type II and III commands for the 2795-97 contain a side
select flag (Bit 1). When U = 0, SSO is updated to o.
Similarly, U = 1 updates SSO to 1. The chip compares the
SSO to the ID field. If they do not compare within 5
revolutions the interrupt line is made active and the RNF
status bit is set.

The 279517 READ SECTOR and WRITE SECTOR com.

TYPE II COMMAND
mands include a 'L' flag. The 'L' flag, in conjunction with
the sector length byte of the 10 Field, allows different byte
lengths to be implemented in each sector· For IBM com·
patibility, the 'L' flag should be seno a one.

READ SECTOR

Upon receipt of the Read Sector command, the head is
loaded, the Busy status bit set, and when an 10 field is
encountered that has the correct track number, correct
sector number, correct side number, and correct eRC, the
data field is presented to the computer The Data Address
Mark of the data field must be found within 30 bytes in
single density and 43 bytes in double density of the last ID
field CRC byte; if not, the 10 field search is repeated.

When the first character or byte of the data field has been
shifted through the OSR, it is transferred to the DR, and
ORO is generated. When the next byte is accumulated in
the OSR, it is transferred to the DR and another ORO is
generated. If the Computer has not read the previous
contents of the DR before a new character is transferred
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TYPE III COMMAND WRITE TRACK
computer, the 279X checks for validity and the CRC error
status bit is set if there is a CRC error. The Track Address of
the 10 field is written into the sector register so that a
comparison can be made by the host. At the end of the
operation an interrupt is generated and the Busy Status is
reset.
READ TRACK
Upon receipt of the READ track command, the head is
loaded, and the Busy Status bit is set. Reading starts with
the leading edge of the first encountered index pulse and
continues until the next index pulse. All Gap, Header, and
data bytes are assembled and transferred to the data
register and ORa's are generated for each byte. The ac-

TRACK SIDE SECTOR SECTOR CRC CRC
ADDR NUMBER ADDRESS LENGTH 1 2

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 Deleted Data Mark
o Data Mark

The 279X then writes the data field and generates ORa's to
the computer. If the ORO is not serviced in time for con·
tinuous writing the Lost Data Status Bit is set and a byte of
zeroes is written on the disk. The command is not ter·
minated. Alter the last data byte has been written on the
disk, the two-byte CRC is computed intemally and written
on the disk followed by one bye of FE in FM or in MFM. The
WG output is then deactivated. For a 2 MHz clock the
INTRQ will set 8 to 12 ,..sec after the last CRC byte is
written. For partial sector writing, the proper method is to
write the data and fill the balance with zeroes. By letting the
chip fill the zeroes, errorS may be masked by the lost data
status and improperCRC Bytes.

TYPES III COMMANDS
READ ADDRESS
Upon receipt of the Read Address command, the head is
loaded and the Busy Status Bit is set. The next en·
countered 10 fieid is then read iii from the disk, and the six
data bytes of the 10 field are assembled and transferred to
the DR, and a ORO is generated for each byte. The six bytes
of the 10 field are shown below:

Although the CRC characters are transferred to the

that character is lost and the Lost Data Status bit is set.
This sequence continues until the complete data field has
been inputted to the computer. If there is a CRC error at the
end of the data field, the CRC error status bit is set, and the
command is terminated (even if it is a multiple sector
command).

At the end of the Read operation, the type of Data Address
Mark encountered in the data field is recorded in the Status
Register(Bit 5) as shown:

STATUS
BIT5

1 Deleted Data Mark
o Data Mark

WRITE SECTOR

Upon receipt of the Write Sector command, the head is
loaded (HLD active) and the Busy status bit is set. When an
10 field is encountered that has the correct track number,
correct sector number, correct side number, and correct
CRC, a ORO is generated. The 279X counts off 11 bytes in
single density and 22 bytes in double density from the CRC
field and the Write Gate (WG) output is made active If the
DRQ is serviced (I.e., the DR has been loaded by the
computer). If ORO has not been serviced, the command is
terminated and the Lost Data status bit is set. If the ORO
has been serviced, the WG is made active and six bytes of
zeroes in single density and 12 bytes in double density are
then written on the disk. At this time the Data Address
Mark is then written on the disk as determined by the SO
field of the command as shown below:

SO Data Address Mark (Bit 0)



TYPE III COMMAND WRITE TRACK

WRITE TRACK FORMATIING THE DISK

(Refer to section on Type III commands for flow diagrams.)

Formatting the disk is a relatively simple task when operat
ing programmed I/O or when operating under DMA with a
large amount of memory. Data and gap information must be
provided at the computer interlace. Formatting the disk is
accomplished by positioning the RJW head over the de
sired track number and issuing the Write Track command.

Upon receipt of the Write Track command, the head is
loaded and the Busy Status bit is set Writing starts with
the leading edge of the first encountered index pulse and
continues until the next index pulse, at which time the
interrupt is activated. The Data Request is activated im
mediately upon receiving the command, but writing will not
start until after the first byte has been loaded into the Data
Register. If the DR has not been loaded by the time the
index pulse is encountered the operation is. terminated
making the device Not Busy, the Lost Data Status Bit is set,
and the interrupt is activated. If a byte is not present in the
DR when needed, a byte of zeroes is substituted.

This sequence continues from one index mark to the next
index mark. Normally, whatever data pattern appears in the
data register is written on the disk with a normal. clock
pattem. However, if the 279X detects a data pattern of F5
thru FE in the data register, this is interpreted as data ad
dress marks with missing clocks or CRC generation.

The CRC generator is initialized when any data byte from
F8 to FE is about to be transferred from the DR to the DSR

cumulation of bytes is synchronized to each address mark
encountered. An interrupt is generated at the completion of
the command.

This command has several characteristics which make it
suitable for diagnostic purposes. They are: no CRC
checking is perlormed; gap information is included in the
data stream; the internal side compare is not perlormed;
and the address mark detector is on for the duration of the
command. Because the A.M. detector is always on, write
splices or noise may cause the chip to look for an A. M. If an
address mark does not appear on schedule with the Lost
Data status flag being set.

The 10 A.M., 10 field, 10 CRC bytes, DAM, Data and Data
CRC Bytes for each sector will be correct. The Gap Bytes
may be read incorrectly during write-splice time because of
synchronization.

y
__~""'C~'<:>

• NO,FM'

! n
Iv
L-

CONTROL BYTES FOR INITIALIZATION

* * MISSing clock tranSItion between bits 3 and 4• MiSSing clock tranSItion between bits 4 and 5

. DATA PATIERN WD279X INTERPRETATION WD279X INTERPRETATION
IN DR (HEX) IN FM (DDEN =1) IN MFM (DDEN =0)

oothru F4 Write 00 thru F4wlthCLK = FF Write 00 thru F4, in MFM
F5 Not Allowed WriteA1* In MFM, PresetCRC
F6 Not Allowed Write C2** in MFM
F7 Generate 2 CRC bytes Generate 2 CRC bytes
F8thru FB Write Fa thru FB, Clk =C7, Preset CRC Write Fa thru FB, in MFM
FC Write FC with Clk =D7 Write FC in MFM
FD Write FD with Clk = FF Write FD in MFM
FE Write FE, Clk =C7, Preset CRC Write FE in MFM
FF Write FF with Clk =FF Write FF in MFM

..



or by receipt of F5 in MFM. An F7 pattern will generate two
CRC characters in FM or MFM. As a consequence, the
patterns F5 thru FE must not appear in the gaps, data
fields, or ID fields. Also, CRC's must be generated by an F7
pattern.

Disks may be formatted in IBM 3740 or System 34 formats
with sector lengths of 128, 256, 512, or 1024 bytes.

TYPE IV COMMANDS

The Forced Interrupt command is generally used to ter·
minate a multiple sector read or write command or to in·
sure Type I status in the status register. This command can
be loaded into the command register at any time. If there is
a current command under execution (busy status bit set)
the command will be terminated and the busy status bit

reset.

The lower four bits of the command determine the condi
tional interrupt as follows:

10 = Not-Ready to Ready Transition
11 = Ready to Not-Ready Transition
12 = Every Index Pulse
13 = Immediate Interrupt

The conditional interrupt is enabled when the correspond
ing bit positions of the command (13 . 10) are set to a 1.
Then, when the condition for interrupt is met, the INTRQ
line will go high signifying that the condition specified has
occurred. If 13 - 10 are all set to zero (HEX DO), no interrupt
will occur but any command presently under execution will
be immediately terminated. When using the immediate

READ NO
mACK

NO

ADDRESS YES
MAAK DETECTEC

NO

TYPE III COMMAND
Read Track/Address



interrupt condition 13 = 1), an interrupt will be immediately
generated and the current command terminated. Reading
the status or writing to the command register will not auto
matically clear the interrupt. The HEX DO is the only com
mand that will enable the immediate interrupt (HEX DB) to
clear on a subsequent load command register or read sta
tus register operation. Follow a HEX DB with DO command.

Wait 8 micro sec (double density) or 16 micro sec (single
density) before issuing a new command after issuing a
forced interrupt (times double when clock = 1 MHz).
Loading a new command sooner than this will nullify the
forced interrupt.

Forced interrupt stops any command at the end of an in
temal micro-instruction and generates INTRa when the
specified condition is met. Forced interrupt will wait until
ALU operations in progress are complete (CRC
calculations, compares, etc.)

More than one condition may be set at a time. If for
example, the READY TO NOT-READY condition (11 = 1)
and the Every Index Pulse (12 = 1) are both set, the
resultant command would be HEX "DA:' The "OR" func
tion is performed so that either a READY TO NOT-READY
or the next Index Pulse will cause an interrupt condition.

READ ADDRESS
SEQUENCE

TYPE III COMMAND
Read Track/Address

STATUS REGISTER

Upon receipt of any command, except the Force Interrupt
command, the Busy Status bit is set and the rest of the
status bits are updated or cleared for the new command. If
the Force Interrupt Command is received when there is a
current command under execution, the Busy status bit is
reset, and the rest of the status bits are unchanged. If the
Force Interrupt command is received when there is not a
current command under execution, the Busy Status bit is
reset and the rest of the status bits are updated or cleared.
In this case, Status reflects the Type I commands.

The user has the option of reading the status register
through program control or using the ORO line with DMA or
interrupt methods. When the Data register is read the ORO
bit in the status register and the ORO line are automatically
reset. A write to the Data register also causes both ORO's
to reset.

The busy bit in the status may be monitored with a user
program to determine when a command is complete, in lieu
of using the INTRa line. When using the INTRa, a busy
status cheek is not recommended because a read of the
status register to determine the condition of busy will reset
the INTRa line.

The format of the Status Register is shown below:

(BITS)

7 I 6 I 5 I 4 I 3 I 2 I 1 I 0

S7 I 56 1 55 IS4 1S31 S2 I S1 I SO

Status varies according to the type of command executed
as shown in Table 4.

Because of internal sync cycles, certain time delays must
be observed when operating under programmed I/O. They
are: (times double when clock = 1 MHz)

Delay Raq'd.
Operation Next Operation FM .; MFM

Write to Read Busy Bit 1q,S I 6,.AsI
Command Reg. (Status Bit 0) I

Write to Read Status :!&As I 1",",sI
Command Reg. Bits 1-7 I

Write Any Read From Dill. 0 I 0I
Register Register ,

IBM 3740 FORMAT -128 BYTESISECTOR

Shown below is the IBM single-density format with 128
bytes/sector. In order to format a diskette, the user must
issue the Write Track command, and load the data register
with the following values. For every byte to be written, there
is one Data Request.



1. Write bracketed field 26 times
2. Continue writing until 279X interrupts out.

Approx. 247 bytes.
3. A '00' option is allowed on 2795f7 only.

IBM SYSTEM 34 FORMAT·
256 BYTESISECTOR

Shown below is the IBM dual-density format with 256
bytes/sector. In order for format a diskette the user must

• Write bracketed field 26 times
•• Continue writing unlit 279X interrupts out.

Approx. 598 bytes.

HEX VALUE OF
BYTEWRITIEN

4E
00
F6 (Writes G2)
FG (Index Mark)
4E
00
F5 (Writes Al)
FE (10 Address Mark)
Track Number (0 thru 4C)
Side Number (0 or 1)
Sector Number (1 thru 1A)
01 (Sector Length)
F7 (2 GRGs written)
4E
00
F5(WritesAl)
FB (Data Address Mark)

. DATA
F7 (2 GRGs written)
4E
4E

80
12
3
1

·50
~

3
1
1
1
1
1
1

22
12

3
1

256
1

54
598"

NUMBER
OF BYTES

issue the Write Track command and load the data register
with the following values. For every byte to be written, there
is one data request.

HEX VALUE OF
BYTEWRITIEN

FF(orOOj3
00
FG (I ndex Mark)
FF (or (0)
00
FE (10 Address Mark)
Track Number
Side Number (00 orOl)
Sector Number (1 thru lA)
00 (Sector Length)
F7 (2 GRG's written)
FF(orOO)
00
FB (Dat~ Address Mark)
Data (IBM uses E5)
F7 (2 GRG's written)
FF(orOO)
FF(orOO)

40
6
1

126
'6

1
1
1
1
1
1

11
6
1

128
1

-21..
2472

NUMBER
OF BYTES

IBM TRACK FORMAT



1. NON-IBM FORMATS

Variations in the IBM formats are possible to a limited ex
tent if the following requirements are met:

1) Sector size must be 128, 256, 512 of 1024 bytes.

2) Gap 2 cannot be varied from the IBM format.

3) 3 bytes of A1 must be used in MFM.

In addition, the Index Address Mark is not reqt:lired for
operation by the 279X. Gap 1, 3, and 4 lengths can be as
short as 2 bytes for 279X operation, however PLL lock up
time, motor speed variation, write splice area, etc. will add
more bytes to each gap to achieve proper operation. It is
recommended that the IBM format be used for highest
system reliability.

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Absolute Maximum Ratings

Voltage to any input with
respect to Vss = +15to -0.3V

CIN & GoUT = 15 pF max with all pins grounded except
one under test.
Operating temperature = O·C to 70·C
Storage temperature = - 55°C to + 125°C

OPERAnNG CHARACTERISTlCS(DC)

TA =O·C to 70°C, Vss =OV, VCC = +5M ± .25V

FM MFM

Gap I 16 bytes FF 32 bytes 4E
Gap II 11 bytes FF 22 bytes4E

, 6 bytes 00 12 bytes 00
,

3 bytes A1
Gap III" 10 bytes FF 24 bytes4E

4 bytes 00 8 bytes 00
3 bytes A1

Gap IV 16 bytes FF 16 bytes4E

, Byte counts must be exact.
,. Byte counts are minimum, except exactly 3 bytes of A1

must be written.

NOTE: Maximum limits indicate where permanent device
damage occurs. Continuous operation at these limits is not
intended and shOUld be limited to those conditions
specified in the DC Electrical characteristics.

SYMBOL. CHARACTERISTIC MIN. TYp. MAX. UNITS CONDITIONS

III Input Leakage 10 ,..A VIN =VCC
10L Output Leakage 10 ,..A VOUT =VCC
VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 V
VIL Input Low Voltage 0.8 V
VOH Output High Voltage 2.4 V 10 = -100,..A
VOL Output Low Voltage 0.45 V 10 =1.6mA
VOHP Output High PUMP 2.2 V lOp = -1.0mA
VOLP Output Low PUMP 0.2 V lOp = +1.0mA
Po Power Dissipation .75 W All Outputs Open
"Rpu Internal PUll-Up· 100 1700 ,..A VIN =OV
ICC Supply Current 70 150 mA All Outputs Open

• Internal PUll-Up resistors on PINS 1, 17, 22, 25, 37, and 40.



TIMING CHARACTERISTICS

TA =0·Cto70·C, Vss =OV, VCC = +5V ± .25V

READ ENABLE TIMING

SYMBOL CHARACTERISTIC MIN. TYP. MAX. UNITS CONDITIONS

TSET Setup ADDR & CS to RE 50 nsee
THLD ~ADDR & CS from RE 10 nsee
TRE R Pulse Width 200 nsee CL =50pf
TDRR DRO Reset from RE 100 200 nsee
TIRR INTRO Reset from RE 500 3000 nsee See Note
TOACC Data Valid from RE 100 200 nsee CL =50pf
TOOH Data Hold From RE 20 150 nsee CL =50pf

WRITE ENABLE TIMING

SYPo7BOL CHARACTERISTIC MIN. TYP. MAX. UNITS CONDITIONS

TSET Setup AOOR & CS to WE 50 nsee
THLO Hold AOOR & CS from WE 10 nsee
TWE WE Pulse Width 200 nsee
TORR ORO Reset from WE 100 200 nsee
TIAR INTRO Reset from WE 500 3000 nsee See Note
TOS Data Setup to WE 150 nsee
TOH Data Hold from WE 50 nsee

",....

-0
AO ALes

~-jJ-
1rm:T -,.---+---1

NOllE t lS MAY BE PERMANENTLY TlfD lOW If OE.SIAED

'TltH: DOUl!IlES WHEN ClOCel: lMHt

I SERVICE 'WORST CASEI
"FM 275uS
"MFM 135 ..5

vaH

16' OR 32" uS-----4--1
'- --'vo,

- 11A"·'__--I

---l 'os I
TOMr--

'SERVICE /wORST CASEI
°FM 235 ..5
"MFM 11 ~us

DAQ ~NG EDGE: INDICATES THAT THE DATA REGiSTER HAS ASSEMBLED
DATA
DAQ FALLING EDGE: INDICATES THAT THE DATA REGISTER WAS READ

INTAO RI~NG EOGE: OCCURS AT END OF COMMAND
INTAQ FAlliNG eDGE: lNOtCATE$ THAT THE STATUS REGISTER WAS MAD,

READ ENABLE TIMING

ORO RISING EDGE: INDlCAT£S THAT THE DATA FlEGISTER tS EMPTY
ORO FALLING EDGE: INDICATES THAT THE DATA REOISTER ts LOADED
INTAO RISING EDGE: INDICATE THE END Of A COMMAND
INTRa FAUING EDGE:: tNDlCATES THAT THE COMMAND REGISTER
IS WRIO'EN TO

WRITE ENABLE TIMING



INPUT DATA TIMING

SYMBOL CHARACTERISTIC MIN. TYP. MAX. UNITS CONDITIONS

Tpw Raw Read Pulse Width 100 200 nsec

TBC Raw Read Cycle Time 1500 2000 nsec

WRITE DATA TIMING: (ALL TIMES DOUBLE WHEN ClK = 1 MHz)

SYMBOL CHARACTERISTIC MIN. TYp. MAX. UNITS CONDITIONS

TWp Write Data Pulse Width 400 500 600 nsec FM
240 1000 nsec MFM

TWG Write Gate to Write Data 2 I'sec FM
1 I'sec MFM

TWF Write Gate off from WD 2 I'sec FM
1 I'sec MFM

MISCELLANEOUS TIMING:

SYMBOL CHARACTERISTIC MIN. TYP. MAX. UNITS CONDITIONS

TCD1 Clock Duty (low) 230 250 20000 nsec
TCD2 Clock Duty (high) 230 250 20000 nsec
TSTP Step Pulse Output 20r4 I'sec See Note
TDIR Dir Setup to Step 12 I'sec ± CLKERROR
TMR Master Reset Pulse Width 50 I'sec
TIP Index Pulse Width 10 I'sec See Note
RPW Read Window Pulse Width InputQ.5V

120 700 nsec MFM
240 1400 nsec FM ± 15%

WPW Write Data Pulse Width Input Q.5V
300 1000 nsec MFM

500 nsec FM
Precomp Adjust. 100 250 nsec MFM

RPW Read Window Pulse Width InputQ.5V
120 700 nsec MFM
240 1400 nsec FM ± 15%

WPW Write Data Pulse Width InputQ.5V
300 1000 nsec MFM

500 nsec FM
Precomp Adjust. 100 250 nsec MFM

VCO Free Run Voltage Controlled 6.0 MHz Ext.C =0
Oscillator. Adjustable by ext. 4.0 MHz Ext.C =35pf
capacitor on Pin 26
Pump Up + 25% 5.0 MHz PU =2.2V Cext

VCO =35pf
Pump Down -25% 3.0 MHz PO ;: 0;2V Cext

= 35pf

VCO
5% Change Vee 3.8 4.2 MHz Cext = 35pf
TA = 75°C 3.5 MHz Cext = 35pf

Cext Necessary external capacitor 10 35 80 pf VCO =4.OMHz
nom

RCLK Derived read clock VCO = 4.0MHz
=VCO + 8,16,32

500 KHz ODiN =0
518 = 1

250 KHz OOEN = 0
~=O

250 KHz ODEN = 1
5i8 =1

125 KHz iIDEN = 1
518 = 0

PUlDON Pu/PD time on 250 ns MFM
(pulse Width) 500 ns FM



APPENDIX G

FLOPPY DISK ERROR CODES





T'" 4. STATUS REGISTER SUMMARY

ALl TYPE I READ READ READ WRfTE WRfTE
BIT COMMANDS ADDRESS SECTOR TRACK SECTOR TRACK

51 NOT READY NOT READY NOT READY NOT READY NOT READY NOT READY
56 WRITE 0 0 0 WRITE WRITE

PROTECT PROTECT PROTECT
55 HEAD LOADED 0 RECORD TYPE 0 0 0
54 SEEK ERROR RNF RNF 0 RNF 0
53 CRCERROR CRCERROR CRCERROR 0 CRC ERROR 0
52 TRACK 0 LOST DATA LOST DATA LOST DATA LOST DATA LOST DATA
Sl INDEX PULSE ORO ORO ORO ORO ORO
SO BUSY BUSY BUSY BUSY BUSY BUSY

STATUS FOR TYPE I COMMANDS

BIT NAME MEANING
S7NOTREADY This bit when set indicates the drive is not ready. When reset it indicates that the drive is ready.

(40) This bit is an inverted copy of the Ready input and logically 'ored' with MR.

56 PROTECTED ( 'Ul ) When set, indicates Write Protect is activated. This bit is an Inverted copy of WRPT input.

55 HEAD LOADED When set, it indicates the head is loaded and engaged. This bit is a logical "and" of HLD and HLT
(20) signals.

54 SEEK ERROR ( 1 I) When set, the desired track was not verified. This bit is reset to 0 when updated.

53 CRCERROR ( 4 ) CRC encountered In 10 field.

52 TRACK00 (3) When set, indicates ReadlWrite head is positioned to Track O. This bit is an inverted copy of the
TROOlnput.

SllNDEX (Z) When set, indicates- index mark detected from drive. This bit is an inverted copy of the IP input.

so BUSY (1) When set command is in progress. When reset no command is in progre~:





L In certain cases the SUPER SIX must be run at 4MHz. This is
because timing on the S-100 bus is uitical when interfacing with
select other S-1 00 bus boards.





For the users of Super Six computer board the following
changes apply to any Super- Six up to Rev. "M":

1. Add a 1 K Resistor (pull up) to the
BRO output of U2l (D.M.A.).

2. Change the value of Rll and R16 from
1 K each to 2 K, for more v.c.o. range.

3. Connect Ph~ntom toU33 pin 1, for all memory
to be turned OFF when active.

And for Super Six users running at 6 MHZ with up to
Rev. PM" board, using any other non Advanced Digital
boards that has one or the two nf?:xt characteristics.

1. An I/O board latches the incoming data on
the falling edge" of (pWR*) during an I/O
transfer of data.

2. A memory transfer where the signal (pSTVAL*)
is expected to fall inSide of (PSYNC) active.

Modify your Super Six, through all the rework instructions,
else do only first three steps.



RewOrk Instructions:

1. Locate U15 on the solder side, connect a 1 'K
resistor across from U15 pin 14 to U15 pin 9.

2. Remove Rll and R16 next to (L.E.D.1) both a
1 Kand replace with a 2 K resistor for R11
and R16.

3. Locate U33 on the solder side cut trace between
U33 pin 1 and 2 and jumper from U33 pin 1 to U33
pin 10.

4. Locate U71 ori the solder side and between pin 1
and 20 cut trace to the feed through. Now install
a 14 pin socket at Ul (spare ic) with pin 1 on 1
jumper pin 7 of the socket to hole number 8, for
ground into the IC. Jumper U71 pin 8 to U1 pin
9. Locate U68 on solder side, jumper U68 pin 2 .
to U1 pins 12 and 13. Locate U6 and jumper pin 11
to U1 pin 11. Locate U6A and jumper pin 3 to U1
pin 10. Remove I.C. U6A (741532) and lift pin 1,

. bend it so won't sort out. Jumper pin 1 to pin 4
on component side over I.C., install back I.C.
on solder side jumper U6A pin 2 to U25 Pin 4.

5. 'Locate U28 component side, lift I.C. and pull 6lft:
pin 9 install back I.C. Locate U4 and US solder side.
Jumper U4 pin 12 to us pin 13. Jumper US pin 12 to
U1 pin 2 and 1. Jumper U4 pin 111 to Ul pin 5. Jumper;
Ul pin 3 to u2 pin 1. Locate u2l (D~M.A.) jumper U21
pin 12 to Ul pin 4.. .

6. lnst-al1 ,a 74574 1,n U1socket~



APPENDIX I

WARRANTY LETTER





ct}:>

DIGITAL
CORPORATION

IDI'ICE

Mvance1 Digital COrporation nt::M requires a Return Authorization
Number for the return of any equip:nent for repair or eredit. This
nun:ber will be issue1 by the Custaner Support Deparbrent. Arr:I
equip:nent receive1 without the Return Authorization Nmt>er clearly
marke1 on the outside of the package may be subject to significant
delays in the repair process.

Return Authorization Numbers are active for 30 days after they are
issued. If the equiprent specified in the Return Authorization is
IDt received by Advanced Digital within this 30 day period signi
ficant delays in handling the repair may be incurred.

If the equip:nent nnJSt be returned a second time, a new Return
Authorization Number nnJSt be issued. Reuse of Return Authorization
Numbers may result in delays in processing returns.

Effective Nove:nber 1, 1981, repair of all kit and nonwarranty
boards will be $70.00. This fee is subject to change without
notice.

Returns for credit will be subject to a 15% restcx::king charge. If
material for credit was purchased through a dealer, Ad.vaIi.ced Digital
canoot issue a credit. AdjUSbnent must be handled through the dealer.
Other credit returns should have reference to the original invoice
number.

If you have any questions regarding special handling, packagil"XJ of
the equip:nent, or procedures for returning equip:nent, please contact
the Advanced Digital COrporation.

The warranty on the super SIX is one year fran the date of purchase.
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SUPER SIX SINGLE BOAl<10 COMPI...iTE~ PAkTS UST

ITEM PART NO. LOCATiO!'! QTY.

1 745 10 U2 1
2 74LSOO U3, Ull, U44 3
3 74LS132 U4 1
4 74LS04 U5, U68 2
5 74 S74 U6, U28 2
6 74LS32 U6-A, U40 2
7 280B PIO U7 I.
8 CD4098 U8 1
9 74LS138 U9, U34 2

10 7438 UI0 1
11 74LS13 U12, U33 2
12 74LS123 U13 1
13 74LS14 U14 1
14 7407 U15,U22 2
15 16L8 U16, U36 2
16 74LS174 U17 1
17 74LSlI U18 1
18 74S04 U19 1
19 280B CTC U20 1
20 280 DMA U21 1
21 74LS92 U23 r
22 74LS393 U24 1
23 8T97 U25 1
24 7406 U26 1
25 WD2793 U27 1
26 2726 EPROM U29 1
27 280B U30 1
28 BR1945 U31 1
29 74LSI09 U32 1
30 74LS27 U35 1
31 74S287 U37 1
32 280B DART U38 1
33 74LS280 U39 1
35 8T98 U43, U66 2
36 TTLDMI00 U41 1
37 74LS02 U42 1
38 4164..15 U46-U54 .18
39 74LS244 U65 1
40 74LS374 U67 1
41 74LS240 U70, un, un 3
42 74LS373 U73 1
43 74LS245 U74, U76 2
44 74LS273 U78 1
45 745240 U80, U79 2



LIST OF OISU~ETE COMPONENTS

ITEM PART NO. LOCATION

46 40 PIN SOCKET U7, U21, U27, U30, U38
47 28 PIN SOCKET U20
48 24 PIN SOCKET U29
49 20 PIN SOCKET
50 18 PIN SOCKET U31
51 16 PIN SOCKET
52 14 PIN SOCKET
53 220/330 SIP RM2
54 10K SIP RM I, RM4, RM5, RM3
55 4.7K SIP RM6, RM7
56 33 OHM SIP RM8, RM9, RM 10

(8 PIN)

CAPACITOR LIST FOR SUPER SIX

ITEM PART NO. LOCATION

57 .1 MF CAP
58 10 MR CAP C14, C6
59 4.7 MF CAP(25V) C9, CIO
60 6.8 MF (lOV) C7, C8
6i 33 PF C23
62 47 PF C35, C32, C31, C33
63 5-50 PF CAP C26

QTY.

5
1
1

15
1

28
27
1
4
2
3

QTY.

30
2
2
2
I
4
1

. RESISTOR LIST FOR SUPER SIX (ALL RESISTORS ARE 1/4 WATT)

ITEM PART NO. LOCATION QTY.

64 IK RESISTOR R7, 8, II, 15, 16 8
65 220 OHM R12, 18,22,23,24,29,21,20 8

26, 27, 28
66 4.7K RI I
67 10K R6, RIO 2
68 27K R3 I
69 470K R2 I
70 5.1 MEGA OHM R5 I
71 10 OHM RI7 I
72 1.5K R13 1
73 .560 OHM' R!4 !
74 33 OHM R30, R31 2
75 10K TRIM POT 1

(82PR 10K)
76 50K TRIM POT

(82PR50K)



ACCESSORIES

ITEM PART NO. LOCATION QTY.

77 220MH CHOCK Ll,L2 2
78 6104 TERMALOY VRI 1
79 78H05 1
81 40 PIN CONN J2 1
82 50 PIN CONN J3 1
83 34 PIN CONNEC Jl 1
84 14 PIN CON NEC JI+, J5, J{> 3
85 16 PIN CONNEC RS (8 PIN DOUBLE) 1
86 8 PIN SINGLE RS 1
87 3 PIN SINGLE E, C, D, R 1+
88 . 2 PIN SINGLE B,G 2
89 DIALIGHT 5552222 1

LED
90 2N3906 TRANS Q2 1
91 2N2222 TRANS Ql 1
92 24 MHZ XTAL Yl 1
93 5.068 MHZ XTA Y2 1
94 1N911+ DIODE CRl, CR@ 2



APPENDIX K

PLL REALIGNMENT





'FoU;W;;ng is the proceaure tor realigning the PLL on the SUPER SIX single board
comput~r.

I. Turn POWER switch to ON (insure test iumperis removea).

2. Install JumperG.

3. Adjust trimmer Cap for 250KHiI~n. 'pinl ti6 at the FOe.

4. Adjust 50KHz trimmer pot for a posit.ive goimg p!.:.IJse 01 25005 on pin
29 of the FOC.,

5. Adjust WKHz tr'irruner pot for a positive going pUlse of about l:25ns
OOOns - 3000s, depending on disk drive manufa-cture,t); on pin 31 of
the FOe..

6. 'R.emove jum:pe-r G.





APPEf\J DIX M

PSNET/PAR SCHEMA TIC
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APPENDIX N

SUPER SIX SCHEMATICS




